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Message from the
Head of Corps
Royal Australian Engineers
BRIG Matt Galton, DSC

Welcome to the 2021 edition
of Australian Sapper
In the blink of an eye 12 months have flashed past and
it is now time for me to hand over the mantle of Head of
Corps to BRIG Mick Say. 2021 was yet again another
demanding one for the Corps. Operations, both domestic
and overseas, yet again placed significant demands on
every unit. As individuals and collectively the Corps has
yet again delivered on the expectations placed upon
us. Whilst domestic support to our fellow Australians
has been a strong focus for the past couple of years,
particularly in response to COVID but also to natural
disasters, the volatile nature of major power relationships requires us as always to maintain our
readiness for combat operations. Balancing the demands of being ready for the full spectrum of
military engineering support to the Joint Force is tough. To do so requires skilled, dedicated and
robust people. Our Corps has plenty of them.
Be you a Sapper who has just completed initial training and in your first daunting week in a unit, or
a proud member of one of the many fine RAE Associations with half a century or more of service
under your belt, the Corps’ success is reliant on you. Whilst Head of Corps was an all too brief
extra regimental appointment for me, it was one that I felt incredibly privileged to hold. Thank you
for your professionalism and devotion to service. All the very best to you and your families.
Be proud of your year. Be proud of your Corps. Thank you for your service.
Follow the Sapper!
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Message from the Corps
Regimental Sergeant Major
Royal Australian Engineers
WO1 Sean Chainey, DSM, OAM

Fellow Sappers
The year 2021 has continued to be as challenging and
unpredictable as the last, particularly sustaining important
support to Australians during this continued time of
need, as a part of the ADF’s contribution to the whole
of Government COVID19 response. 2021 has also seen
a significant return to engagement with our regional
partners to promote regional security and cooperation,
particularly through military engineering exercises
in Timor-Leste, PNG, and Fiji. The Corps-sustained
domestic support and regional engagement does not
however, replace or diminish the requirement for us to be prepared to deploy into a contested
and lethal environment to deliver engineer effects to enable the Joint Force to live, move and fight,
demonstrated through Exercise TALISMAN SABRE and Exercise KOOLENGDONG.
On the 28th October, the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal approved the RAE submission
effectively bringing to a conclusion an Employment Category Review commenced in 2016. Rather
than seeing this as the end state, we must view this as the new starting point from which to plan
the Corps, which continues to evolve to meet the challenges of evolving operational threats,
increasing pace of technological advancement, greater domestic tasking and the introduction of
major projects as defined in SAPPER - PLAN 2028.
“Our mission is to promote national interests, influence vital regions and enable the Joint Force
to live, move, fight and win our Nation's wars. We recognise opportunities and challenges in the
world will significantly increase, requiring the continuous forward presence of military engineers.
The Corps must be tailored to answer the Nation's call both at home and abroad. We will enhance
our strategic agility, global reach and tactical flexibility as part of efforts to enable joint, allied and
coalition operations and interagency coordination. We are problem solvers who seek continuous
improvement through professional development and capability investment to enhance our
survivability and optimise the effect we deliver”.
While the Corps has always adapted to meet these new challenges, we are experiencing
an accelerating pace of demanded evolution to ensure we are fit for purpose into the future.
Consequently, as a Corps, RAE must be ready to clearly articulate our future operating intent,
specialist capabilities, training systems and employment categories. This will affect our units,
where we must accept more responsibility for readiness, maintenance of baseline training
standards, and the development of our people and its future leaders. We must always be vigilant
against the urgent overshadowing the important. The “so what” as individuals is we must accept
greater personal responsibility for our own maintenance of military and technical skills, development
of our physical and mental resilience and a greater emphasis on being a student of soldiering. My
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reasoning why is quite simply that as the challenges accelerate, so must the response and the
term readiness must become an enduring, sustainable state to ensure both mission success and
survivability, if rapidly deployed.
As I complete my time as CRSM I want to acknowledge all Sappers of the Corps, the Associations
and the many other people I have been privileged to meet and work with these last few years. This
is a role I would proudly continue for my remainder of service but sadly, like all positions it must
be regularly renewed with new ideas and thinking to continue to support the Corps. I congratulate
WO1 Matthew Dickson on his appointment as CRSM commencing in January 2022. Matt brings a
wealth of experience into the role and I wish him every success. I also acknowledge the departing
RAE Head of Corps, Brigadier Matt Galton, DSC and his efforts this year despite continued
COVID19 disruptions and heavy work commitments as the Director-General Capital Facilities &
Infrastructure.
This year the ADF ceased operations in Afghanistan, bringing Australia's longest-ever war to
a close. I know that many members of the Corps still struggle physically and emotionally from
this service and the end of the campaign and its surrounding blanket media coverage no doubt
intensified that struggle. It is my sincere hope that all who served know that the eventual outcome
does not diminish their sacrifice and the value of their service. I would also like to acknowledge the
many members of the Corps who continue to be posted or deployed on operations, maintaining
relations within our partner nations and delivering RAE capabilities around the world with the
additional worry of the wellbeing of family and friends at home compounded by the uncertainty of
freedom of movement in an ever-changing COVID19 situation.
I wish you and your families a safe and hopefully long break over Christmas and every success
into the New Year. In July 2022 we will commemorate 120 years as a Corps and I very much hope
we can do so with no restrictions or limits. These celebrations will be open to all members of the
Corps and not just the ones currently wearing the uniform; once a Sapper always a Sapper.
Ubique
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New Combat Engineer Capability LAND 8160 Phase 1 Update
The LAND 8160 Phase 1 (L8160-1) Project will introduce into service Combat Engineering
Vehicles to provide the ADF with an under-armour bridging, breaching and engineering capability
to address a current capability gap for Army. Alongside the LAND 907 Phase 2 (L907-2) Main
Battle Tank Upgrade Project, L8160-1 makes up the Heavy Armoured Capability System within
the Combined Arms Fighting System. The desired engineering effect will be achieved through
capabilities delivered by the M1150 Armoured Breacher Vehicle (ABV) and the M1074 Joint
Assault Bridge (JAB).

Joint Assault Bridge
With Second Pass consideration by Government scheduled for Q4 2021, the capability is
expected to deliver an initial operating capability by the end of 2025. The projects will significantly
enhance how the Corps supports close combat operations, enabling rapid obstacle reduction in
the direct fire zone, under the protection of armour.

Joint Assault Bridge launching
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ABV with Full Width Mine Plough
The projects seek to acquire up to 29 ABV, 17 JAB and six M88A2 additional Armoured Recovery
Vehicles (ARV). There will be a Combat Engineering Vehicle Troop supporting each Combat
Brigade, consisting of up to six ABVs and three JABs, with an additional ARV allocated to the
Armoured Squadron A1 Echelon to support the increase in heavy armoured vehicles within the
Brigade. A training fleet of four ABVs and two JABs will support training at Puckapunyal, with
all other platforms allocated to regional and national reserve pools. Both the ABV and JAB have
a crew of two, a Driver and Commander/Operator. To support introduction into service and
sustainment training, six RAE instructor positions have been created and will come on line in 2024
to augment the Driving and Servicing Wing at the School of Armour.

ABV with Combat Dozer Blade

ABV with Excavator Manipulator Arm
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ABV using Manipulator attachment

The ABV can be fitted with a range of front-end equipment to achieve a variety of engineering
effects to support mobility, counter mobility and survivability tasks. Attachments include FullWidth Mine Plough, Combat Dozer Blade and Excavator Manipulator Arm. Additionally, as the
ABV moves through an obstacle, its integrated lane marking system can identify the limits of the
cleared lane. Both the JAB and ABV are based upon the existing M1 Abrams hull, with the ABV
being equipped with a 12.7mm remotely operated weapon (for self-protection) as well as two Mine
Clearing Line Charges (MICLIC). The MICLIC is able to reduce a 100m lane through a minefield
using a rocket propelled explosive charge. The JAB will have a new hydraulic bridge launcher
system that is capable of emplacing a bridge in under four minutes, in close combat conditions.
The JAB is able to span gaps of up to 18 metres to enable the mobility of the Joint Land Force.
The JAB can recover the bridge from either end.
Whilst vehicles entering into service are still a few years off, the progression of the projects is
positive and the capabilities to be delivered to the Corps remain leading edge in technology and
their ability to provide combat engineering support to the future land force.

ABV firing MICLIC
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ABV detonating MICLIC

Directorate of Officer Career Management - Army
MAJ John Leathley
Firstly, I would like to thank the officers within the Foundation Group for their engagement, open
and honest feedback, and professionalism throughout 2021. Members of the Corps are committed
heavily within all major HQs, units and training establishments in Army and the Joint Staff. We have
excellent representation in a number of overseas posts and in executive level support to some of
our senior Army officers, which will be maintained throughout 2022.
The transition to remote engagement which commenced in CMC21 will continue to develop.
CMC22 saw the introduction of several Town Hall opportunities, content updates to the DOCM
webpages and an overhauled Career Planning Tool (CPT). The CPT now enables a more succinct
picture of an officer’s intentions, which coupled with data from your DOCM dossier and portfolio,
enables better facilitation of a career interview. Remote engagement will continue for CMC23 and
so will the ways in which you are able to access career relevant information, seek and be involved
in engagement opportunities, and receive more tailored feedback after the conduct of selection
and promotion boards.
Secondly, our Corps is in a healthy position in terms of asset and liability in comparison to most
other Corps. Our vacancies are held at the rank of CAPT (-13) and MAJ (-23), which has resulted
in units not receiving their full complement of RAE Officers. In order to further reduce vacancies
in RAE units, the Corps has slightly lessened its footprint in some minor HQs. Additionally, more
focused effort has been placed on ensuring our officers with specific qualifications are employed
in units to best use their skills and experience. This has enabled a more focused delivery of
capability to Army and the Joint Force. Pressures will always exist in ensuring we sufficiently
staff units however, DOCM will always prioritise postings in accordance with the Personnel and
Organisational Planning Guidance (POPG).
2021 saw the first intake of the RAE Specialist Service Officer (SSO). An excellent initiative that has
seen members join RAE as SERCAT5 or SERCAT7 with specific qualifications, in order to increase
asset across the Corps and provide particular skills to Army (construction management, civil
engineering, project management, surveying, science, CBRN). I encourage you to communicate
RAE SSO opportunities with your peers of all Corps, SERCATs and with non-Defence members
who have qualifications which can be of benefit to RAE. The All Corps Officer Employment
Specification and the RAE Manual of Army Employment provides a start point for further
information regarding RAE SSO.
Finally, the Corps is a flexible and highly skilled workforce with highly qualified combat engineers,
civil engineers, project managers, science officers, special forces officers and Specialist Service
Officers. All of you have an important role to play in providing capability to our Defence Force. The
Corps will continue to be challenged and we will be called upon to conduct our duties throughout
the full spectrum of operations. The demands on you during training will always be high. I have
been humbled during my engagement with you, hearing the hard work and challenges that
you have been undertaking. Your enthusiasm has been motivating. Your efforts are thoroughly
appreciated across all ranks and you are very well respected across all Corps. I encourage all
Foundation Group officers to maintain your drive for career success and be open and honest with
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your intentions. Be prepared to receive feedback, keep the Career Advisor and your chain
of command informed and maintain your professionalism. Perform in your current role and enjoy
your posting.
Thank you to the Commanding Officers who have always placed the development of their officers
as a high priority during their engagement with DOCM.
I would like to thank all of the officers and soldiers who I have had the privilege of working with
for the past 2 years. I wish you and your families all the best for 2022 and I am looking forward to
crossing paths with you as you progress throughout your careers.
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Soldier Career Management Agency - RAE
This year saw the completion of the new format of posting cycle for the first time with a great deal
of success, a few challenges and a number of lessons learned. With the commencement of the
CMC23 in October we once again saw the RAE Career Advisory Group (CAG) conduct a remote
engagement tour with a mix of published digital media and video interviews.
The RAE CAG would like to take the opportunity thank all Sappers within the Corps for grasping
and running with remote engagement. You all picked up your phone, or unclipped it from your
belt holder, or opened your computer and embraced the new virtual way of career management.
Additionally, the RAE CAG would like to thank all unit command teams for their support and
patience as we continue to understand the effects of the current work environment on career
management.
Personnel Advisory Committees (PAC) are now known as Career Management Boards (CMB).
Selections will occur in the first quarter of the calendar year, followed by competitive selections for
Any Arms, All-Corps and O/S positions. Guidance regarding these processes can be found on the
CMA website and all soldiers should review this information to understand how this affects them
and their career.
Lastly, the RAE CAG would like to congratulate all those members who promoted within the Corps
in CMC21 and those we seek to promote in CMC22. Your promotion formally recognises your
outstanding achievements and ongoing success. Well done!

WO2 Portfolio
Career Advisor: CAPT Joshua A Vogel
Congratulations on another strong year by the WO2 portfolio with a number of highly competitive
appointments picked up across Any Arms, Any Corps, RAE and Overseas. Congratulations on a
strong performance at TR WO2 PAC and for all those who will join the WO2 portfolio in CMC22.
Below are those leaving the portfolio in 2022 on promotion and first appointment:
6 ESR - WO2 Ben Miller

SME - WO2 Douglas Royal

6 ESR - WO2 Robert Dolan

ASEME - WO2 Gregor Buckley

12 CE WKS - WO2 Daniel George

DIO - WO2 J

19 CE WKS - WO2 Liam Wardle
Below are the 2022 SM and O/S posting appointments:
1 CER - WO2 Jack Brown

SOER - WO2 J

2 CER - WO2 Anthony Clarke

AUR - WO2 Cam Elliott

3 CER - WO2 Ben Goodall

1 RTB - WO2 Rich Mouat

6 ESR - WO2 Michael Symmans

DCP PNG - WO2 Tim Lee

6 ESR - WO2 Matthew Logie

AS Army O/S, USA - SGT A

SOER - WO2 D
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Combat Trades - ECN 096, 432 and 141
Career Advisor: WO1 Matt Dickson
Engagement across the Combat Trade portfolio has been key to our success and I thank each
and every one of you for your continued support. CMC22 will see 25 CPLs and 17 SGTs promote
within their trade.
I have been posted as at January 2022 and I would like to use this opportunity to thank all those
personnel who have supported me throughout my tenure.
I will handover to WO1 Tony Luchterhand who is appointed as the Career Advisor for ECNs 096,
432 and 141 from January 2022. I ask that you provide WO1 Luchterhand the same level of
engagement you have afforded me over the last 12 months to ensure he is able to communicate
and balance the service need, your career development and your personal preferences.

Construction Trades
Career Advisor: WO1 Kelvin Baulch
The future of the Construction elements of the RAE is on an upward trajectory. As one of the only
Corps in Army to have approved growth without offset, this is an exciting time to be a tradie.
Current staffing pressures will continue to be felt into the near future which presents opportunity for
those identified with the potential to act in a higher duty and/or promote. I ask that you embrace
the challenge, be prepared to lead and make an informed decision. More importantly, do not be
afraid to learn and grow from mistakes.
This year has seen a substantial amount of effort afforded to the management of all Construction
Employment Categories in order to identify and understand friction points and gain efficiencies in
processes and training. For all of you looking for a change and job satisfaction, opportunity still
exists for Plant Operator (ECN 270), Draughtsman (ECN 101) and Surveyor (ECN 393).
To everyone promoting, separating, transferring or posting I offer my best wishes and
congratulations. To each of you and your families, good luck for the future and stay safe in these
trying times.

ECN Updates
For this CMC, DSCM-A introduced a video presentation highlighting the complexities of
the portfolio. Please review this presentation which can be found on the DSCM-A
SharePoint site.

Opportunities
Throughout the CMC we have seen Sappers at all ranks expecting DSCM-A to have a plan for
their career, this is not the case. We here at the RAE CAG will provide advice, guidance, support
and advocacy for you throughout your career; however, you need to understand your own career
goals, review your pathway and understand the MAE.
Within this CMC we have sought to expand the Corps positioning in competitive Any Arms and All
Corps selections. We encourage all Sappers within the Corps to actively invest in their career and
review the Gazette (available on the CMA intranet site) to understand the wide range of posting
opportunities available to them.
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Additionally we encourage all members of the Corps to read the guidance available on the CMA
intranet site into all aspects of their career. A keen understanding of PAR writing, what each area
means and how it effects presentation in CMB will set you in good stead as both a Sapper and a
Commander. We encourage you to understand how a CMB is conducted and what you can do
to enhance your competitiveness. With restrictions easing, CMB viewing will recommence in 2022
and can be organised through your chain of command.
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Royal Australian Engineers Order of the Day
On the Occasion of the Announcement of the 2021
Royal Australian Engineers Awards
5th November 2021
To all Sappers past and present, it gives me great pleasure to announce the recipients of the Royal
Australian Engineers Awards for 2021. These awards acknowledge the achievements and enduring
service of Sappers.
RAE Excellence in Engineering Awards:
• Lieutenant General FJ Hickling AO, CSC Award for Most Outstanding Engineer,
Lieutenant Olivier Beaumont (2 CER)
• Major General S Day DSC, AM Award for Most Outstanding Lieutenant ARA,
Lieutenant Olivier Beaumont (2 CER)
• Warrant Officer Class Two RC 'Mick' Mace MM, BEM Award for Most Outstanding
Non-Commissioned Officer ARA, Corporal Sefanaia Namoa (3 CER)
• Warrant Officer Class One B Wade OAM, CDS Award for Most Outstanding Sapper ARA,
Sapper Donald Currie (6 ESR)
• Colonel AH ' Sandy' McGregor MC Award for Most Outstanding Lieutenant ARes,
Lieutenant Emily Mirabella (22 ER)
• Warrant Officer Class One R 'John' Raddatz OAM Award for Most Outstanding NonCommissioned Officer ARes, Corporal Robert Camilleri (22 ER)
• Sergeant M Chalk MG Award for Most Outstanding Sapper ARes,
Sapper Andrew Tonkih (5 ER)
The Brigadier General CH Foott CB, CMG Award:
Award for an individual who has rendered outstanding and significant support or service to the
Corps of Royal Australian Engineers - Mr James Davis
I congratulate all recipients on the dedicated application and determination of service which has
earned you high regard from your superiors and peers. Your efforts bring great credit upon yourself,
your unit and the Corps.
Ubique

Mathew Galton, DSC
Brigadier
Head of Corps
Royal Australian Engineers
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1st Combat Engineer Regiment
Introduction
2021 has been a busy, challenging and rewarding year for the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment (1
CER). As a Regiment, 1 CER undertook some excellent combined arms training, participated in
numerous security cooperation activities, supported local community engagement and deployed in
support of domestic operations.
Force generation and security cooperation activities returned to somewhat normalcy in 2021,
with 1 CER providing military engineering support to the 1st Brigade’s combined arms teams.
Habitual relationships were maintained and strengthened with the 5th and 7th Battalion, The Royal
Australian Regiment and the 1st Armoured Regiment. 1 CER also worked closely with international
and regional partners including the Marine Rotational Force - Darwin, the Japanese Ground Self
Defense Force, the Tentara Nasional Indonesia, the Malaysian Army, and the Falintal Forcas De
Defesa De Timor-Leste.
Through numerous individual and sub-unit deployments, 1 CER continued to support the
Australian Defence Force’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Whilst a step-change from the
usual spectrum of operations 1 CER is accustomed to, our soldiers gained excellent experience
in a Tri-Service environment and formed strong inter-agency partnerships with state emergency
services. Most importantly, the deployments saw members of 1 CER support the Australian public
during a time of hardship, unprecedented since the end of the Second World War.
2021 has also been a year of innovation and force modernisation, with 1 CER successfully trialling
multiple unmanned systems, robotic search dogs, mechanical breaching, water purification, and
taking the early steps towards Army’s Littoral Operations Concept. With considerable change fast
approaching through the introduction of Army’s Littoral Operating Concept, the Unit has begun
initial planning for its transition towards a Littoral Manoeuvre Force. The next few years will see an
increase in innovation and opportunity as the Littoral Operations Concept continues to be realised an exciting time to be part of the 1 CER family.

1 Field Squadron - Fight as a Team
MAJ Matthew Scott - Officer Commanding
1 Field Squadron have trained in partnership with the 5th Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment
(5 RAR) and the Marine Rotational Force - Darwin (MRF-D) continuously throughout 2021 to
enhance our ability to fight as a team. Focussing on urban operations, search and breaching; the
Squadron has had excellent opportunities to maintain operational readiness and to prepare for a
likely future role as part of the Littoral Manoeuvre Brigade.
Exercise MONSOON SAPPER 21 gave the Squadron the first opportunity to conduct live fire
field training for the year. Both 1 Troop and 2 Troop conducted live fire attacks enabled by their
respective 5 RAR Combat Teams at Kangaroo Flats Training Area. Both Troops also executed
demolitions ranges to hone their breaching techniques. Thanks to the support of the military
engineering team in Army Headquarters, this activity also provided the Squadron with an
opportunity to trial a range of manual breaching tools, many of which will be taken forward to
further enhance urban operations capabilities.
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The arrival of the 10th rotation of MRF-D set the conditions for the Squadron to train alongside
the US Marine Corps EOD Technicians during Exercise AMPHIBIAN WALK 21. The integration
of the Explosive Detection Dog Section throughout the activity also demonstrated the value that
has been realised through making that team a permanent part of the Squadron. After a series of
troop-led training activities throughout the Darwin area, the Squadron moved to Tindal to execute a
culminating activity testing urban, rural and night search capabilities.

Members of 2 TP conduct urban breaching alongside 5 RAR at Mount Bundey Training Area
during Exercise SOUTHERN JACKAROO 21
While 1 Troop deployed on Operation COVID-19 Assist, the remainder of the Squadron conducted
Exercise SOUTHERN JACKAROO 21 alongside 5 RAR, MRF-D and the Japanese Ground SelfDefense Force. With 2 Troop leading a combined Australian and US Marine Corps (USMC) team,
the Squadron trained urban breaching and search in a multi-national combined arms environment.
A series of live fire urban breaches allowed 2 Troop and their supported Combat Team to refine
their drills while sharing skills and knowledge with the US and Japanese forces. A culminating live
fire attack supported by significant indirect and direct fire support confirmed 2 Troop’s ability to
execute explosive and manual breaching in a combined arms team.
Exercise KOOLENDONG 21 again gave the Squadron an opportunity to train alongside our US
Marine Corps peers. Reinforced by teams from across the Regiment, the Squadron supported the
largest combined 1st Brigade and MRF-D exercise conducted to date. The reinforced Squadron
breached multiple tactical and protective obstacles, emplaced complex tactical obstacle belts,
produced 1.6 million litres of potable water, established or repaired 280 kilometres of vehicle
routes, and logistically sustained forces spread across 250km2. This time 1 Troop took the
lead during live fire breaching of obstacles as a part of their 5 RAR-based Combat Team. The
opportunity to have all Australian and MRF-D engineers working as a single team to execute a
significant counter-mobility and survivability task was a key achievement.
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The combined Australian and USMC engineer team in front of the escarpment at Bradshaw
Field Training Area during Exercise KOOLENDONG 21
To close out the year a team from the Squadron executed Exercise ANJING PERANG 21 in
Malaysia. This activity saw members conduct cross-training of EDD and Counter IED techniques
with the Malaysian Army. Concurrently the Squadron supported Exercise WIRRA JAYA 21, again
working alongside 5 RAR, as well as training with members of the Tentara Nasional Indonesia
Angkatan Darat. Exercise WIRRA JAYA 21 gave the Squadron the opportunity to further enhance
operations in an urban setting, particularly breaching and combat shooting. The culminating
combined Australian and Indonesian urban attack at Mount Bundey Training Area provided a fitting
end to the training year.
After a busy and rewarding year the Squadron remains ready to fight as a team alongside our
combined arms and multinational partners.

9th Field Squadron (Mechanised) - Be Flexible
LT Keaton Tull - 3 Troop Commander
2021 started with preparations for Exercise MONSOON SAPPER; however, planning quickly
shifted to supporting the 7th Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment (7 RAR) on Exercise
MAROON DAWN at the Cultana Training Area (CUTA). The main effort for this exercise was to
revise, practice and confirm engineer support to a mechanised Combat Team (CT). The activity
included dismounted infantry minor tactics, mounted and dismounted live fire and live explosive
hazard reduction training.
With successful integration achieved on Exercise MAROON DAWN, the Squadron again deployed
south in May to support the 1st Armoured Regiment (1 AR) on Exercise PARATUS RUN. The
primary focus for both Troops was to support both the 7 RAR and 1 AR CT level battle runs and
live fire breaches. Both breaches consisted of complex obstacle belts including anti-tank ditching,
tetrahedrons, minefields, and the trusty CAT II wire.

Combat Engineer Section from 9th Field Squadron conducting a “Stop Drop” at a wire obstacle
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Sapper from 9th Field Squadron emplacing an improvised Bangalore Torpedo
In July, 1 CER was tasked to relieve elements from 7 Brigade on Operation COVID-19 Assist
in Victoria. This saw the majority of the Squadron deploy while concurrently supporting 1 Field
Squadron on Exercise KOOLENDONG and supporting quarantine control measure tasks at Bladin
Village (ADF’s standalone quarantine facility on the outskirts of Darwin). This demonstrated the
Squadron’s ability to deploy across a myriad of concurrent tasks and highlighted the agility and
adaptability of the Sappers.
Upon completion of the COVID Assist tasks, the Squadron planned, led and executed a meaningful
community engagement activity in East Arnhem Land. This activity consisted of partnered training
with NORFORCE and the Yirralka, Dhimmuru and ASRAC Ranger groups, along with cultural
exchanges with the communities of Nhulunbuy and Ramingining. Overall it was a highly successful
activity that provided meaningful training, supported some of Australia’s most remote communities,
and deepened the Squadron’s understanding of this amazing part of the world.
Although it has been a busy year for 9 Field Squadron, members have remained flexible and
continued to deliver excellent results. The level of resilience and dedication demonstrated by each
sapper within the Squadron has been commendable. Everyone should be proud of their efforts and
the training outcomes that have been achieved this year.

23rd Support Squadron - Working and Building
Together Exercise WARTHOG WALK 2021
LT Rhys Brandon - Specialist Troop Commander
23rd Support Squadron deployed its unique capabilities on Exercise WARTHOG WALK (Ex WW)
to Bradshaw Field Training Area (BFTA) during the months of May and June 2021.
The Exercise was designed to assess the Squadron’s ability to deploy to the field environment
and rehearse its various roles within the combat brigade. The Officer Commanding, MAJ Michael
Cannington, set the testing of the Squadron’s unique engineering capabilities as the principal
focus for the Exercise.
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The Exercise was also a great opportunity for the plant operators to further refine their skills on
the in-service heavy equipment and provide Brigade-level mobility via route repair in preparation
for 1st Combat Brigade’s Exercise KOOLENDONG, a joint exercise between the USMC and ADF,
which occurred in August. These tasks saw more than ten kilometres of unsealed roads and tracks
enhanced and rebuilt throughout the training area, allowing future manoeuvrability of combat and
logistics elements. Construction began on the Brigade Ammunition Point and reconnaissance
was conducted in preparation for the Bulk Fuel Installation and UAS airstrip scheduled for
construction in July.

Excavator loading a dump truck from Construction Troop, 23rd Support Squadron at a
quarry site at BFTA during Ex WARTHOG WALK 21
Specialist Troop’s engineering capabilities were also tested during Ex WW through the production
and distribution of over 250,000L of purified water. This activity allowed commanders to scope and
test the capability across various locations in preparation for providing potable water to the entire
Brigade during Exercise KOOLENDONG. Specialist Troop also took advantage of the training area
and conducted a Portable Saw Mill course, which qualified members on a vital piece of equipment
that wins timber for construction.

Water Purification and Desalination System set-up and operation during Ex WARTHOG WALK 21
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Combat Rescue Troop sought out training opportunities while in BFTA and conducted extensive
trade related training in Vertical Rescue, Confined Space Rescue and Personnel Recovery from
Armoured vehicles. Their training concluded with several serials which involved the combination
of Combat First Aid, Rescue and IMTs.

Members of Combat Rescue Troop conducting Rescue and First Aid serials during
Ex WARTHOG WALK 21
Ex WW culminated in a field training phase in which the Squadron occupied and defended harbour
areas by day and night within a dynamic threat environment. Within the confines of a tactical
scenario, Construction Troop continued to improve BFTA through their range remediation, whilst
Specialist and Combat Rescue Troops conducted multiple engineer search scenarios that provided
information for the continually emerging intelligence picture. This field training exercise was a great
opportunity for all to understand and visualise the physical footprint of a Support Squadron.

23rd Support Squadron - Ex WARTHOG WALK 21
Ex WW was a great success for the 23rd Support Squadron. Not only did it enable essential trade
training, it also set the conditions for the success of Exercise KOOLENDONG.
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Exercise HARI’I HAMUTUK 2021
LT Leoné van Donselaar - Construction Troop Commander
Exercise HARI’I HAMUTUK is an annual international engagement activity that takes place in
Timor-Leste. In 2021 this activity involved members across all services from Australia, New
Zealand, the United States of America, Japan and the host nation, Timor-Leste.
One of the main tasks this year was to conduct construction maintenance at a border outpost
in Tilomar to improve the conditions for the Forças de Defesa de Timor-Leste (F-FDTL) personnel
living and working from the outpost. The tasks at the Tilomar Border Outpost saw a troop sized
element consisting of ADF, F-FDTL and US Navy members working together as a construction
force.

Construction stores area at the Tilomar Border Outpost
The construction tasks included repairs to water mains, replacing the plumbing from water storage
tanks to buildings, replacing building electrical cabling and fixtures, upgrades to cooking facilities
and the pouring of a new concrete slab outside the kitchen.
The Exercise was a huge success, enabling the building of lasting relationships and friendships
with our partner nations, the transfer of knowledge and skills between nations and the opportunity
to work together in a multinational environment. The commitment to this Exercise, despite the
COVID-19 pandemic, demonstrates the importance of our partnership with Timor-Leste and the
dedication of both our nations to this long-standing partnership.
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Operational Support Squadron - Support the Sapper
LT Callum Pieterse - Logistic Troop Commander
Operational Support Squadron (OSS) has proven throughout 2021 that it is a highly adaptable
team of hard working individuals with the trades and skills necessary to provide a logistic effect
wherever and whenever 1 CER required it. In 2021, 1 CER participated in a wide variety of
activities, exercises and international engagement, ranging from helping local cancer council
groups to security cooperation exercises in Timor-Leste. All of these activities have their own
unique logistic challenges to overcome in order to provide the integral support Engineer elements
need to continue to do good work in both green and white roles. The highlights of OSS’ year
include the rollout of the updated soldier combat ensemble, participation in a number of 1 CER
activities, and the provision of disaggregated logistics - a relatively new concept for the Squadron.
Post the initial rush at the start of the year, 1st Brigade commenced the roll out of the Soldier
Combat Ensemble 19 (SCE-19). SCE-19 represented an organisational shift to a more complete
system that a soldier can rely on to carry the equipment they need. This is especially pertinent
for Engineers as they use a number of specialised tools for breaching and mine clearance. All
supply staff worked together in the ‘back of house’ space to complete equipment issue, corporate
governance and the receipt/return of legacy equipment. The end result sees all available members
of 1 CER fully equipped to face anything thrown at them.
OSS’ main exercises for the year were Exercise GOANNA RUN and Exercise KOOLENDONG
which gave the Squadron the opportunity to conduct tactical CSS in both barracks and field
environments. The focus for these Exercises was the principle of disaggregated logistics and how
it is best employed in an engineer regiment. This principle hinges on having task organised CSS
elements that remain mobile and adaptable by shortening the lines of communication between
dependants and resupply elements. Putting this into practice, the Squadron had elements spread
from Mount Bundey to Cultana and out to Bradshaw near the WA border. These distances,
coupled with the uniqueness of engineer tasks presented key challenges to OSS who worked hard
to enable these tasks, exercises and missions. OSS primarily broke down into two task organised
troop sized CSSTs (E51 and E52) comprising of a Forward Repair Team (FRT), distribution and
transport capabilities.

Members of E52 return from the conduct of a Distribution Point with 1 FD elements at
Bradshaw Field Training Area during Exercise KOOLENDONG 21
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During Exercise GOANNA RUN, E51 took the meaning of disaggregation to the extreme by having
a single section sized CSST lodged at the NORFORCE Katherine Depot on RAAF BASE TINDAL.
The relatively small CSST was capable of completing tactical CSS training in the Katherine area
while supporting 23 Support Squadron as they conducted range remediation at Bradshaw Field
Training Area. The integral FRT was deployed on numerous occasions to effect vehicle triage
and repair throughout the Exercise, liaising with their NORFORCE and RAAF counterparts for
assistance, building relationships and promoting interoperability.
E52, task organised under the command of 1 Field Squadron, deployed on Ex KOOLENDONG
in BFTA where the challenges of operating over vast distances and in harsh conditions became
apparent very quickly. E52 successfully provided combat service support across a 250 square km
area to the deployed force, which conducted combat engineer, plant and water supply tasks. Our
convoy movement procedures became heavily weighted towards ensuring our equipment survived
the torture of the rough terrain and bulldust so we could continue to support all engineer elements.
A great deal has been tested and learnt this year by E52, whose focus now turns to duty with the
Emergency Support Force for the High Risk Weather Season.
OSS has made leaps and bounds in how it provides sustainment and maintenance to 1 CER.
The Squadron will continue to grow its understanding and implementation of disaggregated
logistics into 2022 to continue to support the Sapper.
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2nd Combat Engineer Regiment
2nd Combat Engineer Regimental Headquarters
By CAPT Callum Cashel
2 CER RHQ (including Ops, Admin, the Regimental Signals Section (RSS) and Regimental
Reconnaissance Detachment (RRD)) have had a very busy and rewarding year. After a disruptive
2020, it was great getting back into training starting in February with the 7 CBT BDE tactics
simulation exercise, Ex DIAMOND DAWN.
Things quickly escalated in March with the floods that inundated a large portion of northern NSW.
2 CER formed one of the Task Group Headquarters for Op NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21 (Op NSW FA
21) and rapidly deployed to a number of local government areas from Port Macquarie to Lismore.
Op NSW FA 21 provided 2 CER another incredibly valuable training activity, where the Regiment
employed specialist skills and capabilities to provide real assistance to a number of communities
in need.
After a complex start to the year, elements of RHQ participated in the Joint Warfighter Assessment
21 (JWA 21) as part of a wider 7th Combat Brigade contingent at Fort Carson, Colorado Springs,
Colorado. The aim of the activity was to test future force concepts across multi-domain operations
and enhance interoperability within a coalition environment. The ORBAT included a range of
projected ADF capabilities as part of the Army Objective Force 2028. The 2 CER contingent filled
five engineer related command, operations and planning positions within the AS Bde HQ, two
LOCON positions, and the position of BDE LO to the 4th Infantry Division Headquarters.
The culminating Brigade activity for 2021 was Ex DIAMOND DAGGER, which took place in
Townsville Field Training Area. It saw the majority of the Regiment deployed to the field environment
for the first time this year with 7 CE SQN integrating with 6 RAR, the RRD to 2/14 LHR, and 24
SPT SQN within the BMA. Meanwhile, 2 CE SQN constituted the OPFOR, supported by elements
from 8/9 RAR. Having Combat Engineers on both sides of the fight resulted in the achievement
of some exceptional training outcomes, whilst presenting myriad challenging obstacles for BG
HEELER to negotiate. Ex DIAMOND DAGGER was also an excellent opportunity to test the
Regiment’s ability to plan and communicate with detached elements across the AO.
When it came to maintaining crucial data links and enabling reliable HF voice, RSS was a pivotal
component in connecting our outstations. Although deploying without BMS brought many
challenges, it also created a unique opportunity to develop essential HF skills and training. This
included the utilisation of alternate methods to pass data from RRS through E0A and down to
E20. 2 CER is looking forward to the introduction of a new communication suite in 2022. This
equipment will ensure specialist engineer reports are transferred and processed in a timely manner,
allowing RAE communicators to directly contribute to mission success.
The RRD is a unique capability that has seen extensive redevelopment during 2021, successfully
integrating with, and enabling, 2/14 LHR and their Boxer platform. The team continue to
service critical engineer information requirements, directly enabling formation ISR collection and
reconnaissance. This intelligence proved to be critical for success on both Op NSW FLOOD
ASSIST and the suite of 2021 foundation warfighting exercises. Further work is being done to
ensure that positions in RRD are not only beneficial for career progression but are occupationally
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rewarding by allowing Sappers to conduct basic reconnaissance and Army CE Dive courses.
The RRD has a promising future as they continuously seek out opportunities for innovation and
further integration with specialist elements of the Brigade.
This year has also seen some significant transport and logistics efforts to safely move and resource
the Regiment for two substantial deployments to NSW and Townsville. The Telematics integration
into the Land 121 vehicle fleet is a perfect example of this effort. The Regiment has been the trail
blazer for the trial and when the system is fully rolled out to Army, it will be better because of the
tireless work of the Transport Cell in making it fit for purpose.
The 2 CER Admin team have once again provided a remarkable feat ensuring personnel
across the Regiment and the wider Brigade had their preparedness requirements met within
a short timeframe, particularly supporting rapid deployment on Op NSW FA 21. The excellent
administrative support was again demonstrated on Ex DIAMOND DAGGER and subsequent
preparations for another High Risk Weather Season, whilst continuing to manage governance
workload and evolving policy changes due to COVID-19.
The back end of the year has resulted in some particularly impressive collective efforts from the
men and women of the Regiment. 2 CER convincingly won both the Brigade Commander’s Trophy
and the Brigade Sports competition, putting an end to the dominance of the Brigade’s Infantry
Battalions. It was fantastic to see all the hard work from those who took part, and also the amount
of people who were out supporting and encouraging our teams to victory.

2 CER Tug of War Team
This was another busy year for training and modernisation. The year will culminate with a significant
milestone as the Regiment celebrates its 30th birthday and prepares for the new training year,
whilst standing ready to react to Australia’s call during the upcoming High Risk Weather Season.
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2nd Combat Engineer Squadron
By Captain Batten-Smith
2nd Combat Engineer Squadron (2 CE SQN) had a busy start to 2021 after a well-deserved,
but once again interrupted, Reduced Tempo Period. 2 CE SQN hit the ground running with
foundation warfighting centred on the Combat Shooting Continuum preparing the Squadron to
integrate throughout the year with Task Unit RAM (8/9 RAR). On the 12th of February the Squadron
celebrated the 10-year anniversary of its raising. This event saw a number of current serving and
former members of 2 CE SQN come together to remember the past and discuss plans for the
Squadron’s future.

A soldier from 2 CE SQN conducts combat marksmanship continuum shooting practice
during Ex READY SAPPER 21
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Op COVID-19 ASSIST - Tasmania
In line with the dynamic and accelerated changes of recent years in the Combat Brigade, 2 CE
SQN received an order to form an independent 80 person Task Unit to deploy to Tasmania in
support of Op COVID-19 ASSIST (Op C-19A). This would mark the second occasion in the last
12 months that 2 CE SQN had been called on to support Op C-19A. Nonetheless, the Squadron,
heavily reinforced by 24 SPT SQN and the Operational Support Squadron (OSS), answered the call
and commenced a four month deployment in early March.
On the 11th of March the Squadron deployed its SHQ advance party to Hobart to support the
Tasmanian Police hotel quarantine operations, as part of the Pacific Mobility Scheme. The main
body deployed to Hobart on the 15th of March. In total, including reinforcements, 81 soldiers from
across 2 CER deployed as part of Task Unit 629.5.1. Fortunately, the Operation and the local
12/40 Royal Tasmanian Regiment enabled 2 CE SQN to complete a number of concurrent training
activities, including IMTs, CE specialist equipment training, ACP Level 1 and 2, and a number of
land navigation serials.

Ex TERRIER CRAWL 21
Post Op C-19A, 2 CE SQN returned to Brisbane for some much needed rest. After settling back
into the rhythm of Regimental life, 2 CE SQN began training for their first field activity - Ex TERRIER
CRAWL 21. The Squadron deployed to Wide Bay Training Area with a number of enablers from
24 SPT SQN (Combat Rescue and five EDD Teams) and a Regimental Recon detachment. Ex
TERRIER CRAWL 21 was an ATL/T 2C IMT activity based on individual to section level SOP
and TTP development for mounted and dismounted CE operations. The Exercise enabled the
Squadron to identify a number of points for improvement and set the Squadron up for success
on the BDE WFX Ex DIAMOND DAGGER 21, scheduled five weeks later.

11 TP, 2 CE SQN pause for a photo during refit to fight, post EX TERRIER CRAWL 21
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Ex DIAMOND DAGGER 21
In August, the Squadron deployed on Ex DIAMOND DAGGER 21, again as an independent subunit, to generate the BDE OPFOR. This saw the Squadron deployed with an O4 SHQ, a troop of
Combat Engineers, a motorised platoon from 8/9 RAR, and a logistics element. Additionally, 10 TP
deployed a CBRN section to support the testing of LAND 2110 (Army’s newest suite of CBRND
equipment) in a contested environment. In total the Squadron deployed with 89 personnel to High
Range Training Area to support the certification of the 7 BDE Ready Battle Group.

B-COY 8/9 RAR Sub-Unit Jungle Training Activity
Whilst the majority of the Squadron deployed on Ex DIAMOND DAGGER 21, 1 Section from 10
TP deployed to Townsville with B Coy 8/9 RAR to conduct air mobile operations and a number of
jungle warfighting serials within Tully Training Area. This marked the first significant training activity
that specifically focused on developing the 2 CE SQN and 8/9 RAR habitual relationship. Under
the strong leadership of CPL Withers and LCPL Ferdinand the Section came second in the jungle
culminating activity “True Grit”, which consisted of a timed pack march, a stretcher carry, an
obstacle course and a bayonet assault course.

Soldiers from 1 Section, 11 TP, 2 CE SQN conduct a stores carry in Tully during the B-Coy Jungle
Warfare Training culminating activity "True Grit"

Specialist Course Period
In October, the Squadron shifted its focus toward specialist training and qualifications with regards
to individual combat behaviours. This included upskilling members on the 66mm Light Direct Fire
Support Weapon, 84mm Medium Direct Fire Support Weapon, Tier 2 Dismount and Ancillaries, the
in-service Night Fighting Equipment suite, ECM Operator Course, 9mm Self Loading Pistol and the
Mag-58. The heavily JNCO-led training will set the conditions for 2 CE SQN to integrate with Task
Unit RAM in 2022 and ensure flexibility in our enabling role for manoeuvre force elements.
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In all, 2021 has provided 2 CE SQN with a wide variety of tasks that have enabled the Squadron
to provide continued support to domestic operations, whilst refining key training requirements
expected from a Motorised Combat Engineer Squadron. The foundational warfighting skills that 2
CE SQN has been able to train during 2021 have the Squadron well postured to build a capable,
ready now and future ready fighting element.

8645429 SPR Yoh ‘Kevin’ Ko
2 CE SQN continues to remember SPR Kevin Ko, who sadly passed away on the 16th of February
2021. He is remembered as a kind character and a professional young soldier who left a lasting
legacy with his peers. A permanent reminder of SPR Ko’s influence on the Regiment and Squadron
is memorialised by the creation of ‘Ko’s Rest’ in the Regimental Unit Training Facility.

7th Combat Engineer Squadron
Tactical Training Progression
By LT Zachariah Bryant
7 Combat Engineer Squadron (7 CE SQN) began the year with a focus on tactical task collective
training, supporting the mechanisation of 6 Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (6 RAR). The
road to supporting the mechanised battalion with engineer effects commenced with Ex SAPPER
READY. This focussed on individual readiness and basic sapper skills after an extended period
of time away from field training due to domestic HRWS deployments and the constraints of the
COVID-19 affected period in 2020.
The initial build period of 2021 saw the Squadron force concentrate with 6 RAR as Battle Group
HEELER (BG HEELER) on Ex LIGHTNING WALK. This Exercise included live fire manoeuvre
progression training in order to integrate combat engineers within a combined arms exercise.
During this Exercise, the Squadron conducted the first live demolitions practice of the year as well
as mechanised section level counter-mobility and mobility training.
Following the Squadron’s return from Op NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21 and a much needed period of
leave, the Squadron deployed as a part of BG HEELER once again to Shoalwater Bay Training
Area for Platoon level operations in a combined arms setting. Platoons from 6 RAR, supported
by M1A1s from 2/14th Light Horse Regiment (QMI) and mechanised combat engineer sections
conducted manoeuvre and dismounted defensive ranges, incorporating live fire from Armoured
Fighting Vehicles, tank, artillery, support company weapons and live demolitions. The Exercise
culminated in a full mission profile Combat Team (CT) advance, breach and assault as part of the
first BG tactical actions of 2021.
The culminating tactical training exercise of 2021 was Ex DIAMOND DAGGER, which was staged
out of Townsville Field Training Area (TFTA). The Squadron supported BG HEELER through the
provision of integral support to the CTs, by enabling mobility and survivability culminating in an
in-stride breach of Keelbottom Creek and an urban assault on the Urban Operations Training
Facility (UOTF).
Sappers from 13 and 14 TP provided integral mobility support to the BG advance. They conducted
a silent minefield breach with infantry reconnaissance, deep within the enemy’s engagement area.
This was then followed by a mechanised in-stride breach of residual obstacles. This in-stride
breach concluded with the tactical construction of a single storey MGB across Keelbottom Creek
to enable the BG logistical element’s advance. The subsequent advance to the UOTF saw sappers
again providing route and vulnerable point search, integrating explosive detection dogs in support
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of a CT penetration to the urban facility. Splinter teams containing sappers, working closely with
the infantry, once again had the opportunity to practice their search and live demolitions skills
during the urban assault, providing explosive hazard reduction on tactical and protective obstacles
on approach and within the urban environment.
Ex DIAMOND DAGGER was the culmination of three build periods for the Squadron. It resulted
in the significant milestone of mechanised manoeuvre in support of CT and BG organisations
being achieved, and signalled the completion of foundation warfighting activities for the year. This
exercise was the first time the Squadron had operated as a complete mechanised call sign in its
history. As we round out what has been a highly productive 2021, the Squadron now refocusses
its efforts on providing engineer support to the 2021/2022 High Risk Weather Season within Task
Unit HEELER.

SPRs Sampson, Leifels and Knights from 13 TP, 7 CE SQN conduct an in-stride explosive
breach of a wire obstacle and tetrahedron using an improvised bangalore and a satchel
charge during Ex Diamond Walk 21

12 Sect, 7 CE SQN conduct an explosive breach of a 'make-shift' gyprock tetrahedron
during Ex Diamond Walk 21
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Op NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21
By LT Tom Griffiths
In March the Squadron deployed as part of the 2 CER-led JTU 629.1.3 on Op NSW FLOOD
ASSIST 21. This deployment required a short turnaround from mechanised foundation warfighting
with 6 RAR at Shoalwater Bay Training Area, to deploy a motorised composite squadron to the
Port Macquarie and Coffs Harbour local government area and commence flood relief tasks.
Op NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21 saw 13 Troop deploy to Port Macquarie and 14 Troop deploy
in support of B Coy, 6 RAR to the Coffs Harbour and Kempsey region. Both Troops provided
essential flood relief tasks to support the local communities. 13 Troop tasks included ferrying
displaced people and delivering crucial supplies of food, fuel, pets and fodder to communities
isolated by the flood waters. 14 Troop conducted route clearance of debris to enable access
to remote communities. Both Troops also conducted numerous chainsaw tasks and removed
extensive debris from rural farm paddocks to support local farmers returning to business as quickly
as possible.
The Sappers of 7 CE SQN made a significant impact on the community of Port Macquarie. Over
the duration of the Operation the Squadron transported 520 personnel, 40 pallets of fodder and
cargo, 600L of water and 560L of fuel, with many other specialist chainsaw and route clearance
tasks also conducted.

SPRs Newall and Guthrie transport fodder to a stranded farm utilising the in-service Army Utility
Workboat during OP NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21

Ex LIGHTNING SPAN
By LT Tom Griffiths
In July, 7 CE SQN deployed to the rural Queensland township of Gayndah to conduct MGB
construction training. The Exercise saw 13 and 14 TP conduct a week long Crawl, Walk, Run
bridging activity, progressing from the conduct of single storey builds through to the conduct of a
double storey with reverse bank strip.
This Exercise was a valuable opportunity to learn the challenges of building an MGB on a greenfield
site outside of a Defence training area and within a local Australian community. This was the first
time building a bridge outside of a training environment since 2019 for most of the Squadron.
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The bridging exercise was an excellent opportunity to test the integration of the L121 fleet of
vehicles and the updated MGB flat rack system. It also enabled OSS and the SQN Q-Store to
practice the establishment and management of an Engineer Equipment Park. A key outcome from
this Exercise was to set the conditions for the deployment of the MGB in a tactical setting on Ex
DIAMOND DAGGER.

24th Support Squadron
By MAJ Zavia Tiplady
The year has seen 24 Support Squadron build on existing and emerging capabilities, deploy on
two operations, support the major Brigade exercise as well as lead-up exercises, and participate in
international engagement with the Republic of Fiji Military Forces (RFMF) Engineers.
The devastating floods in NSW saw much of the Squadron deploy to the mid-north coast in
support of the local government response effort. The plant section was particularly effective, reestablishing road access to remote communities after up to a week of being cut-off.
The emerging Dry Support Bridge capability has continued to be developed with the Squadron
running its second course in as many years in an effort to build knowledge and redundancy in the
various qualifications.
Specialist Troop was also able to train on a number of foundation engineer capabilities including
tree felling and the Portable Sawmill, as well as continuing to become masters of water production
through engagement with the manufacturers of the equipment.
The Squadron hosted four engineers from the RFMF as part of Exercise CORAL WARRIOR who
participated in the Portable Sawmill Course, route repair training at Canungra and Engineer Recon
tasks. All four deployed with the Regiment on Operation NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21, enhancing our
ability to support the local community.
Combat Rescue Troop has continued to develop its capabilities in line with the transition from
Emergency Response. Their focus was on technical rope rescue and HAZMAT mitigation in the
main training block before the Brigade exercise, particularly focussing on personnel rescue.
The Squadron is looking to finish the year qualifying members in all-Corps skills including firstaid, communications and driver courses. A composite troop will remain ready over the High Risk
Weather Season to provide specialist engineer capabilities should they be required.

Construction Troop
By LT Olivier Beaumont
It has been an extremely busy year for Construction Troop with plant and trade sections both
fortunate enough to deploy on exercise and operations.
The year started with an emphasis on developing key trade skills after the limited training
opportunities in 2020 due to COVID-19. This saw the Troop deploy to Canungra Field Training Area
for Exercise CROC WALK for horizontal and vertical construction tasks.
Plant section worked to remediate a large portion of roads within the training area. With operators
challenged by the difficult terrain, it was an opportunity to refresh them on their basic plant skills.
Trade section also deployed on Exercise CROC WALK, constructing a deployable building for
the second time. They were able to integrate the lessons learnt from the first build last year and
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improve the construction times. The development of a deployable hut over the last two years by
the trade section has demonstrated that the non-concrete footings are ideal for rapid construction
purposes particularly in rugged terrain.
Less than a week after returning from Exercise CROC WALK, the Troop was called up to deploy
to Operation NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21. The Troop quickly redirected focus to prepare for the
operation, providing a trade brick and plant section for a variety of tasks and with an unknown
return date.
Many skills developed on Exercise CROC WALK were tested during Operation NSW FLOOD
ASSIST 21, most notably route repair. The plant section’s biggest task was to open a route which
had been washed out by the flooded river, giving access to cut off remote communities.
The Troop was fortunate enough to be accompanied by a detachment of sappers from the
Republic of Fiji Military Forces for the duration of the Operation. Sapper Luke Sorovakarua
was well versed in working with the Australian Army, having deployed to Orbost on Operation
BUSHFIRE ASSIST 19/20 and participating in Exercise CORAL SAPPER 20 in Suva, Fiji. He was
in Australia with an RFMF platoon for Exercise CORAL SAPPER 21 hosted by 6 RAR, when 24
Support Squadron was sent to NSW for the floods. He joined the Troop not long after deploying,
accompanied by Lieutenant Rawasoi, Corporal Tubuitamana and Sapper Wasoi.
Construction Troop assisted in opening key logistical routes to assist dislocated communities,
some of which were cut off for over a week. Many of the locals commented on the professionalism
and strong work ethic of the Troop.
The Troop was able to upskill many of our members on crucial trade deficiencies such as the
HX77 dump, bulk water pod modules and the Lucas Portable Sawmill. Trade section were able to
work on smaller construction projects throughout Gallipoli Barracks and have developed a good
reputation for their trade capability.
2022 will be an exciting year for the Troop with many more training opportunities and further
international engagement opportunities within the Pacific Region.

SPR Stone loads a CAT434 bucket with rocks under direction from SGT Hall for a route
repair task near Port Macquarie
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Combat Rescue Troop
By LT Lachlan King
Combat Rescue (CR) Troop hit the ground running in 2021, having been recalled for Op FIJI
ASSIST 20 on Christmas Eve of 2020. The detachment provided a Downed Aircraft Recovery
Team, ensuring Task Unit TAIPAN had critical rescue capabilities for the duration of the deployment.

Combat Rescue Operators practice their personnel rescue roping skills at Brooyar State Forest
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Early in the New Year, 24 Support Squadron was called on to provide members for OP COVID
ASSIST in Tasmania and half of the Troop was attached to 2 CE SQN to support the local
government with hotel quarantine monitoring for international arrivals.
Once the Troop returned from Tasmania we entered into a training block focussed on developing
and enhancing the skills required to stay proficient in Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighting capabilities,
and projecting forward into the dismounted personnel rescue space. This training block was
an excellent opportunity for sappers and team leaders to enhance their team skills and drills in
Individual Minor Tactics at Greenbank Training Area, as well as Technical Rope Rescue at Canungra
Training Area and Brooyar State Forest. This concluded with the refresh of HAZMAT training
focussing on toxic industrial chemical and material identification and decontamination within the 2
CER compound in preparation for Ex DIAMOND DAGGER (Ex DD).
The concept for Combat Rescue for Ex DD included employment within BG HEELER to provide
a specialised reaction to any toxic industrial chemicals or materials that the Battle Group was to
encounter through the clearance of the training area, particularly the culminating activity at the
Urban Operations Training Facility.
The CR team that deployed on Ex DD showed great flexibility reacting to a tragic incident that saw
them provide casualty care and working on gaining access to a vehicle before civilian emergency
services arrived on the scene.
Having returned from Ex DD, the Troop is preparing yet again to respond to the High Risk Weather
Season. We will also conduct training on a new suite of courses scheduled in support of the trade
transition from Emergency Responder to Combat Rescue in the first quarter of 2022.

Specialist Troop
LT Fraser Jeavons
The Troop started 2021 by undertaking some Combat Engineer specialist courses including
intermediate tree felling at Canungra Field Training Area and learning how to produce construction
timber on the Lucas Portable Sawmill.
Once the course period was finished, the majority of the Troop deployed to Tasmania with 2 CE
SQN on Operation COVID ASSIST. This was the perfect opportunity for the junior leaders of the
Troop to complete their career courses, which provided them with up-to-date knowledge of the
trade that they would put into practice later in the year.
After the Easter break, most of the Troop was back in location and began training each section’s
primary capabilities. Gap Crossing Section ran the Regiment’s second Dry Support Bridge (DSB)
course seeing six new members qualified and others upskilled to new positions. The course
progressed the students through a number of builds, culminating in a complex build at the
Enoggera Close Training Area (ECTA).
Resource Section were also able to develop their technical skills with a small exercise that took
place in the ECTA in September. Over a two day period the Section generated 60,000L of fresh
water with a PALL technician on hand who was able to refine our fault finding procedures. This
Exercise led to the development of water purification Standard Operating Procedures that the
Section will use into the future.
The EDD Section supported multiple requests from the Regiment throughout the year, including
supporting a 2 CE SQN activity at Wide Bay Training Area and integrating with 7 CE SQN on the
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Brigade exercise at Townsville Field Training Area. The Section tested the ability to use EDDs in
mechanised vehicles and identifying the limitations that surround this.
Although the Section was unable to complete the annual re-certification process due to COVID-19
restrictions, they continued maintaining their skills through regular on and off base training serials at
the Gabba, Sleeman Sports Centre, Brisbane Bus Lines and Brisbane Entertainment Centre. This
should see them in good stead for completing the recertification process in early 2022.

EDD Toby (with SPR McGuckin) poised and ready to find more devises post-infiltration of enemy
occupied Urban Operations Training Facility at TFTA

2 CER Operational Support Squadron
Op COVID ASSIST
At the beginning of the year members from Operational Support Squadron (OSS) deployed with
a composite squadron based on 2 CE SQN to Tasmania for OP COVID-19 ASSIST (OP C-19 A).
Our role whilst on OP C-19 A was to provide quarantine control management support to JTG
629.5. Members manned static piquet points at fire escapes, stairwells and alternate doorways.
The Operation also supported the Tasmanian Police cordon by occupying street cordon points and
conducting external roving piquets to control hotel personnel movement.
Members from OSS on OP C-19 A were also fortunate to participate in foundation warfighting
training, integrating with the Combat Engineers and conducting training in specialist skills such as
search and demolitions.
Some members also conducted lessons and rehearsals on clearance of vehicles at established
check points and UXO identification. This familiarisation training taught personnel to identify
various ordnance and how to approach and handle the situation in a safe manner to achieve the
desired outcome.
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During the deployment members were able to participate in recreational activities and adventure
training which was vital in keeping moral high and establishing some comradery between members
of different squadrons. Training and activities such as those conducted on this deployment will aid
in increasing integration and operational effectiveness of all involved.

Ex WIZARD WALK
In May OSS conducted their first field training exercise in 18 months at Wide Bay Training Area.
The aim of the activity was to familiarise the Squadron with foundation warfighting after OP NSW
FLOOD ASSIST and was the first field exercise for many members after Initial Employment Training.
Despite a number of complications including freak hail storms, OSS adapted to the conditions and
achieved the desired outcome, conducting section attacks, fire control orders, first aid, RATEL as
well as rehearsing FRTs and Distribution Points.

Ex DIAMOND WALK
During May/Jun OSS conducted an integrated road move with 7 CSSB to Shoalwater Bay to
conduct an exercise to facilitate larger logistics support. Ex DIAMOND WALK enabled OSS to
incorporate within the larger element of 7 CSSB and operate within a Brigade Maintenance Area
(BMA) conducting required work such as digging gun pits, establishing track plans, setting up
power distribution, and setting up all-round security to achieve a defensive position.
During the Exercise, OSS also broke into smaller sections and integrated within the two CSSTs.
Teams conducted night ops consisting of driving under NVG, setting up positions and then
collapsing at short notice to then re-establish a new position, all of which increases members’
capability to integrate and operate in different environments in non-ideal conditions.

Ex LIGHTNING SPAN AND Ex DIAMOND DAGGER
In the second half of 2021 OSS supported 7 CE SQN’s bridging activity in Gayndah, managing
and operating the Engineering Equipment Park. The cold weather didn’t stop members of OSS
being able to see the MGB in action. The back half of the year also saw the Squadron deploy
north to Townsville to support 2 CER on EX DIAMOND DAGGER. Our Forward Repair Teams
found themselves busy with over 3000 kilometres of road movement for our vehicles in addition to
supporting DAMCON.

OP NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21
By CPL Carissa Calvo
In late March 2021, 2 CER got the call to head down to Port Macquarie and surrounds to assist
with disaster relief after the destruction and devastation that the flooding event had left behind.
An element of Operational Support Squadron (OSS) was also included on the ORBAT to form a
combined squadron with 24 SPT SQN, 7 CSSB CSST and 2 GHB. We had members of RACT
to facilitate the road move down, RAEME members to ensure all equipment remained serviceable
throughout the operation, RAAOC members to track personnel and a number of other attachments
to enable the Engineers access to PPE and equipment to facilitate their jobs and protect them from
various hazards.
As we approached the flood affected areas, you could see the water logged fields and just how
close the water levels got to houses. As someone who lived through the Townsville floods in 2019,
it brought back a lot of emotions seeing the extent of the devastation and the effect it is having
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on another small community yet again. Once we arrived in our location we set up camp at the
Wauchope Basketball Stadium and the tasks immediately started flowing. There were vehicles to
be fixed, equipment to be prepped, loaning of equipment from JLU to be organised and purchases
to be made.
As the purchasing clerk on the Operation, my time was spent either at the shops fulfilling requests
that came through or compiling all the documentation that comes with purchasing. It was a very
busy period, often working long hours throughout the day and into the night, but knowing your
efforts were helping the people most in need provided immense satisfaction.
Easter was fast approaching and in a small town with limited stores available we were fortunate
enough to receive a large shipment of Easter eggs and bunnies. We had the pleasure of delivering
these out to schools in the community and families who had compromised access to their
properties. It’s the simple things that allow joy and happiness to be brought back to children and
parents, when most of them had lost everything.
It was a very busy two week period for all those that assisted, and in true logistics fashion first in,
last out was certainly the case again for this operation.
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3rd Combat Engineer Regiment
LTCOL Ken Golder, CSC and WO1 Michael Smith
3rd Combat Engineer Regiment (3 CER) has been stretched far and wide throughout 2021. From
Operation COVID-19 ASSIST support down in Sydney and up in Cairns, to being deployed at
short notice to Afghanistan as a part of 1st Battalion. From the Ready Combat Team, Malaysia as
a part of Rifle Company Butterworth (RCB) 132, to Papua New Guinea as part of Operation PNG
COVID ASSIST. Throughout all of this, we have still managed to achieve our directed readiness
requirements as part of the contingency brigade. This is a direct reflection of the professionalism,
hard work and dedication of the members of 3 CER and their families.
The Regiment had the enormous task of catching up from the year that was 2020. This was no
easy feat. Exercise Dingo Shoot and Crawl were the first of the Dingo series starting out the year.
They involved bridging activities and dry/live fire ranges, building up to section attack/defence,
respectively. Unfortunately, the North Queensland Wet Season set in, leading to the famous loss
of the 22-Bay Double Storey bridge into the gap at the Mount Stuart Training Area. For what could
have been a disastrous outcome, some “Sappernuity” and brute force brought the bridge back,
with only minor damages. After this challenging training with tough lessons, 3 CER were ready to
tackle the year ahead.
Exercise Dingo Fury saw the deployment of the whole Regiment to Townsville Field Training Area
(TFTA). This Exercise saw engineer troops operating within a squadron setting and encompassed
High Risk Search, demolitions and breaching, CBRND survey and decontamination, and horizontal
and vertical construction. The Exercise was the first major test for the newly formed command
teams and provided the experiential learning opportunity for our people. The unit performed to an
exceptional standard and excellent training outcomes were achieved. It was good to be training
again. This time also saw the departure of a troop from 18 Combat Engineer (CE) Squadron to
Malaysia on RCB 132 and elements of 25 Support Squadron to Cairns on Operation
COVID-19 ASSIST.

3 CER sapper with mascot, Wooleston Brooma VI, in front of the 3 CER entrance sign
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After some well-earned rest over Easter, 16 CE Squadron hit the ground running in their first
commitment in the Road-to-Ready with the 1 RAR Battlegroup Warfighter Exercise (WFX). The
Exercise saw an engineer troop attached to Alpha and Bravo Combat Teams (CT) executing
mobility and counter-mobility tasks. The beginning of June saw the remainder of 18 CE Squadron
concentrate for Exercise Sea Explorer and subsequently Exercise Sea Raider. The amphibious
landing exercise was executed with great success after some thorough rehearsals. Throughout
this period 25 Support Squadron commenced their trade courses and construction tasks,
demonstrating their unique capabilities in support of the Regiment and Brigade.

CO 3 CER briefing Defensive Positions within Townsville Field Training Area as a part of
Exercise Talisman Sabre

CER sappers executing an FOB Search Task in support of BG Eagle as a part of
Exercise Talisman Sabre
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In mid-July the majority of the unit concentrated on the main effort on the Road-to-Ready, Exercise
Talisman Sabre 2021. Due to 18 CE Squadron’s commitment to Exercise Sea Explorer, 16 CE
Squadron committed an engineer troop to 1 RAR (BG CORAL) and an engineer troop to 2nd
Cavalry Regiment (BG EAGLE), with elements from the Regimental Reconnaissance Section, in
support. 16 CE Squadron performed to an exceptional standard and learnt valuable lessons while
operating with an armoured battlegroup. The conduct of a Brigade Reserve Demolition, inclusive of
a demolitions guard and formation control measures was an experience for all. This Exercise was a
steep learning curve for some of the newer junior commanders within the Regiment, however, we
all rose to the occasion and upheld the reputation of Engineers.
While the majority of the unit conducted combined arms warfighting training at TFTA, Plant Section
commenced the construction of the 3 CER Close Training Area Bridging Precinct. This training area
is an ongoing effort that will enable 3 CER to increase training and activities centred on bridging,
gap crossing and demolitions. Once complete, our Sappers will have a dedicated training area for
MGB, DSB and NEB. It is timely to thank AHQ for this support.

CO 3 CER presenting the cheque for $12,500
raised from the 3 CER Fishing Competition to
Legacy Chairman

CO 3 CER and youngest sapper of the
Regiment cutting the cake in celebration of
3 CER’s 29th birthday

The completion of Exercise Talisman Sabre marked the commencement of the Regimental
Birthday Week and annual 3 CER Fishing Competition. This year we extended the invite to external
units within the Brigade, which ended up not being the greatest idea when they won all the prize
categories. The competition was a significant success, seeing the Regiment raise $12,500 for
Legacy. Although we didn’t win much in the Fishing Competition we were able to redeem ourselves
by taking the win against the 3rd Combat Signals Regiment (3 CSR) in the annual 3 CER - 3 CSR
Watson’s Challenge.
Moving into September, the Regiment switched focus to individual soldier, trade and capability
courses. This enabled some white-space for squadrons to conduct section and troop level training,
which was of great benefit to cover some of the lessons learnt from Exercise Talisman Sabre. This
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time also saw Exercise Olgetta Warrior MTT-C depart to Papua New Guinea for the first time since
early 2020. SSM 25 Support Squadron and JNCOs deployed to instruct on both vehicle safety and
plant operator courses, maintaining and continuing our strong relationship with the PNGDF.
Exercise Dingo Raider, the final exercise for the year, was completed in early October. This
watermanship exercise focused on small boats and Bridge Erection and Propulsion Boat (BEPB)
qualifications, and Improved Ribbon Bridge (IRB) activities. It was the first activity 3 CER has
conducted at Lake Dalrymple, and after the success of this Exercise it won’t be the last. Exercise
Dingo Raider was a great opportunity for the Sappers of the Regiment to get away from barracks
and focus on some engineer skills that are not frequently executed.
The completion of Exercise Dingo Raider saw the closing of the Regimental formal training calendar
and the commencement of internal-to-Regiment activities and the handover-takeover period. Still
to come this year we have the Regimental Ball, Vann Cup, 3 CER Christmas Party, St Barbara’s
Day competition with 4th Regiment, and the Soldiers Lunch. These activities will provide the unit
time to recuperate and regenerate as we step into a challenging training year in 2022.

Members of 3 CER executing an IRB construction task at Lake Dalrymple as a part of
Exercise Dingo Raider
As we move into readying ourselves for the High Risk Weather Season, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the members, but most importantly the families of the Regiment. The support
you have provided us and the dedication you have shown this year have enabled us to achieve
great things in our Brigade, our community and our region. Equally, it is fitting to acknowledge the
support the Corps has provided us, without this we would not be who we are today. The RSM and
I remain steadfast in ensuring we provide the opportunity for the Regiment to excel as we move
into 2022. We wish you all the very best.

16 Combat Engineer Squadron
MAJ Hugh McKeown & WO2 Jon Battle
16 Combat Engineer Squadron had a challenging year in 2021. Coming out of a COVID-19 year,
the goal for the Squadron was simple: to rebuild and train in preparation for combined-arms
warfighting and assuming 3 CER’s Contingency Force duties from August. Not such a simple task
when you consider manning, requirements for trade and promotion courses, and with no sign
of reinforcements. In typical Engineer fashion, the Sappers, NCOs and officers of the Squadron
accepted the challenge and commenced planning and training.
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16 CE SQN personnel executing the clearance of Qala compounds in Townsville Field Training Area
Search, explosive hazard reduction, breaching and a number of other combat engineer disciplines
that had waned due to COVID-19 were refreshed on Exercise Dingo Fury. Heavy rain resulted in a
comical deployment with numerous vehicles requiring recovery, but both 15 and 16 Troop had the
opportunity to dig their teeth into some solid combat engineer tasks. The compound clearance and
search proved to be very challenging, and through no fault of anyone, the Squadron experienced
its first fatality with Sapper Nugget (a chicken) being killed at the hands/paws of one of our
Explosive Detection Dogs.
The Squadron’s next exercise, Exercise Phoenix Warrior, was designed as a four-day, dismounted
infantry-focused training exercise involving gap crossing and Medium Girder Bridge recovery.
However, heavy training area restrictions and pending inclement weather saw the focus change to
a recovery task within the first hour. Through the heat of Mount Stuart Training Area the Squadron
recovered the 22-bay bridge, but unfortunately on day two an incident saw a section of the nose
assembly at the bottom of the gap. This new problem was quickly solved through the ingenuity and
grit of the Squadron JNCOs’ plan, exposing their section members to basic combat engineering
techniques unfamiliar to the newer Sappers.

16 CE SQN personnel conducting a reconnaissance of the 22-Bay Single-Storey MGB with LRS
prior to conducting the recovery task of the bridge on Exercise Phoenix Warrior
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16 CE SQN personnel executing explosive methods of breaching charges on
Qala compounds as a part of the Ex Phoenix Strike demolitions practices
The 1 RAR Battlegroup Warfighter Exercise saw both 15 and 16 Troop support their respective
Combat Teams with mobility and counter-mobility tasks. LT Van de Graaff and Sapper Aggiss
were at one point the Battlegroup CO’s favourite Sappers, after successfully destroying a troop of
Australian Light Armoured Vehicles from 2nd Cavalry Regiment’s enemy party. On the back of the
Battlegroup Warfighter, the Squadron returned to TFTA for Exercise Phoenix Strike, a squadron
demolitions exercise. The first couple of days included a range of cutting and breaching charges
followed by explosive method of entry serials, during which the Squadron was joined by members
of 1 RAR, the Chief of Army and RSM Army.

16 CE SQN personnel with United States Marine Corps counter-parts at the completion of an
Objective Defence Task on Exercise Talisman Sabre at Townsville Field Training Area
Immediately after the mid-year reduced tempo period the Squadron was thrown into preparation
for and deployment on Exercise Talisman Sabre. The Squadron was split with Squadron Secondin-Command, Captain Michael Bailey, taking 15 Troop to support Battlegroup Coral, while the rest
of the Squadron chased after the Combat Teams of Battlegroup Eagle. 16 Troop were largely the
main effort for a number of tactical actions including breaching across Bishop’s Crossing, a reverse
demolition and then the defence of the final objective with their USMC counter-parts.
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Shortly after assuming the unit’s Contingency Force responsibilities in August, the readiness of
the Squadron was tested. As the situation in Kabul deteriorated, the 1 RAR Ready Combat Team
was recalled. 2 Section, led by Corporal Jeremy Ayres, quickly prepared their equipment and
departed for Afghanistan. Arriving at Hamid Karzai International Airport, 2 Section were tasked with
identifying and protecting Australian nationals and approved foreign nationals so they could be
safely evacuated to Australia. Their efforts resulted in the Ready Combat Team evacuating a total of
4,100 people from Kabul after it fell to the Taliban.

2 Section, 16 CE SQN at Hamid Karzai International Airport as a part of the
1st Battalion Ready Combat Team
A few activities rounded out the year, including Exercise Phoenix Canary, which saw the Squadron
conduct search and CBRND tasks at James Cook University, and Exercise Dingo Raider at Lake
Dalrymple for watermanship. All in all, it has been a very busy year for 16 CE Squadron. With a
Battlegroup Warfighter, Ex Talisman Sabre, a short-notice deployment and a number of challenging
exercises, I think all the men and women of the Squadron can be justifiably proud of their efforts
this year.

16 CE SQN personnel conducting an IRB construction task as a part of Exercise Dingo Raider
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18 Combat Engineer Squadron
MAJ William Harper
For 18 Combat Engineer Squadron, 2021 has been a busy year off the back of 2020’s COVID-19
interruptions. Whilst individual COVID-19 support tasks have continued, this year the Squadron
was able to remediate many individual qualification shortfalls, raise individual Sapper skills and
provide support to Battle Group Kapyong.
Like most years, the Squadron started its training year with Exercise Dingo Fury. Although a
Regimental exercise, the training focused on troop training serials. These included demolitions,
tactical obstacle breaching, bridging, search and dismounted manoeuvre. During the same period,
23 Troop prepared to deploy on Rifle Company Butterworth 132 with Alpha Company, 3 RAR. As
the restrictions of COVID-19 impacted the training on deployment, 23 Troop focused on individual
combat engineer skills, integration into combined arms teams and most importantly, completing
individual courses.
After revising critical combat engineer skills and completing live fire progression, the Squadron
force was assigned to BG Kapyong in preparation for the Sea Series exercises. The Series
included Exercises Horizon and Explorer, which progressively stepped participants through ship
to shore manoeuvre by surface and rotary wing platforms in preparation for Exercise Sea Raider.
In July, a much reduced Squadron with Explosive Detection Dog Teams and two logisticians
deployed on Exercise Sea Raider. The Exercise provided an excellent opportunity to combine the
individual and small team combat engineer skills practiced earlier in the year into the amphibious
environment. As a multi-national exercise, the Squadron was able to work directly with and support
British, US and Japanese forces. This allowed Squadron members, in particular sappers and junior
leaders, to display their versatility and professionalism. Having completed mission profiles amongst
the communities of Bowen and Ingham, the Squadron returned to the Regiment with a detailed
understanding of working with our military partners and the complexities of working at sea.

18 Squadron members conducting an urban assault in support of BG Kapyong during
Exercise Sea Raider 2021
Concurrent to the Sea Series exercises, many of the Squadron’s personnel gained critical
qualifications through attendance on career and specialist courses. These efforts were well
supported by 23 Troop’s return after a prolonged deployment due to quarantine requirements.
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Due to the outstanding efforts of the Squadron’s Sappers, the sub-unit has more than doubled
its mechanised crews, completed a plethora of internal Regimental courses, and in 2022 will fill
all vacant JNCO positions. These efforts will see the Squadron well placed for the coming training
year’s activities and ensure the trade and career progression of its members.

23 Troop conducting a logistic ammunition disposal range on RCB132 in Malaysia
As the year closed out the Squadron continued to support the rebuilding of Regimental capability.
Several Squadron and ex-Squadron members qualified as Combat Engineer Divers under the
revised reconnaissance concept of employment. The Squadron also conducted watermanship,
rafting and bridging training during Exercise Dingo Raider, enabling members across the Regiment
to qualify on watercraft and revise essential combat engineering skills. Although a busy year with
limited manning, the Squadron has been able to complete all that has been asked of it, whilst
preparing for the challenges of 2022. The hard work and dedication of the Squadron’s Sappers has
been critical in delivering our diverse capability and in recognition of their efforts, many will promote
to become the next generation of junior leaders.

18 Squadron members conducting rafting operations as a part of Exercise Dingo Raider 2021
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25 Support Squadron
MAJ Phillip Hermes
Before discussing 2021, I’d like to acknowledge the efforts of Specialist Troop led by LT Jessyk
Ernst at the very end of 2020. No sooner had the ink dried on my last journal article when
Specialist Troop were recalled at the start of the Reduced Tempo Period (RTP) to provide
emergency water provision support to the Townsville University Hospital. Thankfully the remainder
of the RTP was uneventful and 25 Support Squadron went on to have a fulfilling 2021. As we
prepared to deploy for the Regiment’s first major field training exercise of the year, our Squadron
was called upon to reinforce Joint Task Group 629 and support Operation COVID-19 ASSIST in
Cairns. Typifying the nature of 3 CER’s always-ready culture, Combat Rescue Troop, led by LT Nat
Johnston, provided Quarantine Control Measure support, whilst the remainder of the Squadron
entered the field on Exercise Dingo Fury.

Specialist Troop employing the Regiment’s Water Purification and Distribution System
to produce potable water
Exercise Dingo Fury provided Construction Troop the opportunity to conduct several minor vertical
and horizontal construction tasks in a tactical environment and refresh their essential soldier skills
- a highlight being an overnight airmobile insertion, OP and hasty ambush led by LT Mitch Muley.
Concurrently, Specialist Troop practiced some of their unique military engineering capabilities and
integrated within 16 and 18 CE Squadrons for further combat engineer training in asymmetric and
high-intensity combat scenarios. With an extensive array of specialist soldiers and qualifications
in the Squadron, after returning to barracks our main effort quickly shifted to the sustainment of
our specialist proficiency through the conduct of Exercise Clydesdale Ranger. This Exercise saw
much of the Squadron undertake various specialist courses, ranging from working at heights and
confined spaces to first aid and solar electrical training.
Whilst the Brigade continued to hone its warfighting skills, the Squadron remained heavily
involved supporting field training exercises, firstly with the 1 RAR’s Warfighter Exercise and then
subsequently Exercise Talisman Sabre. The Squadron played a large role in the construction of
counter-mobility obstacles, defensive positions and repairing routes prior to these Exercises, and
Specialist Troop provided Battle Noise Simulation and Explosive Detection Dog teams to both land
and sea-based battle groups throughout. Concurrently, Combat Rescue Troop sustained ongoing
support to air operations in the vicinity of Townsville and Cairns, with teams attached to the 5th
and 6th Aviation Regiments working alongside both Australian and American air platforms.
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Combat Rescue Troop working alongside Tiger Armed Reconnaissance Helicopters
from the 1st Aviation Regiment
In August, the 3rd Brigade returned to Papua New Guinea for the first time since early 2020,
following a pandemic-induced hiatus, with the deployment of Mobile Training Team-Charlie
(MTT-C). 25 Support Squadron took the lead on the planning, mounting and force concentration of
MTT-C on behalf of the Regiment, and deployed the SSM and several JNCOs and soldiers of the
Squadron to instruct on both vehicle safety and plant operator courses.
For the reminder of the year, the Squadron is focused on enhancing our individual soldiers skills
by undertaking multiple courses for both capability and career development across the Brigade.
The Squadron is also fortunate to have some excellent upcoming training opportunities, including
Combat Rescue Troop’s new established trade secondment with Queensland Fire and Emergency
Services, the arrival of Specialist Troop’s much-anticipated Dry Support Bridge, and Construction
Troop’s task to develop a gold-standard bridge construction precinct on Lavarack Barracks.

Anti-Tank Ditch Construction in the Townsville Field Training Area for the
1 RAR War-Fighter Exercise
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Finally and most importantly, my congratulations and well wishes to the following members for
their own significant milestones this year: SPR Nesbitt and SPR Micallef on their marriages, as well
as births celebrated by SPR Nesbitt (Lola), SPR Booth (Oliver), SPR O’Donohoe (Cooper), LCPL
Peters (Aurora), LCPL Latimer (Kobe), SPR Halias (Casey), and SPR West (Anastasia).
I’ve had a fantastic two years being a part of 25 Support Squadron. Thank you to the soldiers and
officers of the Squadron for your efforts, sacrifices and banter throughout my tenure - you have
upheld our reputation as the workhorse of the Regiment. I welcome my replacement, Major Scott
Atkinson, back to the Squadron and Regiment, and wish him all the best for the next two years.

The High Mobility Engineer Excavator loaded and ready to roll

Operational Support Squadron
MAJ David Vagg
2021 has once again resulted in a highly challenging year for Operational Support Squadron (OSS).
COVID-19 continues to challenge personnel in the conduct of training and daily logistic functions.
This year saw OSS contribute logistic support to the Regiment as it sought to remediate training
shortfalls carried over from 2020’s extended lockdown periods. Fortunately personnel were able
to have a largely uninterrupted Christmas break and were ready for the challenge. As with every
year, we commenced with the induction and integration of new personnel and soldier skills training.
Personnel participated in Exercise Dingo Shoot and a period of Infantry Minor Tactics in the lead up
to the Regiment shakeout, Exercise Dingo Fury.
Exercise Dingo Fury saw the Squadron deploy into TFTA as the lead element, establishing critical
logistic effects to enable remaining unit elements to deploy. OSS established a notional Brigade
Maintenance Area within the Urban Operations Training Facility under torrential rain, which almost
resulted in the range being closed. The initial focus was preparation for the issue of combat
supplies to the engineer squadrons to enable establishment and the commencement of training.
OSS training for the Exercise focused on all-Corps soldier skills and achieving ATLS 3C for Logistic
Troop and Technical Support Troop. Participation in combat engineer training allowed personnel
to participate in demolitions confidence practices, support to High Risk Search and the enemy
party. OSS were able to achieve multiple serials that confirmed SOPs for Forward Repair Team
deployments and Linear Distribution Points. The OSS culminating activity was supported by APCs
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OSS personnel conducting a linear replenishment to the 18 CE Squadron mechanised element
during Ex Dingo Fury, which includes the provision of rations, water, fuel and explosive ordnance
from 18 CE Squadron, Battle Noise Simulation from 16 CE Squadron and enemy party from 25
Support Squadron. This was a great introduction to unit capabilities and supported team building.
Concurrent to Ex Dingo Fury, OSS deployed seven personnel in support of Operation COVID-19
ASSIST in Cairns, conducting a relief-in-place with 2nd Cavalry Regiment personnel. Our soldiers
supported the Queensland Police Service with the intake and escorting of quarantining personnel,
the delivery of food and goods to hotel rooms as well as supporting security staff. While the daily
COVID tests were uncomfortable, soldiers reported being able to get out and see the sights of
Cairns and maintain fitness in their off-duty periods. Overall, the soldiers valued the opportunity to
contribute to a national initiative and the ability to work with the community and civilian agencies
including police and Queensland Health.

OSS soldiers participating in self-recovery training at Cowley Beach Training Area during
Ex Atlas Warrior. Torrential rain created a highly challenging training environment
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In April, OSS participated in Exercise Atlas Warrior which provided further opportunities to attend
the range and participate in soldier skills development. The major activity included a trip to the
Cowley Beach Training Area, where we again experienced torrential rain. The soldiers were given
lessons in amphibious logistics and vehicle recovery in coastal environments. Scenario activities
enabled section commanders to further rehearse SOPs.
In May OSS soldiers were provided the opportunity to conduct specialist training courses external
to Defence through the conduct of Exercise Atlas Ranger. This included certificates and licences
unable to be obtained internally. The courses conducted were gas decanting, senior first aid, high
risk work licence and confined space to name a few. Soldiers valued the opportunity to engage
with external service providers and learn some valuable skills to enable their daily roles.
The OSS commitment to Ex Talisman Sabre was reduced this year. However, the Quartermaster
and soldiers from each troop contributed support to the Brigade Ammunition Point and the
COVID-19 management plan. Concurrently, OSS provided Squadron Quartermaster support to
18 CE Squadron in support of the Sea Series exercises. This provided the opportunity to support
amphibious logistic operations from HMAS Canberra and interaction with United States and
Japanese service personnel.
The remainder of the year has seen OSS focus heavily on enabling the Regiment to complete
training activities and logistic governance remediation. Personnel working in OSS are required
to maintain a wide and varied equipment fleet that contains a large quantity of aging and legacy
equipment. Staff vacancies required personnel to maintain a high rate of effort, a challenge which
they rose to meet. The unit undertook Tier 3 auditing in September which identified areas for
improvement, while giving a largely satisfactory result.
As OSS progresses towards Christmas, personnel are focused on Tier 3 audit remediation and
the preparation for the High Risk Weather Season. OSS personnel are postured to support the
Engineer Task Group in the response to Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief within
Australia and the near region. In 2022 the unit remains READY in support of the 3rd Brigade which
will see OSS contribute to combined arms training and operational contingencies.

OSS RAEME personnel removing the cabin from a 25 Support Squadron LX120
to conduct gearbox maintenance
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Regimental Signals and Reconnaissance Troop
Regimental Signals Section - LT Adam Koppenol
2021 has seen the Regimental Signals Section (RSS) transition through changes and challenges
which have required both adaptability and flexibility. Key milestones have included the running of
multiple communications courses to further enhance Sapper skillsets, testing and implementation
of MILSATCOM data communications on exercise, and restoring (and further bolstering) Force
Protection Electronic Counter Measure (ECM) capability, through the acquisition of multiple
systems. This reintegration allows for sapper-level operation in a Combat Engineer Regiment for
the first time since combat operations ceased in Afghanistan. Overall, the RSS team constantly and
consistently performed above expectation and skill-level, at times working extended hours, whilst
further promulgating an increased level of morale and attitude. All members should be extremely
proud of their efforts.

RSS personnel transmitting fire controls over the AN/PRC-150 as a part of the annual
Watson’s Challenge against 3 CSR
I began my secondment in the Regimental Signals Officer (RSO) role in early June, on loan from
3rd Combat Signals Regiment. After finding my feet and settling in for two weeks, I had to travel
to Brisbane to undertake a qualification course to see me fulfil the role of the cryptographic
account manager. On return from the course and after completing an internal account audit, it was
apparent that 2IC SGT Jennifer Street who had been facilitating control of the account had been
doing so in an exemplary manner. I have made all attempts to parallel SGT Street’s excellence and
attention to detail since her absence on leave which ironically corresponded with my marching into
the unit.
The remainder of June and into July, which fell within a Reduced Tempo Period, coincided with
battle preparation for Exercise Talisman Sabre 2021. The communications design catered to
Regimental-led reporting procedures at a Command Post (CP) co-located with Brigade Main HQ.
From there, dislocated sub-units and attached elements from 20 EOD were able to communicate
through a range of voice and data combat net radio systems. The 3 CER CP was also engineered
with Mission Partner Environment (MPE) to enable connectivity to SITAWARE for complete
battlefield situational awareness, a first for a combat engineer regiment. RSS bolstered 16 and 18
CE Squadrons with personnel to enhance communications knowledge and procedures throughout
the activity.
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Post Exercise Talisman Sabre, RSS continued to support Regimental and sub-unit tasks and
activities whist providing communications knowledge and equipment support to numerous courses
and Brigade activities. SATPHONES were issued to members of the contingent traveling to Papua
New Guinea as part of Ex Olgetta Warrior, additionally, ECM systems were tested and deployed to
the Middle East with qualified operators as part of the Afghanistan NEO. RSS Section Commander
LCPL Turner was methodical in his conduct in facilitating the issue of these systems, spending late
nights over the course of a weekend to enable the equipment moving out the door on this short
notice task.
The Regimental Signallers were again instrumental in the conduct of the last major Squadron
activity of the year, Ex Dingo Raider, a 16 and 18 CE Squadron BEPB and watermanship activity.
Reach-back from the activity CP to the 3 CER Guard Room allowed for enhanced situational
awareness and streamlined reporting processes. This was achieved primarily via MILSATCOM
data, utilising 117G radios on loan from 3 RAR as the bearer in conjunction with the unit-held
Toughbooks. Being a proof-of-concept, it demonstrated viability for additional applications
moving forward such as reconnaissance reporting for dislocated call signs both on exercise
and operationally.
The conclusion of the year will see further equipment and manning support to activities such as
VANN Cup and ECM Operator courses for other units within 3 Brigade as well as confirmation of
the communications design structure for next year’s Regimental activity, Ex Dingo Fury. 2022 will
see various personnel changes for RSS, the benefit being that the knowledge captured within the
Section will be shared amongst the squadrons into the future. I have immensely enjoyed my time
this year within RSS - growing my own engineer-specific communications knowledge, building the
section’s radio familiarity and implementation and most importantly, enhancing Section morale.
I take profound pride in the achievements and body of work that the Regimental Signallers
delivered throughout the year. There has been substantial personal and professional growth in each
individual member observed. I humbly extend my gratitude for both being welcomed into their
Section as well as the unwavering positive attitude constantly on display. I look forward to hearing
about continued improvement from the Section as it moves through 2022.

CPL Wilson leading in the United States Marine Corps to the UOTF on Exercise
Talisman Sabre at Townsville Field Training Area
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Sapper conducts lift and recovery activities on Combat Engineer Diver course at
HMAS Penguin, Sydney

Regimental Reconnaissance Detachment - LT Morgan Emmett
Whether on the surface, or underneath, the 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment Reconnaissance
Detachment (RRD) has had a busy year of integrated exercises, courses and learning the hard way
that PMVs cannot keep up with an ASLAV (not from a lack of trying).
The RRD has conceptually existed for many years, in different forms, at our Regiment and others’.
This year, we aimed to continue the hard work of our predecessors, and formalise its role and
support relationships. The Concept of Employment (CONEMP) for the RRD was developed in
conjunction with other Regiments, and endorsed for use at 3 CER. Our role was solidified; we are
here for the provision of tactical engineer reconnaissance that supports the land force, primarily
formation level.
We started the year with fresh legs, assisting in Exercise Dingo Fury, whilst the majority of our
members proceeded on the inaugural Combat Engineer Diver (CED) Course. Bringing home
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enthusiasm and fitness, the RRD set out to revitalise the connections with 3rd Brigade formation
reconnaissance and the Regiment’s rich diving history.
Attached to the 2nd Cavalry Regiment (BG Eagle), the 1st Battalion Battlegroup Warfighter acted
as the initial proof-of-concept for an engineer reconnaissance patrol integrated into the formation
reconnaissance line troops. Crucial to the identification of obstacles and enemy engineering
effects ahead of the CE troops, the RRD were able to provide technical engineering reports in a
tactical situation, to enable planning for 16 CE Squadron’s subsequent actions. Earning their keep
within the armoured battlegroup, the relationships formed have led to multiple integrated training
opportunities and have cemented the continued support between the Regiments.
The Reduced Tempo Period saw the RRD pounce on an opportunity to run reconnaissance and
dive specific training. Exercise Dingo Down saw advanced medical training with the 1st Close
Health Battalion 3 CER members interested in CED. This Exercise involved civilian integration with
Remote Area Dive, Townsville and Magnetic Island Councils, and the NQ Sappers Association.
Unfortunately the Exercise was cut short by a snap COVID-19 lockdown, but served as an
important milestone for the revitalisation of Corps skills.
Exercise Talisman Sabre 2021 called for the implementation and execution of tactical engineer
reconnaissance, seeing two RRD detachments integrated into both BG Eagle and BG Coral,
leading the charge through the AO. Providing reports and returns back to the main body, RRD
Patrol Commander, CPL Wilson, found himself so far forward in the battle he was re-rolled into the
culminating attack on the UOTF, leading ANIMAL COY of the United States Marine Corps, through
the urban clearance.
The rest of the year sees the RRD support the Regiment in the individual courses period, including
the development of the Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) capability and training within 3 CER.
The lessons learnt and the relationships formed with external units this year have been invaluable.
The importance of surface and sub-surface tactical engineering reconnaissance has always been
known - but it was an excellent year to see it in action. From Exercise Talisman Sabre to the Dingo
Series Exercises, this turbulent and eventful year for the cell owes its success to the dedication of
the Sappers within RRD.
As 2021 draws to a close, the RRD stands better equipped, better qualified and ready to support
the Regiment and reconnaissance for the Brigade. We welcomed new loved ones (Charlie) and we
farewell CPL Barry Ruttley from 3 CER, and wish him and his family all the best for their future.
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3rd Field Squadron 2021
By Major P.A Trainor, OC 3rd Field Squadron & LT Marika Boelen, MS Tp Comd
During 2021, 3rd Field Squadron (3 FD SQN) continued to work through the challenges presented
by the COVID-19 pandemic to contribute to overseas and domestic operations and build on our
capability in preparedness for future domestic operations, specifically focused on the High Risk
Weather Season (HRWS).
We commissioned our TD-15 dozer ‘heritage display’. This was originally a wrecked dozer that
9 CSSB would use to practice vehicle recovery. It was restored including new paint by the Army
reservists of 107 Field Workshops and now sits proudly on the lawns outside the Stanley Watson
Complex at Warradale Barracks.

TD-15 Dozer Heritage Display

The focus for our two Combat Engineer Troops over this year has been to revise dismounted
search as well as light urban breaching, and interoperability with armour and infantry.
With assistance from 1 CER, we conducted revision on CBRN basic during March. Then following
an abbreviated Anzac Day, 3 FD SQN conducted light urban breaching at Murray Bridge Training
Area (MUTA) in May using a Field Firing Trace, which proved a successful reintroduction of
demolitions serials at MUTA since the closure of the gazetted demolitions range in the 1990s.
3 FD SQN supported the 9 Brigade DOMOPS CERTEX (Ex ARRAS) during June, where we
provided a Troop to conduct dismounted building and area search, working with other South
Australian based units.
We continued to expand on our search training throughout July and this culminated in Ex GREEN
SEARCH at MUTA over 27-29 August. This was a unit based Exercise that allowed us to focus on
foundation sapper skills including revision on night fighting equipment, while allowing our JNCOs
an opportunity to lead in a field based environment.
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Wire obstacle construction
With the size of our primary activity for the year reduced due to the pandemic, we took the
opportunity to focus on our soldiering skills. Ex DESERT BRIDGE over 20-24 Oct gave our
sappers exposure to demolition and breaching scenarios within a live fire exercise to culminate
our foundation warfighting training before switching to HRWS preparations in November.

3 FD SQN members participating in Ex DESERT BRIDGE

Mobility Support Troop by LT Markia Boelen (MS Troop Commander)
On consecutive weekends, 29-30 May and 5-6 June, plant operators from 3 FD SQN Mobility
Support Troop based out of Warradale Barracks, South Australia conducted live task training at
RAAF Base Edinburgh. The task required two sections of compacted earth roadway to be built,
designed for use by base security services to conduct perimeter patrols of the area to enhance the
security operations on base. The road sections totalled 2.6 km.
Troop HQs conducted reconnaissance one month prior to the task and a construction plan was
drafted and approved by Officer Commanding, 3 FD SQN. Machinery and materials were delivered
to RAAF Edinburgh and construction of the two sections of roadway began.
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Construction began with materials being loaded into the Squadron’s (soon to be retired) fleet of
Mack dump trucks, making this one of the last live tasks these vehicles would complete over
their long period of service to the Australian Defence Force. The Macks were loaded using the
Caterpillar 434E variant front end loader backhoe before the loads were spread and shaped by
operators with the John Deere 672D grader.

A Caterpillar 434E loading a Mack
The material was then wet utilising the Mack Truck, Tank, Water (TTW) variant, compacted
and rolled with the JCB VM115D roller in line with standard industry roadway construction
processes. This created a smooth and durable earth road surface around the eastern and
southern boundary areas.
This is one of the many live tasks that Mobility Support Troop have conducted so far this year,
providing real world capability and improvement to base facilities. Mobility Support Troop are the
only South Australian based plant operators and the Troop conducts tasks from MUTA to Port
Wakefield Proof and Experimental Establishment (P&EE) to Cultana Training Area (CUTA). Planning
and reconnaissance phases are currently under way for further live tasks across bases in South
Australia and the Northern Territory (COVID dependent). Under the guidance of Troop HQs, plant
operators also recently conducted familiarisation on new machinery to enhance capability and
provide best possible practices in order to complete upcoming tasks.

Mobility Support TP’s familiarisation weekend
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WW1 Railway Soldier Memorial
3 FD SQN has also been involved in the community to represent our proud history, working with
the RAE Corps Committee on the re-dedication of the WW1 Memorial established by LTCOL Stan
Watson DSO MC CBE.
The Memorial was originally erected to railway workers who had served in WW1. WW2 railway
workers were added following the end of WW2. The Memorial was erected by LTCOL Stan Watson
DSO MC CBE, the Deputy Commissioner of the South Australian Railways and the second last
person to leave Gallipoli. As we are all aware, he remained behind with three sergeants and 17
sappers to ensure a successful evacuation of Gallipoli.
The Memorial was erected and commissioned by the Governor of South Australia, Sir Alexander
Hore-Ruthven VC (who was also a former Governor-General of Australia) on Saturday 18
October 1930.
The Memorial contains a cairn which has been sealed with a list inside of all the railway workers
who served during World War 1.
Over the years, the purpose of this important historical artefact had been forgotten. Members of
3 FD SQN approached the Memorial’s custodians, the City of Adelaide, and sought to have the
Memorial refurbished.
A plan to conduct a re-dedication on the 90th anniversary during 2020 had to be postponed
due to the global COVID19 pandemic. It was decided to conduct the re-dedication on the 91st
anniversary.
Given the Memorial’s connection to the Governor of South Australia, on Saturday 30 October the
Governor of South Australia, Ms Frances Adamson AC and The Right Honourable Lord Mayor of
Adelaide, Sandy Verschoor attended and spoke at the re-dedication ceremony. Commander 9
BDE, BRIG Graham Goodwin CSC, and LTCOL Watson’s surviving grand-daughters, Mrs
Margaret Southwell and Mrs Kathy Ramsay, were also in attendance.

Refurbished Memorial with Honour Guard by 3 FD SQN
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3 FD SQN Honour Guard (L-R): SPR Cotton, SPR Mills, SPR Patrick, SPR Hespe
Throughout the year, 3 FD SQN have contributed members to Op RESOLUTE and Ex TALISMAN
SABRE in FNQ with bespoke roles that have allowed us to demonstrate our diverse skillset across
the Squadron. We also deployed one member to JTF637 in Fiji during October and November to
assist the Republic of Fiji Military Forces (RFMF).
The year has allowed us to focus on being good at the basics, while contributing forces to
domestic and overseas operations. As always, we have enjoyed working alongside our regular
Army counterparts where we feel we are not only gaining experience, but pull our own weight
with our augmented skillset.
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13 Field Squadron
LT Leroy Cox
13 Field Squadron has had an intensive year of training, expansion planning and operational
support across 2021.
The year began with an emphasis on back-to-basics with the provision of Low Risk Search (LRS)
training to 13 Brigade members, the development of basic combat engineering and foundation
warfighting skills, and culminated with a combined arms (CA) training activity in February. The
February CA weekend launched an established relationship between the CE troops and partnered
Infantry companies that would continue throughout the year’s training.
The first quarter of the year also saw a significant operational commitment as two major natural
disasters occurred within Western Australia. In February, the Squadron sent a team of twenty
members to the Gidgegannup bushfires 40 kilometres north-east of Perth on a short notice DACC
task. The crew set to clearing firebreaks, rubble and felling trees over a two-and-a-half-week
period, working hard and leaning on lessons learnt from those who deployed on Operation Bushfire
Assist 2019 almost exactly a year prior.

13 FD SQN SPR Malcolm Stewart (on chainsaw) and 13 BDE personnel assisting the
Gidgegannup Community after the Perth Hills Bushfires in early 2021

Just over a month later in April, Tropical Cyclone Seroja made landfall near the town of Kalbarri,
570km north of Perth. The Category 3 system damaged over 70 percent of buildings across
the towns of Kalbarri and Northhampton in a region previously deemed non-cyclonic. 13 Field
Squadron was again on hand to support the conduct of damage assessment and the clearance of
rubble, alongside other members of the Brigade and the Pilbara Regiment.
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LCPL Bob Sands Liaising with civilian authorities in Kalbarri on Cyclone Seroja Assist
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The two events proved the Squadron was capable of undertaking short notice operational tasks
with a primarily reserve workforce both within the Perth area and further afield. Individual efforts
were additionally recognised with Squadron member SGT Glen Addicoat being awarded a Bronze
Commendation for his efforts in the lead up to and across both DACC tasks.
The second and third quarter of the year switched to a heavy emphasis on plant and construction
training. One major project was the development of an ATV track by the Plant and Services troops
out in the Northam training area. The works were conducted over nine days in the field with a team
of ten operators and tradies working in conjunction. The project gave the Troop a chance to work
independently out field.

13 FD SQN Plant Troop, conducting maintenance on the Northam training area ATV track
Smaller projects were also completed over July and August including the construction of training
sheds at the Bindoon Sneaker Range and the creation of an anti-tank gun pit at the Fremantle
Army Museum.
In August the Squadron also had the exciting opportunity to participate in the 2021 Avon Valley
Descent Race. Members from the Squadron and 16 RWAR were able to put their watermanship
skills to the test across various white water obstacles and rapids. The team competed well and
finished without incident. The activity focused on supporting recruiting efforts for Reserves in WA.
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SGT Glen Addicoat (Coxswain) and 13 FD members competing in the Avon Descent 2021
Moving on to the final quarter of the year, training has refocused onto more advanced CE skills
across demolitions, CBRN, and tree-felling. Additional exported plant training and underpinning
knowledge courses were also run to grow construction capability in lead up to future expansion.
The Squadron goes into next year prepared for the High Risk Weather Season and ready to
expand.
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5th Engineer Regiment
LT Bronte Heslehurst
2021 was another unprecedented year for 5ER, which included significant contributions to
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) operations. Across 2021 the Regiment saw
21 promotions, as well as operational deployments for 9 members across OP MAZURKA, OP
RESOLUTE 4A - 5A and TSE 101 - 103 and a significant number of the unit deploying on OP
COVID-19 ASSIST and OP NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21.

Hails & Farewells
LTCOL Robert Tot was appointed as the CO 5 ER in Jan 21, replacing LTCOL Renee Kidson.
2021 also marked the arrival of MAJ Phillip McKay as OC 4 SQN.

OP NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21
From 25 March to 14 April 2021, 5ER deployed on Operation NSW Flood Assist 21 as the lead
element of JTU 629.1.2 and provided support to NSW government agencies and communities
in flood affected areas. The 5 ER ESF SQN, commanded by MAJ Justin Parsonage, showcased
the strength and agility of the reserve engineer force in its response to the crisis. Throughout the
Operation more than 800 Army, Navy and Air Force personnel assisted in local flood clean-up
efforts.
JTU 629.1.2 was tasked to provide immediate relief to flood affected communities in the NSW
Southern AO (Mid-Coast LGA) in support of civil emergency and other services. The JTU initially
focused primarily on Taree, NSW and was later assigned to assist in the Nepean-Hawkesbury
region in Western Sydney. The JTU worked closely with Resilience NSW and other state agencies
to ensure that its resources were directed to areas most in need.
The Regimental contribution was diverse in nature, including 228 full homes cleared of flood debris,
120 home visits (flyer drop) and the utilisation of plant assets to conduct road clearance and
dispose of over 850 tonnes of waste. An example of such work was seen through the use of a CAT
434 backhoe to conduct landslide debris remediation works in the vicinity of Elands, NSW. Overall,
these tasks highlighted the Regiment’s ability to deliver both mobility and counter mobility effects
as well as leverage its plant and construction capabilities.

Road clearance during OP NSW FLOOD ASSIST 21
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In many ways, this Operation showcased the key strength of the reserve engineer force, being
able to work with civilian and state government agencies to both respond to the crisis and assist
in recovery efforts.

OP COVID-19 ASSIST
Members of 5ER continued to support OP COVID-19 Assist under JTG 629.1 within the Sydney
Metropolitan region assisting NSW state agencies. In support of the NSW Police and as a
complementary effort to the Regiment’s ongoing training commitments within OPLAN MAGPIE,
members of 5 ER contributed to the Joint Operation with hotel quarantine compliance and
management tasks across Sydney.
Another task completed by members of the Regiment included assistance to NSW Police with
ongoing COVID-19 compliance operations across Sydney throughout the lockdown of the
Greater Sydney Region. A further task included contact tracing based from the Public Health
Emergency Operations Centre (PHEOC) of NSW Health. This work formed the backbone of the
state’s capability to inform close contacts of confirmed cases of the need to self-isolate, interview
confirmed cases to conduct welfare checks and conduct follow-up case reviews to understand the
recovery of COVID-19 cases.
Sappers, NCOs and officers from across the Regiment received praise from their supported
agencies for their professionalism and dedication during the course of the Operation. Consistent
commentary from the communities they supported highlighted the compassion members of the
Regiment showed to fellow Australians and international visitors alike.

The Kapooka Tragedy Memorial

5ER’s Memorial construction team
In April 2021 the Regiment, led by 101 Construction Squadron and with support from 22 ER
and CATC Engineer Branch, completed the solemn task of upgrading and refurbishing the RAE
Memorial at Kapooka. This memorial commemorates the tragic deaths of 26 soldiers of the RAE
during a training accident on the 21st of May, 1945. To date this remains the worst military training
accident in Australia’s history. This event forms an important part of the history of the RAE and 5
ER was honoured to complete these works on behalf of the Corps.
The combined Engineer effort helped to ensure that this task was complete before the 76th
Anniversary, particularly important as the 75th anniversary event was cancelled due to COVID.
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This combined team consisted of 21 personnel ranging from SPR to CAPT under the command of
CAPT Andrew Shone and LT Jack Warfield. The works they conducted included the installation of
a blue metal memorial pathway, a timber-edged mulch garden bed and a Bailey panel entranceway
plus information placard with accompanying telescope. Along with this, they closed off the
memorial from vehicular access by extending the fence and emplacing large sandstone boulders in
order to reduce the risk of damage and vandalism.

Unit Training

Constructing the path for the Kapooka Tragedy Memorial
The Regiment saw significant impact from COVID-19 lockdowns, particularly in the Greater Sydney
Area where members spent 106 days of the year under stay-at-home orders. This saw many
Squadron, Regiment and Brigade level activities cancelled and required the unit to pivot to a digital
and modified section-level training continuum to mirror many of the civilian workplaces from which
its part time members are drawn. Where members would traditionally parade at their respective
depots or home barracks locations, innovative training ideas to deliver this material online and
maintain engagement with members from across the Regiment were well received and highlighted
the adaptive nature of Sappers to changing and difficult environments.
When face-to-face training could occur the unit focused primarily on preparation for the High Risk
Weather Season and further support to HADR activities on top of maintaining core soldier skills.
These activities focused heavily on chainsaw operation including tree felling qualifications, which
the Regiment also provided to local infantry personnel. Training also included portable sawmill
training and qualification, search training, demolitions and section level Infantry Minor Tactics.
Many members of the Regiment also took the opportunity to complete their relevant promotion
courses and enhance Corps-specific skills at SME. Members of 5 ER provided training support to
SME, Sydney University Regiment, the University of New South Wales Regiment, Australian Army
Cadets and the Defence Force School of Military Policing.
There can be no doubt that 2021 brought with it complex challenges and opportunities, forged
in the NSW floods and extending to the COVID-19 pandemic, including an extensive lockdown in
NSW as well as its accompanying social distancing restrictions.
We thank the members of 5 ER, their families and their employers for their significant sacrifices and
dedication to duty over 2021 and continue with steadfast resolve to prepare for the next challenges
that 2022 may bring.
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6th Engineer Support Regiment
By LTCOL John Venz and WO1 Allan Lewis
This year has seen the Regiment continue to enable the Joint Force
to live, move, and fight. From the Middle East to Pacific, 6th Engineer
Support Regiment (6 ESR) continues to support known and contingency operations both
domestically and abroad. 6 ESR has seen agile, short notice response elements deployed to
support the community and the Joint Force. This has involved a wide range of supporting elements
ranging from highly skilled individuals to squadron sized groups, providing tailored capabilities and
engineer effects.
As 2020 came to an end, 6 ESR responded to the needs of our Pacific Vuvale in Fiji in the wake
of Cyclone Yasa. On Christmas Eve, soldiers from the Regimental Headquarters, 21 Construction
Squadron, and the Operational Support Squadron along with other supporting units embarked
on the HMAS Adelaide as part of a Joint Task Force to provide support to Fiji. On completion of
Operation Fiji Assist 20/21, 6 ESR continued support to the recovery effort by providing members
to a Project Management Team (PMT) to identify follow-on opportunities to assist in the recovery
effort. Works identified on this recon led to a Joint Construction Engineer Team, led by 17
Construction Squadron, assigned to JTF 637.
This year 6 ESR successfully planned and executed Exercise Saunders (AACAP 21); soldiers from
21 Construction Squadron and the Operational Support Squadron in Pormpuraaw made good
on the promise of the COVID-delayed 2020 project. Despite the challenges of sporadic outbreaks
of COVID 19 throughout Australia, 6 ESR was able to remain agile and support the community of
Pompuraaw.
20 EOD Squadron continued to deliver high quality training in support of the Joint Force through
the Wallaby Series of exercises and Exercise Talisman Sabre. Additionally, the Squadron’s work in
supporting Exercise Linton in Goulburn and Exercise Ardent Defender enabled other elements of
the Joint Force to practice their skills in a highly professional environment. The selfless execution
of the RAE Module EOD Course and an EHR/EOR gap demonstrates the commitment and high
standards resident in the soldiers of 20 EOD Squadron.
A special thank you to the Operational Support Squadron, who work to enable all of the
Regiment’s actions, often without the chance to observe the outcomes of the work that they
support. Their tireless action in support of the wider Regiment in very much appreciated.
Whilst 2021 provided many challenges, 6 ESR’s achievements are a testament the resilience
and work ethic of the unit as a whole. All members of the Regiment should be proud of their
commitment and support of the wider community and Joint Force, but we must acknowledge
none of this would have been possible without the support of the families of the Regiment. It is
the families that have enabled us to achieve in uncertain times. With Strength and Precision.
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Regimental Works Office
By LT Rae Bennet
Over the past 12 months the Regimental Works Office has completed a broad range of activities
across the spectrum of engineering tasks and projects. Following is a summary of some of the
major activities.

Survey support to 35 Squadron, RAAF
A stand-out task from early in the year was having the opportunity to provide some inter-service
support to 35 Squadron based at RAAF Amberley. The task saw surveyors from the Regimental
Works Office ‘thinking outside the box’ to tackle the problem which involved utilising their specialist
equipment, usually reserved for gathering terrain data, to assist engineers from the RAAF and
Northrop-Grumman in gathering data on the C27-J Spartan aircraft.

C27-J

Exercise Talisman Sabre 21
The Works Office supported Exercise Talisman Sabre 21 in both Blue Force and White Force
capacities. This saw the deployment of an Engineer recon team to provide damage control for the
Exercise. During the Exercise, engineer planning and analysis was provided to the Townsville Field
Training Area, Macrossan Airfield, Hughenden, Bowen and Ingham environmental, damage control,
and range staff. Alongside the damage control effects, the Works Office provided engineer planning
support to the Divisional Headquarters with the provision of the Divisional Engineer Plans team.

Exercise Saunders (AACAP)
by CPL Bradley Smart
Regimental Works provided a Survey Detachment to 21 Construction Squadron in support of
the 2021 Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Programme (AACAP). The Survey Section was
headed by Foreman Surveyor, CPL Brad Smart and assisted by Engineer Surveyor, LCPL Warwick
Cox who departed with the 6 ESR Advanced Party on 31 May 21. As soon as the Advance Party
arrived, CPL Smart and LCPL Cox were hard at work setting out and orienting the key features of
the 6 ESR home away from home, Camp Birt (named in memory of a former 6 ESR soldier CPL
Ashley Birt who was tragically killed in Afghanistan in 2011).
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From the onset, the surveyors provided the technical survey data and numerous other tasks
including establishing accurate survey control, site set-out for two subdivisions and a Men’s
Shed along with ongoing quality assurance, quantity calculations and compiling ASCON (As
Constructed) data for the 21 Construction Squadron Works Office.
The two civil (horizontal works) construction sites were large, heavily vegetated blocks of land that
needed to be marked out prior to the Plant Troop clearing the sites. This posed many challenges
with bites from green tree ants requiring careful traversing through the bush, adding to the
complexity of the job. However, once the blocks were cleared the local dogs and a lone dingo
were a much smaller threat to overcome.

CPL Brad Smart setting up a temporary control station by resection at Raaku Street Subdivision
The Men’s Shed (vertical works) construction task was a smaller, localised job-site that enabled
the Survey Detachment to put some different tools and practices into place to support the
Construction Troop trades. The accuracy of the building slab in relation to horizontal and vertical
positioning had much smaller tolerance for error than the larger subdivisions. This was evident
during the concrete pour of the shed slab where constant checks on the support column bolts
and formwork were millimetre accurate.

17th Construction Squadron
By CAPT J Locke

Construction Engineering Team Fiji
The Construction Officer (CONSTO) of 17 Construction Squadron Captain Xavier Vasta led a
Project Management and Reconnaissance Team (PMRT) in Fiji following Operation Fiji Assist 2021, in order to scope works suitable for a larger follow-on construction contingent. The PMRT
consisted of supervisors and engineers from 6 ESR, 19 CE Wks, 65 ABRS and the RFMF. A
highlight of the team’s reconnaissance and advisory work was support to the RFMF during their
reconstruction of Namoli Kindergarten, completed in July 2021.
In August 2021, a Construction Engineer Team lead by OC 17 Construction Squadron and
comprising Army and Air Force construction, logistics and health personnel was force-assigned
to Joint Task Force 637 Enhanced Regional Engagement in the South West Pacific and deployed
to Fiji. Working alongside engineers from the RFMF, they will reconstruct cyclone-destroyed
classrooms at the Lekutu Secondary School in Bua Province, Vanua Levu. The project provides an
excellent opportunity for the ADF and RFMF to strengthen their longstanding partnership.
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CAPT Vasta at the opening ceremony of Namoli Kindergarten in Fiji July 2021

Exercise Bear Walk
17 Construction Squadron deployed to Wide Bay Training Area (WBTA) during May 2021 to
conduct Exercise Bear Walk, a component of 6 ESR’s force preparation training series. The activity
exercised the deployment of the online construction squadron to conduct small scale dislocated
construction works and sustainment activities. This included quarry operations utilising both inservice and hired rock crushing machinery, requiring personnel and equipment from both Plant and
Resources Troop. The quarried material produced in this operation was used and stockpiled for
route remediation throughout WBTA. Resources Troop established a water point at Pioneer Point
for sustainment and construction purposes, then constructed a non-equipment bridge which was
subsequently subjected to a reserve demolition during the demolition practice. 8 Troop constructed
a number of sentry posts and implemented improvements to the Urban Operations Training
Facility (UOTF).

‘Bailey Bar’ Extension Project
Having been unable to execute AACAP 2020, an extension to the unit training facility ‘Bailey Bar’
provided the Squadron with a certification activity and an opportunity to hone its construction skills
on a more complex build. Construction of the hot rolled steel structure commenced in May 2021.
The Project provided members exposure to complex steel joinery and to civilian contractors and
consultants, which has been an invaluable education opportunity.
17 Construction Squadron has again had a busy year, spread across multiple small scale
projects while simultaneously supporting international operations, the COVID-19 Task Force and
international engagement activities. All of this occurred while maintaining status as the online
construction squadron and preparing to respond to higher risk weather events.
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20th Explosive Ordnance Disposal Squadron
By MAJ J Watson, CAPT S Treasure, CPL R Summers and CPL T George
2021 has been another busy year for 20 Explosive Ordnance Disposal Squadron. The Squadron executed the entirety of the Wallaby series of exercises at
Canungra and WBTA, including a no-notice callout rehearsal with a full planning
cycle, Exercise Wallaby Callout. 20 EOD also supported a number of external activities, notably Exercise Linton in Goulburn, NSW in support of RMC-D I Class STABOPS
activities, as well as Exercise Talisman Sabre, providing EOD support to 3 BDE in Army’s premier
warfighting exercise. Additionally, 20 EOD Squadron delivered the first session of the newly-revised
MOD 3 course, successfully qualifying 12 new RAE EOD Technicians in a vastly improved course
that focuses on contemporary threats and environments. Finally, 20 EOD is preparing for several
momentous events, including future opportunities for Operation Render Safe in the near region, the
Squadron move to RAAF Amberley, and the continued raising of 3 TP.

The WALLABY Series - Canungra and Wide Bay, Queensland.
20 EOD Sqn conducts the Wallaby series of activities every year to ensure 6 ESR is able to provide
timely, appropriate, and scalable EOD capability to Army and the Joint Force. The Wallaby series
focuses on all levels of EOD C2 and action, from Troop to the individual, and stresses conducting
EOD tasks and decision-making with the complexities of the modern battlefield. Exercise Wallaby
Crawl, executed at Canungra, QLD, focused on basic skills, and the Squadron’s EOD Team
Leaders were able to plan and execute a variety of individual and team-level tasks. Sappers
conducted a combination of conventional munition disposal, mobility support and survivability
tasks through the rough Canungra terrain, observed and assessed by the Squadron’s more
experienced technicians. This Exercise was bolstered by the attendance of Defence Science and
Technology Group personnel, who advised on the Squadron’s CBRN render-safe and leak, seal,
and package TTPs.

An RAE EOD Technician conducting manual sub-surface exploitation of a 105mm Main Charge
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Exercise Wallaby Walk was conducted at the beginning of May at WBTA and built on the skills from
Exercise Wallaby Crawl. Exercise Wallaby Walk focused on more complex EOD and C2 tasks, in
both urban and mobility-oriented environments. This Exercise also benefited from the presence
of force elements from 1 INT BN and 1 MP BN who integrated with our EOD Teams to establish
and prove exploitation TTPs and capabilities. Under the direction of the TP HQ, multiple teams
conducted a series of simultaneous tasks, including complex IED tasks within the UOTF, with up to
three teams operating in close proximity. The Exercise culminated with a TP-level render safe and
disposal of multiple CBR munitions by night and in heavy rain.
Finally, the Squadron conducted a short notice call-out to confirm the ability to provide short-notice
contingency elements. The activity tested re-call procedures, operational planning, the Military
Appreciation Process, and mounted and dismounted EOD team capability, against asymmetric
IED threats within a CBR environment. Despite equipment issues during insertion, the EOD TP
conducted dismounted infiltration into the target area in support of a manoeuvre call sign, and
assisted in battlefield clearance. During the task, the TP ensured that complex IEDs were rendered
safe, and conventional chemical threats were neutralised and packaged for final disposal.

An RAE EOD Technician approaching a vehicle borne IED with an omni-directional
disruption charge

Exercise Talisman Sabre - Townsville, Queensland
Exercise Talisman Sabre 21 posed unique challenges to 2 TP’s EOD teams in support of 3 BDE as
they cleared through the open terrain and urban centres of High Range Training Area. Thanks to
SOPs 20 EOD had developed with 3 CER, integration was smooth, including when supporting 1
RAR, 2 CAV and USMC elements. The EOD teams enabled freedom of movement and survivability
within their battlegroup’s areas of operation, and conducted the render safe of any explosive
hazards that impeded the coalition force elements’ ability to conduct their assaults.
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An RAE EOD Technician conducting an urban clearance with USMC counter-parts
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RAE EOD Mod 3 Course - Canungra, Queensland
Over the last year the RAE EOD Mod 3 course has undergone rigorous development to prepare
new RAE EOD technicians for the emerging threat likely encountered in high intensity warfare.
This course was postponed in 2020, therefore it was critical to the Corps for soldiers within both
SOCOMD and FORCOMD to undergo the arduous technical training required to support ADF
operational capability.

An RAE EOD Technician preparing to render safe a projectile with a chemical warfare agent

The broad range of complex tasks tested EOD technician skills and knowledge, resulting in
the qualification of twelve new RAE EOD technicians, providing a substantial specialist capability
to Army.

21st Construction Squadron
By CAPT D Kierath
This year 21 Construction Squadron has been fortunate to be involved in
a number of key activities for the Regiment. The start of the year saw the
Squadron deploy on Operation Fiji Assist after the activation of the Deployable Immediate
Response Team (DIRT), followed by the planning and execution of Exercise Saunders 2021 in
the Aboriginal community of Pormpuraaw.

Operation Fiji Assist
Following the devastation of Cyclone Yasa in Fiji, 21 Construction Squadron deployed the DIRT to
provide assistance to the Fijian people. The Squadron was activated in December and embarked
on Christmas Eve aboard HMAS Adelaide. During the deployment the Squadron achieved the reconstruction of Galoa Island Primary School, and conducted water purification and distribution on
Vanau Levu Island. Operation Fiji Assist enabled the Regiment and Army to provide support to our
Pacific Vuvale and was an excellent opportunity to test the abilities of the Squadron to operate in
contingency operations.
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SPR Stevanovic and RFMF soldier affixing a sign

Exercise Saunders (AACAP)
This year Exercise Saunders was conducted in the community of Pormpuraaw in Far North
Queensland. Due to the outbreak of COVID in 2020 the Regiment was unable to conduct AACAP
in Pormpuraaw last year, so the Squadron continued the planning efforts of 17 Construction
Squadron and delivered the project this year. The Squadron had two key construction tasks. The
first was the construction of a 20m by 12m “Men’s Shed” for the community men’s group to use
for home projects and as a social gathering place. The second was two 5-lot housing subdivisions
at either end of town, to enable growth of the community in the future.
Additional to the agreed scope of works, a number of other tasks of opportunity were achieved
including the construction of a memorial cenotaph, a “Welcome to Pormpuraaw” community
sign and more. The Squadron was deployed for approximately 3 months and saw the successful

6 ESR sapper and RFMF soldier on a roof
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delivery of health effects, construction projects and training in a number of different areas. This
AACAP has been a valuable experience for all members to develop their trade skills and to support
one of our nation’s remote Aboriginal communities.

Multiple plant vehicles operating on a subdivision during AACAP 21

Looking ahead
The year has provided many of the new members of the Squadron excellent opportunities to
develop their skills on live tasks. This experience is vital to the success and development of the
Squadron and team members. As a Squadron, we have deployed on Operation Fiji Assist and
Exercise Saunders, and on an individual level some members have had opportunities to deploy
on Operation Accordion and the Blackrock Project in Fiji. This has been an excellent year for the
Squadron and with the experience gained we are excited for next year’s challenges.

Operational Support Squadron
By CAPT M Crowley, CPL J Maroske and CFN Latta
2021 has been a great year for OSS to showcase their
capability. From members being deployed as part of a task force
to Fiji to providing logistics and maintenance support on AACAP,
OSS enabled 6 ESR through their agility and work ethic.
In December 2020, 6 ESR enacted the DIRT (Deployable Incident Response Team), which was
comprised of elements from multiple sub-units, to travel via HMAS Adelaide to Fiji in response
to Cyclone Yasa. One of OSS’s main priorities was maintaining the DIRT’s water purification unit.
Water was also distributed to locals in need whose water supply had been rendered undrinkable
due to Cyclone Yasa.
OSS supported elements deployed on Exercise Saunders for roughly three months to enable
21 Construction Squadron to provide assistance to the Pormpuraaw community. Despite the
challenges of COVID 19 cases in Cairns causing disruptions to logistics, the OSS team provided
flexible solutions to ensure logistics while being dislocated from the A2 echelon for extended
periods.
2021 has provided OSS a broad range of activities with their own set of unique challenges. The
Squadron’s agility has allowed success and has postured this critical element of the Regiment to
be ready to support in 2022.
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11 Engineer Regiment
Introduction
11 Engineer Regiment (11 ER) maintained its readiness and dynamic approach to operations
throughout 2021 in support of the provision of capability to 2nd Division. Following on the
Regiment’s 2020 commitments to high tempo domestic operations, 11 ER maintained effective
support to OP COVID ASSIST (JTG 629.3) and OP RESOLUTE (Trans-Security Elements) and
other directed training outputs. Although the year had its challenges, it once again proved that 11
ER is up to the task.

Training
New members marched in to the Regiment and quickly settled in to individual and collective
training. All SQNs were able to conduct a suite of courses, including Basic Chainsaw Operator
courses in support of High Risk Weather Season, Basic/Low Risk Search Operator for domestic
operations in support of local authorities, and continuation training. All activities were a lead up to
the Regiment’s Demolitions EX RETROGRADE 21 held at the Wide Bay Training Area.
In addition, a Disposal of Malfunctioning Explosive Ordnance course was conducted to qualify
targeted members of the Brigade to sustain training in particular heavy weapons range directed
activities. Single Code Plant Courses again provided opportunities for 11 ER to qualify members in
key skillsets to support future domestic or international activities. All of these courses were pivotal
in providing directed and effective capability for the Brigade, Army and Whole of Government. To
round out the year, RHQ in coordination with the S1 Cell, have further developed and continued
the rank-pay-trade remuneration with CATC and HQ 11 BDE.

11 Combat Engineer Squadron
Anzac Day
The Regiment had the opportunity to reunite and commemorate ANZAC Day in the districts
and townships affected by the events of last year. One of these locations was in the township of
Windorah, a small, western QLD community where a platoon of soldiers mostly drawn from 11
ER were deployed to staff police border checkpoints. 11 ER’s Padre CHAP Christophe Perona
conducted a Sunday church sermon which was followed by a march through the main street of
town. Some Regiment members also returned to the Glen Innes Severn Shire Council area where
11 ER provided support for OP BUSHFIRE ASSIST 19/20 with 6 Engineer Support Regiment.
Other regions in SE QLD and Nth QLD were provided targeted support, ensuring a full day of
commemoration was afforded to as many QLD communities as possible.
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CHAP Christophe Perona conducting a service inside the Windorah Church

EXERCISE ARRAS 2
EX ARRAS is 11 BDE’s effort to train the deployment of Domestic Incident Security Forces
(DISFOR) capability as a whole of Government effort to respond to a major security incident. 11
ER provided a section of Combat Engineers to the DISFOR Combat Team established to support
Queensland Police (QPS) in domestic security incidents. The Exercise was based and conducted
in the Toowoomba Regional Council Area, with the scenario involving QPS requesting ADF
assistance due to a growing threat of domestic violence and potential terrorism. The threat picture
remained low and ADF presence was intended to be a deterrent as well as to assist QPS where
police forces were spread thin. The Exercise saw sappers working closely with QPS in building
search and vehicle checkpoint tasks. Some of the search tasks resulted in significant “finds” which
were then handed over to QPS and bagged as evidence for forensic testing. Sappers assisted
QPS in establishing and maintaining vehicle checkpoints at key locations with the intent of limiting
the freedom of movement of weapons around Toowoomba. Sappers were also required to rapidly
deploy counter-mobility assets to support police responding to a protest with potential to form into
a riot. Sappers were able to provide this support and barricade a road - assisting QPS and the
Combat Team in response to the in-Exercise protest. This Exercise was the first of its kind within
2 DIV and 11 ER enhanced the Combat Team’s capability by providing engineer effects to the
required areas.
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SGT Garlin is presented with his Federation Star for 40 years of service

35 Combat Engineer Squadron - Townsville
2021 started out with the Troop getting to know the new HQ staff and integrating with other units
in NQ, a highlight being participation in night flying activities in the MRH90 for 5 AVN REGT. The
main activity in the first half of the year was the Regiment demolitions activity held at Wide Bay,
which allowed the SQN to train with the southern members of the Regiment and to qualify on the
new Soldier Combat Ensemble kit coming into service.
The team at 35 CES had the opportunity this year to upgrade skills and knowledge in the Combat
Marksmanship Continuum (CMC) in accordance with the 2 DIV direction to upskill all reserve
members. This was a staged process with both theory and practical lessons covered over several
parade nights and weekends. It was further extended to share the knowledge and skills from
members of 31/42 RQR in a live fire activity.
Members of 141 Signal Squadron also joined the CMC, giving an opportunity for concurrent
signals training. The members who conducted the training were also qualified in Binocular Night
Vision Goggle and Laser Aiming and Illuminating Device. All the training and lessons learnt were put
into practice during the day and night range shoots, with all members enjoying and successfully
passing the range practices.
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During 2021 the Troop also worked on Op COVID ASSIST, deploying personnel across the state.
Additionally, the Troop assisted with a short notice task managing construction of a Forward
Arming and Refuelling Point for 6 ESR at Hughenden for Exercise Talisman Sabre.

35 Combat Engineer Squadron - Rockhampton
As 2021 draws to a close the members of 3 Troop, 35 CES has reflected on a year of high tempo
training which has raised the high standard of its soldiers.
This year we were able to integrate our training with Capricornia Company, 31/42 RQR to develop
our infantry skills and the working relationship between the two units, to enhance individual combat
fighting abilities. With the success of the IMT weekend we were able to pair up with our infantry
comrades again out field and spend the weekend further deepening understanding of section
SOPs and how to improve basic soldiering skills.
We travelled to Lavarack Barracks for our search weekend with our 2 TP brothers and sisters.
Both TPs were excited to catch up with each other and begin the task of searching of the SQN’s
transport yard for weapons and IEDs. SQN staff did a fantastic job of hiding various weapons and
rigging up party poppers to function as IEDs in range of different ways.

35 CES conducting an After Action Review (AAR) and sharing key learnings at the
end of the search activity
In the lead up to the range weekend we were able to receive fantastic training in the Combat
Marksmanship Continuum from 31/42 RQR. The training we received improved our ability to carry
out the necessary drills for our weapons and also cemented the learnings of combat behaviour.
Special mention is made of SPR Hilse who was the SQN’s top shot for the weekend.
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SPR Kinbacher demonstrates his prowess with knots during the 11ER Section Competition

104 Construction Squadron
2021 has proven to be another demanding yet highly successful year for the 104th Construction
Squadron (104 Const Sqn). Commanded by CAPT Dean Patchett, 104 Const Sqn’s role is to
deliver combat and trade capabilities across the battlefield.
104 Const Sqn deployed members on major operations and exercises including OP RESOLUTE,
OP COVID-19 Assist and EX TALISMAN SABRE. Special mention to CAPT Mark Hancock and
SPR Daryl Wilson who were both deployed for several months on OP RESOLUTE.
104 Const Sqn members WO2 Nicola Fierinck and CPL Glendon Burns have had considerable
involvement in the 2nd General Health Battalion memorial repair task. The repairs were conducted
over the course of the year and included the removal and re-emplacement of the memorial rock,
concrete slab and footpath, repositioning the flagpole and construction of a 3 tier sandstone wall.
CPL Burns has also been engaged in the construction of concrete pathways at 20 STA on
Gallipoli Barracks.
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Despite the challenges throughout the year 104 Const Sqn has continued regular parade activities
on Tuesday nights and weekend training activities. The SQN managed and conducted training
exercises consisting of EX ARRAS, EX AUSTIN and EX RAPID REPAIR.
EX ARRAS was conducted in Toowoomba, where 104 Const Sqn members worked with 28
Combat Engineer Troop and a 25/49 RQR platoon to assist the QPS to clear a library and set
up vehicle checkpoints. Concurrent activities included supporting a Defence Force Recruiting
display, fielding questions from the public on the SQN’s capabilities and joining the Defence
Force in general.
EX AUSTIN was run and managed by 104 Const Sqn Operations. The Exercise enabled the
training and practice of reconnaissance and reconnaissance report activities across Greenbank
Training Area and Gallipoli Barracks. It improved junior commanders’ reconnaissance capability,
defence writing, and briefing skills. This Exercise set the ground work for EX RAPID REPAIR, held
at both Greenbank Training Area and Gallipoli Barracks. Plant Operators and Sappers worked
on construction tasks including remediation of roads within the driver training area at Gallipoli
Barracks, the construction of a defensive position including stage 3 weapon pits, and erecting
CAT3 fencing at Greenbank Training Area as a training aid for 25/49 RQR.
CPL Hartikainen trained members of the SQN in the Combat Marksmanship Continuum (CMC)
and demolitions training. CPL Hartikainen was also heavily involved in conducting Tuesday night
training activities.
A plant course was successfully conducted during the end-of-year courses period following
the cancellation of an earlier course due to inclement weather. Several members of the SQN
successfully completed the course and gained a plant machine qualification. SGT Thornhill
coordinated the course and SGT Baxter was the Chief Instructor.
This year we farewell WO2 William “Bill” Hamilton who retires from the Australian Defence Force
after 36 years of service as a Quartermaster, including 31 years full-time service. We also farewell
LCPL Grantley Pfeiffer, who was a founding member of 104 Const Sqn and will retire after nearly
25 years of service as an electrician, including 10 years full-time service. WO2 Hamilton and LCPL
Pfeiffer’s knowledge and expertise provided great capability to the SQN and will be hard to replace.
WO1 Graeme Nagle is transferring back to full-time service to take up the position of RSM, 6 ESR
in 2022. SGT Phoebe is being promoted to WO2 and being posted to 11 CSSB as CSM. SGT
Paul Thornhill is being posted to 12 CEW. The SQN wishes them all the best and thanks them for
their efforts throughout a busy year.
Overall, 104 Const Sqn had a successful year and the soldiers of the SQN gained valuable
experience in their respective fields of trade.

Conclusion
As we bring 2021 to a close, we also farewell the Commanding Officer of 11ER after three years.
We thank him for his leadership, especially during the unprecedented call-outs for natural disasters
and emergencies. We also wish to thank the other key members of the unit as they continue with
their future careers and endeavours, and wish them all the best in their future appointments.
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19 Chief Engineer Works
LTCOL Simon Everett

Plan, Design, Deliver, Lockdown!
Where do I start? The easy thing would be to open with the standard “it’s been a busy year, folks”
though by now we all know it’s always a busy year. Suffice to say that it has been a different sort
of busy to the one we were expecting. The year of 2021 was supposed to be about getting on
with projects in a post-COVID world and by all accounts the year started in that vein with the recommencement of AACAP along with the bedding down of business as usual in the South-West
Pacific under the new international travel norms.
Then there was lockdown. SME was lucky to squeeze in a Waterloo dinner on the last available
Friday before the gates slammed shut and then from 26 June, the teams had to figure out how
to work from home while planning the rest of the year’s rotations amid travel and quarantine
restrictions. This has meant that other than the Project Engineers and the Works Supervisors, none
of the Command Group have been able to get out onto our project sites to see the good work our
teams are delivering and to get to know the stakeholders and understand the emerging issues.
This also means we have been relying on the Project Engineers and Works Supervisors on the
ground to achieve above and beyond the normal expectations and to a person they have not let
the unit down.
Apart from the three teams working in the South-West Pacific, the AACAP team servicing two
work-fronts on different sides of the country, and the ongoing support to global operations, the unit
has been busy supporting the CE Works expansion. We have made the most of being on the DCA
establishment trial and some considerable effort has been thrown at IT systems modernisation,
with the Engineer Works Environment edging ever closer to reality. LCPL Michael Raymont
used his on-site time in PNG to advance the case of drone capability and its value to technical
engineering tasks. The modernisation of CPMS and FPE is also underway and will continue to
gain momentum through 2022 as we seek to make both more relevant and accessible.
Before the lockdown in June, we had unit visits from BRIGs Wayne Budd and Matt Galton,
previous and current Head of Corps respectively. We had dedicated stop-ins by Commander 6
BDE who presented a Silver Commendation to WO2 Liam Wardle, and Commander 1 DIV who
presented a Soldiers Medallion to CPL Todd Snowden. CJOPS also managed to squeeze in an
opportune dash through the project floor and inspection of the project scale models that are
currently being delivered in Fiji and Vanuatu. COMD FC didn’t make it to us but he did get the
opportunity to present MAJ Dan Foley with a Silver Commendation at a time when we were still
allowed to breach the travel radius between Randwick and Victoria Barracks. All this indicates the
level of attention that the CE Works capability attracts, especially as we work to support enhanced
cooperation with our regional partners and increase Australia’s competitive advantage as the
partner of choice.
Unfortunately, some opportunities were also missed. This included the family BBQ, which seemed
doomed since it was originally cancelled due to severe thunderstorms; the much anticipated ‘Blue
Week’ for which MAJ Craig Ashburner commenced a rigorous training regime in the Randwick
pool while under the tutelage of MAJ Juliana Karantonis; and the never ending list of planned
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activities coming out of the Operations Department. I would like to give special thanks to WO2
Simon Lovell for enduring his burden this year with a bottomless store of optimism, through
personal and professional upheaval.
The contingent workforce has been a massive multiplier for all project teams this year. At times,
up to half the deployed force both in both Australia and the near region were made up of SERVOP
C workforce. Ben and Chris did great work in remote WA. James, Lachie and Matt all enjoyed
some island time. At time of writing and after some significant work by MAJ Dave Bellas, the latest
round of contingent workforce have just departed, represented by CPL Adam Bourke, SGT Daniel
Poles, MAJ Pat Trainor and CPL Stephen Gregory. The challenge we will take into 2022 will now
be to harness the Specialist Service Soldier Trial to expand opportunities from the trade streams,
including to build back some resilience in survey and drafting, and support the capability as we
grow the fifth and sixth Works Sections into 2023.
From my perspective, it has been a great first year to be back in 19 CE Works, despite the
challenges and complexities. The professionalism, innovation and boundless energy of the staff is
truly motivational to see and continues the fundamental nature of 19 CE Works as we edge closer
to 65 years of non-stop delivery of remote facilities and infrastructure effects.

11 Works Section
MAJ Juliana Karantonis

AACAP 2021 - Pormpuraaw (QLD)
Following a short break in 2020 due to COVID, AACAP 21 brought the programme back to life
in the far northern reaches of QLD in the community of Pormpuraaw. Works this year got off to a
relatively slow start after a prolonged wet season and poor road conditions made access to the
community difficult. However, this delay did not deter our dedicated team, led by CAPT Gus Hortle.
In early April, SGT Chris Renew and CPL Todd Snowden were finally able to make their way in
along the Peninsula road and into Pormpuraaw to start the much anticipated AACAP 2021 works!
The scope this year was divided into two distinct packages. The first was delivered by Army and
consisted of two five-lot subdivisions, enabling future community development and expansion,
and a community men’s shed, complimenting the women’s shelter and providing a muchneeded community gathering space for local indigenous men. The second package of works
was contractor delivered, and consisted of an Independent Living Facility which will provide a
more accessible and culturally inclusive accommodation option for elderly community members.
A number of tasks of opportunity were also delivered across the community including significant
upgrades to the local community oval, Splash Park, murals and other recreational facilities.
In partnership with 51 FNQR, a memorial was also erected within the community to commemorate
Pormpuraaw members both past and present who have served in the Australian Defence Force.
Throughout the entire project, the community of Pormpuraaw have welcomed Army with open
arms, embracing the opportunity to work together and enriching the lives of all those involved.
Slow start notwithstanding, the AACAP 2021 project has been a great success, finishing on time
and on budget thanks to the hard work of 6 ESR, 21 Const Sqn and the 19 CE Wks PMT.
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Mural painted by local artists in Pormpuraaw commissioned as part of the project works
for the community

AACAP 21 - Aerial view of the new Pormpuraaw Independent Living Facility

AACAP 21 - 19 CE Wks PMT members CPL Todd Snowden and SGT Chris Renew on site
as the delivery of the Independent Living Facility commences
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Jigalong Remediation Works 2021 - Jigalong (WA)
After a year-long battle with Mother Nature, a tropical cyclone and weather events that would have
made Santa Claus postpone his travel plans, we have headed back into Jigalong in WA to do
some more work on the creek crossings delivered during AACAP 2019.
When we arrived it was clear we had some work to do but, as before, the community were
thrilled to have us back. Together with our tiger-team PMT duo of CAPT Ben Nemeth and SGT
Chris Fallon, the Jigalong community worked closely to redefine the parameters for a successful
community crossing point.
As part of this project, the eastern crossing point has been redesigned as a low-level floodway
and the western creek crossing is due for some armour upgrades to help withstand future weather
events. The team has also seized this opportunity to add some flourishes to the fantastic works
delivered by 6 ESR in 2019, including the installation of some mature trees to shade the BBQ area
and some minor road upgrades within the community.
All-in-all it has been a pleasure to re-engage with the Jigalong community and have the opportunity
to revisit and improve on the works delivered there in 2019.

The base slab of the new floodway in Jigalong

AACAP 2022 - Gapuwiyak (NT)
In 2022 AACAP is set to celebrate an incredible 25 year anniversary having delivered projects in
over 47 indigenous communities across Australia. Since being selected in 2019 as the successful
AACAP 2022 recipients, the communities of Gapuwiyak and Baniyala have been working closely
with the PMT to develop the project scope.
Although COVID has meant more time at home, the team consisting of CAPT Michael Bailey, WO2
Seaton Williamson and SGT Peter Jeffery have worked tirelessly to make sure both communities
have remained engaged and closely involved in all project decision making activities. This included
the finalisation of three key scope items: a Cultural and Arts Community Centre, an Independent
Youth Centre and a local shop for Baniyala.
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Through the hard work of the team, AACAP 2022 has also secured a $2m contribution from the
NT government towards the Cultural and Arts Community Centre in Gapuwiyak. Planning for the
delivery method of the remaining scope items is still underway, with 6 ESR joining the team in
September of 2021 for what looks like a fantastic AACAP delivery in 2022.

AACAP 2023 - Amata (SA)
Planning for AACAP 2023 in SA started early this year with a scoping study in the short-listed
communities of Pipalyatjara, Kalka and Amata being completed in early March. The trip was a great
success, giving NIAA and Army the opportunity to engage with a number of different groups across
the APY Lands and the chance to experience some of the most remote sections of Australia’s
outback.
In June this year the small but exciting town of Amata was announced as the successful
community for AACAP 2023. Although we haven’t yet managed to pass on our congratulations in
person, we look forward to heading back to Amata early in 2022 to start working together to define
the scope and project future success with the community.

18 Works Section
MAJ Dan Foley
2021 has been an important transition year for 18 Wks Sect as it ties the growth of 19 CE Wks to
the establishment of 12 CE Wks in 2022. This has given the section definitive purpose and drive to
deliver real benefit for the PNGDF and the PNG - Australia Partnership.
The restructuring at the end of 2020 has allowed 18 Wks Sect to focus solely on PNG, continuing
the delivery of the Lombrum Infrastructure Project Early Works Package and commencing the
development of accommodation and services upgrades at Moem Barracks.
The travel restrictions and lockdowns of 2021 have continued to challenge 18 Wks Sect but
true to form, everyone in the team adapted quickly, building on the lessons of 2020 to find
ways to continue to deliver value and high-quality engagement with stakeholders across PNG,
Government, Industry and Army.
I have continued to be impressed with the individual efforts of the team, whether it be on-site
building lifelong friendships with PNGDF Engineers, solving complex technical and commercial
challenges with industry partners or simply looking after each other while working from home.
Every day continues to reinforce how important and rewarding our work is.

Lombrum Infrastructure Project
The Early Works Package of the Lombrum Infrastructure Project has a twofold purpose. Firstly, to
deliver a new medical centre, antenna farm, perimeter fence and chapel. Secondly, to prepare the
way for the main works.
The team, with our partners at Hornibrook and GHD, have been able to achieve both. Despite
significant delay in the construction of the medical facility, we delivered the chapel in time for
Christmas and have ensured that all the Lombrum-based stakeholders are ready and excited for
the main works to start in earnest in late 2021.
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19 CE Wks Works Supervisor, WO2 Adam Moore, and HNGI Civil Engineer, Napoleon Simatab,
conduct quality assurance checks on the medical facility
This project also provided the first example of the unit working with other Army units in the region
to jointly deliver work. The antenna farm, which was built by 1 SIG REGT could not have been
done so effectively without the ground preparation, subterranean work, and logistics support of our
project team. This small example demonstrates the value that the CE Wks organisations can have
in the joint setting.
The logistical and construction challenges the team has faced this year continue to provide
evidence of just how challenging and remote Manus Island is. It cannot be understated how much
influence the location can have on even the simplest projects. Resolving these challenges has
taken significant effort and dedication from many across the team, both in Sydney and Manus
Island, with numerous lessons learnt that are being incorporated into future projects in PNG and
across the region.

An internal view of the new medical ward provided to Lombrum Naval Base
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Works are set to be complete in September which will signal a transition to a 12-month defects
and maintenance period where the section will continue to work with the Directorate of Engineers
in PNG and Lombrum Based Health teams to ensure the long-term success of the facilities.

Moem Accommodation Project
Alongside the work on Manus Island the Section has been developing the next iteration of
accommodation work on Moem Barracks in Wewak. Late in 2020 the Section developed an
options paper at the request of International Policy Division to provide a solution for the growing
accommodation needs of the PNGDF at Moem Barracks. The solutions posed were focussed
on the long-term suitability of any solution to incorporate a dedicated underground services
component.
This has guided the work of the team in developing project solutions to satisfy both the immediate
need for accommodation and the long term need to improve and sustain services.
The procurement of a design and construct contractor commenced mid-2021, which precludes
a design process towards the end of 2021 facilitating the commencement of work on site in
2022. This project also signifies a renewed focus on the development of the PNGDF Directorate
of Engineers, which working in concert with the Defence Cooperation Program aims to build their
capacity and authority across the PNGDF Estate.
The Moem Barracks Accommodation project is set to continue the tradition of the Chief Engineer
Works delivering high quality infrastructure for the benefit of the PNGDF.

Modernisation Initiatives
Continual improvement in the delivery of projects has been a crucial part of the recent growth of
the unit. The ability to deliver multimillion dollar projects, concurrently in multiple countries and
regions relies on the control and manipulation of data and information. This has been a major focus
of the unit’s modernisation initiative to create collaborative delivery teams and scale the capability.
Early changes such as the move to online financial ledgers and risk management systems from
Excel, and the prolific use of Govteams, have built a strong platform for the unit to take the giant
leap to a fully integrated, collaborative environment in 2022.
This environment will allow project teams across the globe to work collaboratively on designs,
documentation and plans with Army Draftsmen, Surveyors, and Multimedia Technicians as well
as all our industry partners. It is an exciting development which allows the unit to meet future
challenges as the industry more generally focusses on data and collaboration.

108 Works Section
MAJ Dave Bellas

Infrastructure in the Pacific - Fiji
The strong relationships developed with our Fijian partners have been integral to 108 Wks Sect’s
ability to progress the Blackrock and MESC projects through 2021. Significant COVID restrictions
throughout the year in Fiji have tested the team’s adaptability and robustness. It has taken
individual efforts at all levels to achieve the strategic success of the Pacific Step-Up program and
increase Australia’s influence in the near-region. Enduring relationships and robust, fit-for-purpose
facilities are the trademark of 19 CE Wks in the Pacific and the efforts of 2021 in Fiji continue to
build on this brand.
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RFMF members oversee the Blackrock UN School’s early morning concrete pour

Blackrock Camp - Nadi, Fiji
CAPT Cameron Laing
The Blackrock Camp Redevelopment Project was announced in August 2018 and three years later
it is nearing completion. The Project, being delivered in conjunction with the Republic of Fiji Military
Forces, will provide 17 new buildings to support HADR operations and UN pre-deployment training
in Fiji. It has not progressed without difficulty with the Australian Head Contractor and 19 CE Wks
Project Management Team (PMT) working through multiple lockdowns and heavily restricted travel
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. This has resulted in the team being dispersed throughout
the year, rotating in and out of Fiji and never being together in one location.
MAJ David Bellas has managed the difficulty in rotations and maintaining continuity onsite through
careful planning and integration of the Total Workforce Model, seeing the addition of LT James
MacAlpine into the team on a SERVOP C engagement. James has provided key insights into the
contractor world from his civilian project management experiences and has been an asset to the
team. His engagement is a shining light for the use of the contingent workforce.
The Project is employing up to 350 personnel on-site every day, providing a much needed
injection into the local economy. The skill progression of Fijian workers has been significant
throughout the Project, highlighted through the size of recent concrete pours. Initially concrete
pours were limited to 30m3 but are now up to 150m3, an increase of 500% since February 2020.
This increase is attributed to a focus on training and supervision at all levels from sub-contractor
through to the 19 CE Wks Project Management Team. These improvements have resulted in
less remedial work required after quality inspections, more complex works being undertaken and
increased productivity.
Apart from quality, the PMT’s key focus has been on ensuring the highest levels of safety onsite. This saw a significant effort from the team’s Works Supervisors, WO2 Liam Wardle, WO2
Timmy Lee and SGT Namron King. Their tireless efforts alongside the Head Contractor’s safety
team and provision of critical insights, input and mentoring allowed for a greater understanding of
construction safety and the development of their safety management skills.
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Locally manufactured bespoke concrete culverts being installed at Blackrock
Growth of the local industry was not limited to in situ concrete pours, but extended to pre-cast
culvert manufacturing. Previously, there was limited to no capacity for bespoke concrete culverts
to be made in Fiji. With added quality controls and mentoring from the team in country, the local
industry is now producing high quality bespoke culverts and upskilled the local industry for
future works.

WO2 Wardle working alongside the RFMF to conduct an assessment of a damaged school
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Over the 2020 Christmas holiday period, Fiji was devastated by Severe Tropical Cyclone Yasa
which saw the construction site shut down and in-country members of the PMT (CAPT Cameron
Laing and WO2 Liam Wardle) pivot on task to support Australia’s whole of government response.
The team was called on to conduct damage assessments and support planning of aid efforts. In
the COVID-19 environment this planning evolved to include quarantine bubbles, allowing deployed
ADF personnel to conduct relief work concurrent to completing their 14-day quarantine. This was
the ADF’s first international HADR operation within COVID-19 limitations and proved to be very
successful. Following their initial reconnaissance effort, the team liaised daily with local authorities
and government officials to support allocation of resources and consistent messaging.

CAPT Cameron Laing providing a project and site brief to the Australian Pacific Training College

The Project is not all about ‘building buildings’ and the team has a strong focus on developing
the local construction industry, in particular the people within it. The Project has hosted an array
of visitors including university engineering and TAFE-equivalent students. Throughout the Project
the local construction workforce has increased the number of work opportunities, especially for
women in construction. Three female TAFE-equivalent students who attended site on a training
visit were subsequently engaged by the Head Contractor as trainee tradespeople. Over time this
will directly grow the size and technical knowledge of the local industry allowing them to take on
larger construction projects and achieve improved, consistent standards of construction.
To support the local construction industry development, the 19 CE Wks team integrated members
from 6 ESR to support the Head Contractor. SPRs Bryce Frattin, Jason Neal and Selwyn Anderson
performed exceptionally, mentoring the local workforce, passing on their construction knowledge
and representing the ADF to the highest standard.
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Key Facts:

2021 Project Team:

• Construction period April 2019 to
December 2021

• MAJ David Bellas

• FJ$40M (A$28M) into the local
economy

• CAPT Cameron Laing

• 550 local jobs created (on-site and
in the region)

• WO2 Liam Wardle

• Daily average of 250 personnel onsite
with 12 different sub-contractors
• 71% of Head Contractor’s staff are
local Fijians

• CAPT Matthew Jones
• LT James MacAlpine
• WO2 Timmy Lee
• SGT Namron King
• SPR Jason Neal
• SPR Selwyn Anderson

Maritime Essential Services Centre (MESC) - Suva, Fiji
CAPT Matthew Jones
The Maritime Essential Services Centre (MESC) is the second project being delivered in Fiji by 108
Wks Sect as part of Indo-Pacific Enhance Engagement Branch’s (IPACE) investment within the
near region. The aim of the Project is to provide the Republic of Fiji Military Forces (RFMF) with the
infrastructure and facilities to centrally house the Republic of Fiji Navy Headquarters, Suva Radio
Costal Station (Coast Watch), Rescue Coordination Centre and the Fiji Hydrographic Service. The
facility will be located in Lami Bay, a short 10 minute drive from the capital Suva.

The Maritime Essential Services Centre that will be constructed in Lami
The year commenced with the MESC progressing through to the 50% schematic design phase.
There were a number of challenges for the Project to overcome including the requirement to
design an on-site sewage solution, the need for a maritime safety aid to not be obstructed and
the constrained, residential nature of the site. 108 Wks Sect, the designer, and Ministry of Defence
National Security and Policing (FIJI) stakeholders were able to solve all of these issues in a practical
way despite the ongoing COVID 19 pandemic which severely limited face-to-face engagement
opportunities.
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The project team has supported multiple competing priorities over the course of 2021. CAPTs
Jonathan Glover and Krystian Havlin have both deployed on United Nations support missions;
CAPT Matthew Jones was required to complete a rotation on the Blackrock Project through a
difficult COVID lockdown period and WO2 Bryan Griff deployed on a JTF637 task as the follow-on
Tropical Cyclone Yasa PMT.
The Project reached the 50% design milestone in August with the resulting design having the
largest quantity of locally available materials and products of any project currently delivered within
the Pacific. This is assessed to inject a much needed $56M Fijian Dollars into an economy that
has been severely impacted by the global pandemic in the last 12 months. The Project is on track
to deliver Issued-For-Construction drawings in December 2021 with the procurement of a Head
Contractor to deliver the works to commence early next year for a quarter two construction
start date.

2021 Project Team:
• MAJ David Bellas

• CAPT Jonathan Glover

• CAPT Matthew Jones

• CAPT Krystian Havlin

• WO2 Bryan Griff

198 Works Section
MAJ Craig Ashburner
There was a shift in focus in 2021 as 198 Wks Sect returned to the South West Pacific delivering
the Cook and Tiroas Barracks Redevelopment Project in Vanuatu. The $90M budget is larger than
the Section has managed before, and the team accepted the challenge with enthusiasm.

Cook and Tiroas Barracks Redevelopment Works
Inception for the works in Vanuatu started in late 2018 and nearly three years on, the construction
is in full swing. CAPT Ian Brooks and WO2 Paul Thompson deployed in early 2021 to commence
the construction phase leaving the rest of the Section in Sydney providing support remotely.
The mobilisation to Vanuatu was the first sign of the complexity to come, entailing two charter
planes and landing on the wrong island to dodge a cyclone, before arriving in Port Vila. After
landing, the contractor set to work with site establishment and the PMT continued to build on our
relationship with the Vanuatu Mobile Force at Cook Barracks.

LCPL Timothy Willie, CAPT Jack Lush, LCPL Willie Donald, LCPL Samuel Dick and
CAPT Lachlan Attard with VMF on-site
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Over the next few months as the horizontal works were being completed, an issue was
encountered that became a thorn in the side of the Project - concrete. While the word concrete
still sends shivers down the spine of the Section, the final outcome proved the value of having the
Section members on-site. They effectively navigated contracts and technical issues setting the
tone for a collaborative approach to problem solving across the PMT.
The next PMT rotation consisted of CAPT Jack Lush, LT Matt Doolan (202 Wks Sect) and WO2
Mat Ellis. They took the reins from Ian & Paul and to reduce the risk from ongoing COVID flight
disruptions WO2 Ellis volunteered to conduct an extended rotation, spending six months in
Vanuatu. This was a monumental effort considering the scale of the Project.
In building the project team environment further CAPT Lush decided PT was a must, and led a
push up challenge for all, including the local subcontractors.

The sub-contractors should have read the fine print! Push-ups for all on site led
by CAPT Jack Lush
Jack handed over the site Project Engineer (PE) role to CAPT Lachlan “Locky” Attard. Locky
had recently joined the team as a Specialist Engineering Officer, promoted from SERCAT 5 RAInf
PTE to RAE CAPT and completing his SSO Officer course. With his Bislama language skills and
previous experience in Vanuatu, he soon settled in as the site PE.
As the PMT rotations continued the remainder of the Section provided remote support from
Sydney. Four months of which was through the extended COVID lockdown where the Section
spent many hours in Teams meetings. As a defining COVID experience shared by all in 198 Wks
Sect, and 19 CE Wks more broadly, little faces on the screen were an all too common sight
in 2021.
The future of the 198 Wks Sects rotation plan is not particularly clear as flight disruptions continue
and a Christmas on the beach in Vanuatu is looking likely for some. Whilst the rest of us look
forward to another Teams meeting!
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Construction Project Management System (CPMS)
The CPMS continues to provide the basis of our work at 19 CE Wks and looking into the future
there are exciting times ahead with the inclusion of 12 CE Wks. It might be the last time a member
of 19 CE Wks holds the reins of Quality Assurance Manager (QAM) as the Construction Engineer
capability within Army develops and the fabled ‘Technical Directorate’ takes over management of
the system. - “Wishful thinking from MAJ Craig Ashburner, the current QAM”
Whilst I am sure all past QAMs can attest that it would be a relief to hand over the management
of CPMS, it is important to consider that since 1997, the unit has developed and maintained a
Quality Management System allowing the unit to prosper and grow. The ultimate result is that it
has allowed our people to show their skills and we have been rewarded with the growth of the
capability we see occurring today. A big shout out to a previous CO/CE 19 CE Wks, LTCOL
Ahmed Mostafa, with the vision of a Quality Management System to ensure consistency in the
works delivered by 19 CE Wks.

201 Works Section
MAJ Dave Sondergeld
MAJ David Sondergeld posted to 19 CE Wks and commenced 2021 as OC/SPE with a vision of a
sustainable and ongoing technical and engineering capability for Army, provided by fellow teammembers who are proficient, innovative, physically fit and mentally tough. This vision would support
the 19 CE Wks mission to plan, design, coordinate, control and deliver infrastructure engineering
projects by providing specialist support across the spectrum of operations. At the beginning of the
year, the geographically dispersed 201 Wks Sect included one member in Cairns, one in Brisbane,
one in Launceston, two in Melbourne and three in Sydney. The initial challenge for 201 Wks Sect
involved overcoming obstacles exacerbated by the dispersed geographical nature of the team
and ensuring efficiency to provide a support role for established projects delivery within SERCAT 5
Project Management Teams.
With the flexibility and agility that 19 CE Wks needs to meet current and future workforce
demands, the SERCAT 5 team committed to providing project mentors to the SERCAT 7 Project
Management Teams. All members of 201 Wks Sect have exceptional skills, abilities, experience
and formal qualifications within in the engineering, commercial, contract delivery and project
delivery disciplines to enable their seamless integration into the Project Management Teams.
Support services covered design reviews and the provision of highly technical professional advice.
During 2021, CAPT Kevin Doherty provided valuable input to the Contract Strategy Workshop
for the Maritime Essential Services Centre (MESC) Project in Fiji as well as a comprehensive
design review at the 50% design development stage. Kevin also provided specific design issue
management advice for the Vanuatu Infrastructure Project and project reviews for the Moem
Barracks Soldier Accommodation Infrastructure Works on Papua and New Guinea. As well as the
project mentoring task, Kevin conducted a CPMS Audit for the Fiji Humanitarian Aid Disaster Relief
Warehouse at Blackrock Camp Project during the Inception Phase.
CAPT Andrey Kandic, also an accomplished project mentor, had an equally productive 2021
providing design reviews and design advice for projects such as the Moem Barracks Soldier
Accommodation Infrastructure Works on Papua and New Guinea. Andrey, an accomplished bridge
designer to Australian Standards 5100, also provided advice during the review of LWP-CA (ENGR)
2-1-3 Non-Equipment Bridging Design. Andrey provided specific design advice for non-equipment
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bridging based on his bridge design skills and his military skills constructing bridges over gaps
using locally available materials. Andrey also participated in the 19 CE Wks Technical Training and
attended promotion courses.
CAPT Alex Taylor, a civilian-qualified and experienced senior project engineer, is an accomplished
project auditor. Alex added value to unit project delivery through comprehensive internal audits
of the CPMS for projects such as the Inception Phase of the MESC Project in Fiji. Later in 2021,
Alex transferred from Cairns to Sydney with his civil employment. Alex continues with his quality
management and CPMS project auditing in an Acting Quality Assurance Managers role within
19 CE Wks. Alex also participated in the 19 CE Wks Technical Training and attended promotion
courses.
CAPT Robert Cirillo, a civilian-qualified civil engineer with considerable experience in water and
wastewater reticulation system design and construction, commenced 2021 with a commitment to
complete his required appointment course. Robert has also integrated into the SERCAT 7 Project
Management Teams by filling a specialist systems analyst role. Robert also participated in the 19
CE Wks Technical Training at the beginning of the year.
CAPT Matthew Jesson took the lead role to develop an Army People Capability Branch workforce
design project to examine the skills demand and supply factors for the current and future 19
CE Wks, as well as those factors paralleled within the 12 CE Wks. Specific to the 19 CE Wks
role to plan, design, coordinate, control and deliver infrastructure engineering projects, Matthew
commenced the mapping of industry skills and titles to ADF roles, commenced an analysis of
industry’s potential and desire to fill roles within the Chief Engineer Works and examined the
development of a potential framework that could be used for subsequent MOUs or agreements
with the private sector. Matthew will continue to develop this project with assistance from other
team members within the 201 Wks Sect.
SGT Chris Fallon, a 201 Wks Sect resource, through continuous full-time SERVOP C, delivered
the routine administration function for the 201 Wks Sect as well as providing a significant project
support role for the AACAP Remediation Works at Jigalong in Western Australia. Chris has proven
civilian construction and project management skills and abilities that positively contributed to the
Project’s preconstruction processes including contractor procurement and selection. During 2021,
MAJ David Sondergeld supported 6 ESR, the Army Construction Agency for the 2021 AACAP
project, by delivering a specialist road and bridge condition assessment of the road between
Musgrave River and Pormpuraaw in North Queensland. The Aboriginal Community at Pormpuraaw
was the location for the AACAP for 2021. MAJ Sondergeld conducted the baseline road condition
assessment of the road between Musgrave River and Pormpuraaw to gauge the impact of the
AACAP road movements on the civilian road infrastructure. The Army Construction Agency
accepted the Final Road Condition Report as the baseline for stakeholder discussions with the
road managers.
The 201 Wks Sect has an established and workable plan to support the current and future
workforce demands by using SERCAT 5 skills to provide a sustainable capability delivering real
value for the SERCAT 7 Project Management Teams. The 201 Wks Sect will continue to deliver
project mentors, advisors and professional skills for the Total Workforce. The 201 Wks Sect will
also conduct effective continuous improvement to project delivery systems through project audits
reviews and the application of civilian gained technical, engineering, commercial, project and
contract skills to enhance Defence Project Delivery in a competitive and uncertain environment.
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202 Works Section
MAJ Stephen John
This year marked a milestone for the 202 Wks Sect in its re-raising and establishment as part of
12 CE Wks. During 2021, the Wks Sect has been under command of 19 CE Wks and will move
formally across to 12 CE Wks in January 2022. Overall the transition year has been relatively
quiet and the team has used the year to gain an appreciation of the different requirements
and operational needs at the strategic level. The members of the Works Cell completed Force
Preservation Training and Technical Training at the start of the year. COVID-19 contributed to
some impacts for the members and adjusting to working remotely and from home, which has
been successful.
Despite the challenges, ongoing governance and project management support to 11 ER for the
rebuild and refurbishment of the 104 Const Sqn Depot at Ipswich has continued, supported by
CAPT Damian Stubbs. The original buildings were constructed around 1896 and were used for
recruiting and enlistment of soldiers during World War One.

One of the external refurbished buildings
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Before refurbishment of the original Drill Hall built prior to World War One

After refurbishment of the original Drill Hall
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Some of the other activities that the Section has been able to undertake this year included
LT Matt Doolan deploying to Port Vila, Vanuatu for two months in support of 19 CE Wks Project
222 Vanuatu Infrastructure Works. This was an excellent opportunity and experience for LT Doolan
and the highlight for him was working in close cooperation with locals to achieve construction
outcomes. CAPT Jordan Wareham and CAPT Martin Wilshire have been undertaking some
self-development and have been providing support to a number of Officer Selection Boards
in Brisbane.
The 202 Wks Sect has appreciated the support provided by 19 CE Wks during the transition
period, especially from the CO/CE, LTCOL Simon Everett and the Command team.
The Wks Sect members are looking forward to establishing 202 Wks Sect as part of 12 CE
Wks and providing a new capability in Brisbane in 2022.

Operations Cell
MAJ Arnel Basas
With the NSW COVID-19 restrictions in place, the venue for the Unit Planning Conference
(UPC), commonly known as the CO’s Retreat, had to be moved from the ADF Dive School
Annex, Pittwater to the Juniors Club in Kingsford. The UPC provided participants with the CO’s
expectations of key staff, and informed priorities and direction for the unit in 2021.
After Australia Day, the annual Induction and Force Preservation Training was held through virtual
means and this was followed by a week of Technical Training where external presenters from CFI,
legal, probity, IPACE and KPMG were engaged by the new and old staff.
The scheduled unit training activities were impacted as the pandemic situation worsened and by
June all face-to-face training was cancelled due to lockdowns. The lockdown also impacted the
ability of the unit to conduct its annual adventurous training activity, Ex BLUE WEEK, which for
2021 was water based activities at HMAS Creswell.
Working from home (WFH) became the new norm for the unit but it did not deter the delivery
of ongoing projects. The PMT rotations continued with the evolving COVID-19 restrictions. The
unit capitalised on the well-established MS Teams video-conferencing platform for engaging
stakeholders and technical reach back to PMT members deployed in the SWP and AACAP
projects.

Draughting
CPL Troy Roseman
Even with COVID-19, the Draughtsman team continued to support all projects throughout
Australia, South West Pacific and the Middle East.
CPL Troy Roseman deployed as part of JTF 633 Engineer Support Element. He provided technical
design support to all PMTs throughout the MER. CPL Roseman also deployed forward to Iraq
to conduct ASCON drawings of Australian assets. He was also given the opportunity to run his
own project, creating several quarantine zones within AMAB to help facilitate the movement of
personnel throughout the MER.
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CPL Roseman with contractors in AMAB on completion of the Quarantine Zoning project
CPL Glynn Stewart deployed to PNG to support Project 224 - Lombrum Early Works at Manus
Island, PNG. He spent time on site as the Assistant Works Supervisor, capitalising on his
experience as a carpenter and draughtsman. He worked in partnership with Manus locals and
skilled members from contractor Hornibrook NGI Ltd. CPL Stewart and the team worked on the
new medical centre, sharing skills and experiences, and practising COVID safe measures to protect
our team and the community.

CPL Stewart tests finishing samples with members of Hornibrook NGI Ltd
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LCPL Harley Bolis assisted the 6 Bde Captain’s PME team in developing an interactive tool to
demonstrate how Army is adapting to work more as a Team of Teams. This is moving away from
the traditional hierarchy in which it has previously operated. This tool will help demonstrate how
units, which are working within the traditional hierarchy, can work together in parallel as teams, to
effectively conduct their tasks in an efficient manner by sharing processes and information. This
tool was created utilising Revit 3D modelling and 3D Vista. Access to the interactive tool will be
available soon on The Cove website.

Internal render of HQ CP created by LCPL Bolis

External render of HQ CP created by LCPL Bolis

SPR Andrew Davies supported the AACAP team, developing drawings for multiple communities
including Gapuwiyak, Baniyala and this year’s AACAP in far North Queensland, Pormpuraaw. SPR
Davies is supporting the design review for AACAP 2022 at Gapuwiyak and Baniyala, NT as 19 CE
Wks utilise Bluebeam to conduct cloud based design reviews. This is a massive step forward in
the review process, allowing personnel and contractors from various locations to come together
bringing efficiencies in the process.
SPR Kurt Moroney has recently transitioned to SERCAT 6 and has been involved with the works
in Fiji; Project 221 - Blackrock Camp, Nadi and Project 227 - Maritime Essential Services (MESC),
Suva. He has also has taken up tasks such as design reviews, dealing with contractors and
quantity surveying for the Fiji Works Team.
After considerable work on various drawings for LAND 8140 - Deployable Force Infrastructures,
both SPR Moroney and CPL Stewart completed the concept designs in support of KPMG/L8140/
AHQ. The drawings included design notes on single pods and site layout at tiers 1 & 2 level of
deployment.
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The newest member of the team, SPR Joel Hendriks, transferred from ECN 096 Combat Engineers
in July 2020 upon completion of his Diploma in Building Design. He is currently completing his
REVIT course with TAFE NSW, Ultimo.

Survey
LCPL Michael Raymont
The Survey Section had a busy year even with the ongoing COVID-19 situation. LCPL Raymont
posted in to the unit and hit the ground running with a 3 month rotation to Manus Island, PNG.
This was in support of 18 Wks Sect and their PMT rotations for Project 224, Lombrum Naval Base
Early Works. Whilst there, LCPL Raymont conducted a trial of a MRUAS being used to carry a
survey data capture platform and developed SOPs for use on future projects.
Survey Sect also conducted the final training package delivered by Ultimate Positioning Group on
the use of the new Land 1771 equipment. This included the use of the Trimble SX10 Scanning
Total station and photogrammetry software for use with UAS data processing. This has armed our
surveyors with the skills to operate the new equipment and deliver capability for engineering tasks
within Army.

LCPL Raymont uses a Trimble R10-2 Receiver to capture the position of ground control for a
drone survey on Manus Island, PNG
The most exciting Section news is the re-introduction of a standalone ECN for RAE Surveyors,
ECN 393. The year ended with both 19 CE Wks surveyors being enrolled in TAFE NSW. They
will gain their Diploma in Surveying through remote learning and be ready to start 2022 in their
new ECN.
The year has also seen both the 19 CE Wks surveyors complete Subject courses to ensure they
continue to grow in the Corps and diversify their skills across the construction engineer continuum.
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Multimedia
PTE Rachel Patterson
The unit’s lone multimedia technician (MMT) continued her efforts from last year in assisting
Tactical Training Wing (TTW) at the School of Military Engineering (SME) to develope online training
packages. She supported them in establishing virtual training platforms to ensure promotional
courses could continue during the pandemic.

John Holland Secondment
CAPT Verity Farragher
RAE and John Holland have a long-standing partnership with the joint goal of supporting the
professional development of young engineers through experience and exposure to high complexity
construction projects. The John Holland Military Engineering Programme (MEP) has origins dating
back to 1974 and includes an annual 12-month secondment for an Engineering Officer on a John
Holland construction project.
In 2021, I worked as a Project Engineer on the Stadium Fitness Facilities (SFF) project as part of
the Sydney Football Stadium Redevelopment in Moore Park. The SFF has been designed as an
integrated members’ health club and includes two pools, a gym, two squash courts and a café.
During the secondment, I worked on-site from initial earthworks through to the construction of the
basement structure. It was a unique and highly beneficial experience to work in a small, specialised
team and gave me great insight into many different aspects of project delivery, including contract
and stakeholder management, design review processes and programme management.
The MEP is a valuable way for Army’s engineers to observe the current practices of a Tier 1
construction firm outside of a traditional military setting. Of particular interest to me on the SFF
project was my exposure to the extensive safety practices and high efficiency construction
methods currently employed by industry on projects such as this, including high-risk temporary
works solutions and the detailed coordination of multiple overlapping and competing trades on-site
at one time.
I look forward to putting my new skills and experiences into practice when I commence at 19 CE
Wks as a Project Engineer in 2022.

CAPT Farragher at the John Holland Stadium Fitness Facilities site
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HQJTF633 - Engineer Support Element
MAJ Joel Bell
My tenure as the Chief Engineer from Mar-Sep 2021 has been one of significant change and
reduction for the ADF across the Middle East. I was fortunate to have two high performing teams
in the Engineer Support Element (ESE) who both went above and beyond in executing their duties.
Thanks have to go to SQNLDR Rhys Belnap, who filled the Chief Engineer position before me and
set the conditions and reputation of the ESE for me to carry on. On departure I handed over to
MAJ Simon Neilsen, who I wish the best of luck as he oversees the end of JTF633 at AMAB and
the transition to a new paradigm for the ADF in the Middle East.
Mar - Jun 21

Jun - Sep 21

Works Manager: WO2 Scott Lee
Draughtsman: SPR Andrew Ramiro

Works Manager: WO2 Thomas Vallas (6 ESR)
Draughtsman: SPR Andrew Ramiro

PMT-A (Iraq):
CAPT Sean Welch (6ESR/CFI)
WO2 Tim Lee (19 CE Wks)

PMT-Forward (FWD) (MER):
CAPT Callum Johnston (CFI)
SGT Peter Jenkins (65 Sqn)

PMT-C (AMAB):
FLTLT Andrew Ha (Infra Div)
SGT Robert Thompson (23 Sqn)
(Mar-Sep) Engineer Construction Team
(ECT) (Iraq)
CPL Jean Montel (6 ESR)
LAC Andrew Lock (65 Sqn)
LACW Tiarne Westland (65 Sqn)

(Mar-Sep) Engineer Construction Team
(ECT) (Iraq)
CPL Jean Montel (6 ESR)
LAC Andrew Lock (65 Sqn)
LACW Tiarne Westland (65 Sqn)

Table 1 - ORBAT of the ESE Mar - Sep 21
I was reassured throughout the tour to witness RAE and AFENG Officers, NCOs and Soldiers
leading their ADF peers and working across coalition and cultural lines. The skill and leadership
demonstrated by ESE staff across the Middle East has continued our proud tradition and
cemented the Corps reputation as a can-do and dependable organisation. “Follow the Sapper”
remains as true a statement today as it ever has.

Middle East Region (MER) - Infrastructure Drawdown
The major body of work across the theatre has been the drawdown of infrastructure. PMT-A,
supported by the Engineer Construction Team (ECT), was responsible for the delivery of a number
of facilities for SOCOMD elements in Iraq. These excellent facilities will continue to support
operational success for the small enduring SOCOMD footprint for many years. The Jun 21
CEASOPS of PMT-A reduced the ESE team to one PMT in the MER, while the Jul-Sep period saw
the disposal of all surplus infrastructure in Baghdad and the departure of the last formed body.
The ECT departed Iraq in Aug 21, ending the final deployment of RAE/RAAF trades to the theatre.
The team led by CPL Montel made a lasting impression on their ADF and coalition teams, ensuring
the RAE legacy has been preserved.
In Afghanistan the ESE was responsible for administering infrastructure handbacks to the US,
NATO and the ANDSF. PMT-A also managed this and oversaw the disposal of our remaining
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assets at Hamid Karzai International Airport and Headquarters Resolute Support. This work was
important to allow Task Group Afghanistan to conduct their withdrawal, marking the end of the
ADF commitment to Afghanistan in June 2021.
The ESE delivered works and engineer advice to other elements across the MER, in Iraq, Jordan,
Egypt, Israel, Kuwait and Qatar. The efforts of the ECT, PMT-A and then PMT-FWD ensured that
the drawdown of ADF elements across the MER was orderly and without incident.
Supporting operations at AMAB remained a key task for the ESE, PMT-C and PMT-FWD devoted
significant effort to upgrades and maintenance works to the mess, water infrastructure and working
accommodation. The primary planning task was development of operational and technical plans
for the consolidation and drawdown of AMAB, this saw significant effort across JTF633, led by the
ESE in many instances. These plans were paused in Sep 21 due to command review and will be
revitalised when guidance is provided.

Afghanistan Non-Combatant Evacuation Operation (NEO) 13 Aug - 06 Sep 21
The events of 13 Aug - 06 Sep 21 were a significant moment in the history of the ADF, with 4100
civilians being evacuated from Kabul and some 3500 of them being accommodated at AMAB
before flying to Australia. The ESE were at the heart of this task and led JTF633 in the conduct
of the mission at AMAB. Without the efforts of CAPT C Johnston, WO2 T Vallas, SGT P Jenkins
and SPR A Ramiro the success of the Afghanistan NEO was not assured. From inception, the
ability to house evacuees at AMAB before onward travel to Australia was identified as a critical
requirement. With guidance from DFAT the ESE planned, designed, delivered and operated a
camp that ultimately grew to house over 900 Afghan Evacuee’s and became known as Camp
Arcadia. The works were delivered in 72 hours from inception to completion, in extreme heat
conditions, and saw every member of the ESE forego sleep and food to achieve the task. This was
a demonstration of what a small team of engineers is capable of when they put their mind to it and
are supported by command.

PMT-FWD Project Engineer, CAPT Callum Johnston, supervises the construction of Camp Arcadia
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As the NEO progressed the capacity of the original camp was quickly overrun. The ESE showed
great flexibility to re-purpose and enhance other facilities at AMAB to eventually reach a capacity
of over 2700 beds across the Base. This meant efforts to find and evacuate civilians in Kabul were
not slowed due to capacity issues at AMAB, this had a tangible impact on the number of evacuees
who eventually made it to Australia. The task was completed without incident or injury, there were
no outbreaks of disease or unrest in the evacuee camps and ultimately over 4000 people were
given a chance at a new life.

The final layout of Camp Arcadia, AMAB, UAE (Credit: SPR Andrew Ramiro)
The conduct of the NEO and the end of the war in Afghanistan marked a significant personal event
for me and many others in the Task Force. Having deployed to Kabul in 2016 the NEO brought
closure to my own service. The efforts of the ESE in particular, but also the whole of JTF633, are
the proudest moment in my almost 15 years of service. The Corps should be proud of what this
small team was able to achieve under extreme pressure, and each member should know that
generations of new Australians owe at least a small part of their new life to the work delivered by
the ESE.

Operation Aslan
MAJ Krystian Havlin
United Nations Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) has been operating since 2011 when South
Sudan gained independence and became the youngest nation. The Australian contribution to
UNMISS, under the designation of OP ASLAN, comprises of Officers and SNCOs in Staff Officer
and Military Observer roles within Force Headquarters in support of the UN’s Mandate. Although
small in numbers, the contribution provided by the Australian Contingent to the Mission is
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immeasurable and the impact of our presence was greatly felt by senior leadership. With many
members experiencing their first UN mission or overseas deployment, the focus on peacekeeping
operations allowed an opportunity for many to experience a different aspect of military operational
duties. Although many challenges were encountered by the Contingent, integrating into a diverse
team and adopting foreign SOPs, working alongside military and non-military colleagues from up to
40 different nations, was an interesting aspect to adapt to.
Contributing to a UN Mission was a profound personal experience. The focus on humanitarian
assistance as opposed to defeating an enemy was a different aspect in the operational mindset.
The focus of all our activities were informed by the intent of providing support to the local populace
and creating conditions conducive to delivering humanitarian support. Working in an environment
with other UN agencies such as World Food Program and Helicopter Air Service, and other nonUN, non-government organisations such as Red Cross and World Vision, broadened my personal
skills in communication and coordination by working with various stakeholders to achieve a
congruence in mission outcomes. My focus was on coordinating support to movement convoys
and force protection measures for humanitarian actors in support of their tasks. This allowed me to
experience and work within a complex and dynamic setting where flexibility and adaptability were
crucial to achieving success.
The experience I gained from my deployment to the UNMISS was one of personal and professional
reward, with the opportunity not only to foster new relationships with international colleagues but
to also gain an understanding of and experience in other operational duties. Knowing the core
of your work’s purpose is to help and assist the local populace gives a satisfaction to the duties
undertaken and is something which I feel personally satisfied in performing.

UNMISS contingent photo (MAJ Havlin second from left)
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22nd Engineer Regiment
LTCOL Scott D’Rozario & CAPT John Alekoz
2021 provided 22 ER with the opportunity to advance, innovate and
adapt to ever-changing operational requirements by virtue of the
challenges and limitations that COVID-19 provided over the course of the last 12 months. Sappers
have shown their versatility across a full spectrum of Operations and Exercises including OP
COVID-19 ASSIST, Joint Operations supporting the ADF response to the Severe Weather Event in
Victoria, training support requests and unit/Brigade training requirements.

OP COVID-19 ASSIST
22 ER continued its support to OP COVID-19 ASSIST through the provision of personnel to
JTG629.2 on various tasks including hotel quarantine and logistic support to Victoria Police
conducting Land Border Crossing Compliance Tasks. The Regiment supported the Household
Engagement Program (HEP) where soldiers worked with Department of Health authorised officers
to ensure quarantine compliance. 22 ER also supported Ambulance Victoria through the provision
of ambulance drivers, where members worked on a 1:1 ratio with Ambulance Victoria paramedics.

Severe Weather Event Response
JTG629.2.1 (4 Emergency Support Force) led by 22 ER, was stood up and on task within 48 hours
when inclement weather affected more than 56,000 Victorian homes on 09 Jun 21 (some of which
remained without electricity for more than a month). 22 ER mounted 155 tri-service members, 65
of whom were from 22 ER.
The AO comprised of three distinct TAORs. Central Highlands (Ballarat) and Central & Southwest
Gippsland required predominately route clearance and mobility support. A total of 52km of
routes were cleared and 336 trees reduced. TAOR Dandenongs (Yarra Ranges) primarily required
sustainment support through the provision of generators to households without electricity and
support to Red Cross Australia through community engagement and welfare checks on the local
populace. A total of 179 generators were delivered to households and 1009 households were
visited with Red Cross Australia. Overall, the Operation was a success and proved that 22 ER and
4 ESF are able to mobilise at short notice.

JTG629.2.1.1.2 Group Photo
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Worawa College
22 ER continued its support to Worawa Aboriginal College. 105th Construction Squadron
conducted works in January, February and October of 2021. Tasks included the construction of an
800m walking track, spoon drains and dam crossings. All works were conducted in accordance
with the State Government COVID-19 Construction Restrictions. Works are due to continue in early
2022. Executive Director and Principle of Worawa Aboriginal College, Dr Lois Peeler (Aunty Lois)
will be attending 22 ER’s end-of-year parade to provide a brief in regards to Indigenous Culture
as well as her link to the ADF as one of the original Sapphires. 22 ER’s relationship with Worawa
College dates back to 2017 with numerous tasks having being completed to date.

AHQ Innovation Hub Project Facilitated Fleet Agnostic Bridge Health and
Use Monitoring System
22 ER provided support to AHQ Innovation Hub Project Facilitated Fleet Agnostic Bridge Health
and Use Monitoring System (FABHUMS) with the intent to produce an equipment health and
intelligence monitoring sensor for the in-service gap crossing equipment.
The FABHUMS Project team, based in Victoria, was originally due to conduct a concept
demonstration in Townsville supported by 3 BDE and 7 BDE. However, due to the ongoing travel
restrictions this was not tenable and 22 ER was approached to facilitate a demonstration at the
22 ER Compound at Puckapunyal Military Area over 14 Oct – 19 Nov 21. Twelve 22 ER members
constructed a 5-bay single-story Medium Girder Bridge (MGB). This provided excellent exposure to
bridging for 22 ER members which is not a capability that 4 BDE currently trains.

Constructing the MGB
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SOSRA Training Weekend
22 ER members had the opportunity to conduct Suppress, Obscure, Secure, Reduce, Assault
(SOSRA) Training and All Arms Call For Fire in a joint training activity with 2/10 BTY over 05-07
Nov 21. Members were exposed to mortar line, command post and observation post tactics,
techniques and procedures, as well as battlefield suppression and obscuration techniques. 22 ER
will continue its combined arms training focus in 2022 and beyond.

Engineer Training Focus
COVID-19 slowed 22ER’s face-to-face training and travel during 2021, particularly in the
second half of the year. 22 ER seized the opportunity to conduct training via online platforms,
re-inventing our parade card on GOV TEAMS and ADELE via Big Blue Button. Our Squadrons
worked hard to maintain momentum through the delivery of theory lessons via online means
whilst maintaining unit cohesion during COVID-19 lockdowns. Demolitions training, Infantry Minor
Tactics, 4 Brigade Readiness courses including Army First Aid and Treat the Combat Casualty,
Combat Marksmanship Courses, Army Combative Program Levels 1 & 2 and internal G-Wagon
conversions courses were run. The Unit also managed to secure its own CBRND Individual
Protective Equipment holdings in order to conduct CBRND training in the future.
2021 was a challenging year, but 22 ER rose to the occasion to ensure mission success. The
momentum from the final months of 2021 will be carried into 2022 to ensure operational and
training outcomes are achieved. 2021 provided 22 ER the opportunity to prove once again that it is
The Unit that is Committed, Capable and Ready.
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HQ Combined Arms Training Centre RAE Trade and Training
MAJ Brendan Gray, SO2 RAE Trade and Training

Fellow Sappers,
It is a privilege to update you all on the work of the RAE Trade and Training (RAE TT) team at HQ
CATC. Much like all Army formations, RAE TT has fought through another year of lockdowns,
working from home and uncertainty due to the ongoing pandemic. Regrettably, this has challenged
our engagement with the Corps and severely constrained our ability to get to unit locations.
Despite the disruptions, the year closes on a high with the long awaited RAE pay cases endorsed
by the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal (DFRT). This has been a long process originally
initiated back in 2016, which has subjected all of the Corps’ soldier employment categories to
review to ensure they are contemporary, fit for purpose and appropriately renumerated. Further
notification will follow through units and Career Management Agencies to communicate the
implications generally across the employment category, and individually to confirm changes to
skill and pay grade placement. The DFRT implementation will further remediate long-standing
sustainability issues across employment categories, reduce capability difference between full-time
and part-time components of the RAE, and resolve pay parity concerns with other combat and
technical employment categories.
While our focus has overwhelmingly been the Corps pay cases, RAE TT continues to support
training review and modernisation activities to meet Army’s Future Ready Training System (FRTS)
intent. This is not solely an efficiency pursuit, rather FRTS seeks to modernise Army’s training
system and design, from the industrial age to the contemporary needs of the workforce. This has
seen the implementation of updated IET courses across the Corps; balancing Corps common
training for all employment categories while reducing over training for Combat Rescue and
construction trades in combat engineer skills. Further, RAE TT has continued close collaboration
with SME and ALTC to implement the construction trade training UoC productivity review, which is
the culmination of the review of the UoCs achieved during building trades training. Lastly, RAE TT
has supported SME to complete reviews of specialist combat engineer training to ensure training is
rank/role appropriate, relevant and progressive from preceding training.
As 2021 draws to close, I appreciate the opportunity to recognise the continuing efforts of the
Trade Managers - CAPT Jessee Wright (RAE Officers), WO2 Matt Wilson (Combat Engineer), WO2
Rob Emerson (Construction Trades) and WO2 Aaron Pitstock (Combat Rescue); and our Training
Developers - WO2 Dave Nicholls, SGT Rob Johnstone and SGT Ryan Bellis. Their collective efforts
to advance the Corps’ interests and support Army’s future intent are made all the more impressive
by their humility in support of the Corps and persistence throughout the year’s disruptions. Lastly,
RAE TT bids farewell to WO1 Sean Chainey, DSM, OAM, after an impressive innings as the Corps
RSM.
Best wishes for the holidays and good soldiering during 2022.
Ubique
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Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron
CAPT Nick Lines

Introduction
2021 has been a unique year for Defence, presenting challenges that have required units to be
flexible and creative in their approach to business as usual. Like many southern based units,
the Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron (LRSS) has been limited in its ability to perform its
primary role. In spite of this, LRSS has been able to adapt, develop and achieve a number of key
milestones, these include:
• Ongoing support to Operation Southern Discovery
• Technical hydrographic and land survey
• Technology and capability development

Operation Southern Discovery
Operation Southern Discovery is the Australian Defence Force (ADF) contribution to the wholeof-government, Department of Environment and Energy-led activity in the Antarctic Region
– the Australian Antarctic Program (AAP). It is an enduring peace-time activity in support of the
Australian Antarctic Division (AAD). It includes Australia's national interests, which are based on the
region's scientific, environmental, strategic and economic importance.
ADF involvement in the AAP is consistent with the Antarctic Treaty's prohibition of any
military activity other than the provision of personnel or equipment in support of scientific
or other peaceful purposes. The Operation covers approximately 7 per cent of the world's
surface and includes Antarctic locations, the Southern Ocean south of 60 degrees, the
internationally recognised Australian EEZ of Macquarie Island as well as the territory of Heard
Island and McDonald Island. The Operation occurs annually and is primarily conducted during the
Austral summer period.

LiDAR Infrastructure Classification
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In October 2021, LEUT Colin Davidson and SPR John Skipper deployed to Antarctica for the six
month summer rotation. Their role while deployed is the collection and processing of infrastructure,
land and near shore hydrographic survey data. To achieve this they will be utilising traditional land
survey equipment and un-crewed watercraft and aerial assets. The outputs produced by the
team will be used to enable the future construction of the year-round runway, plan infrastructure
developments, boost capability and maintain Australia’s long-term strategic interests in the region.

LEUT Colin Davidson and SPR John Skipper, Nov 2021

Technical Hydrographic and Land Survey
The conduct hydrographic and topographic survey, engineer analysis of roads, rivers, ports
and beaches requires a high level of training and maintenance. This requires a great level of
commitment from LRSS personnel to attend a series of nine day task-focused activities. Although
COVID-19 resulted in the majority of the activities being cancelled for 2021, Exercise Bay Swan
and Exercise Cowley Swan were successfully completed.
Exercise Bay Swan 21, was conducted at HMAS Penguin – Pittwater. Squadron members were
trained and refreshed on skills required to enable a small team to deploy and undertake Rapid
Environmental Assessments, in preparation for subsequent activities in Cowley Beach and
Shoalwater Bay. The activity encompassed individual operator skills, watercraft operations, uncrewed platform operation, data processing, hydrographic and land survey in Pittwater and the
Hawkesbury River.
Exercise Cowley Swan 21, was conducted in conjunction with 35 Water Transport Squadron’s (35
WTS) Exercise Green Anchor at Cowley Beach. This activity provided an opportunity to exercise
LRSS beach survey capability, interoperate with 35 WTS and support the Defence Science and
Technology Group’s (DSTG) assessment and validation of the performance of advanced sensor
systems.
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CPL Ranjit Dutta

ABT emplaced beach matting

LTCOL Price and SPR Mrigesh Tamang
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MAN 40M disembarking from 35 WTS LCM-8, May 2021

Technology and Capability Development
The Inshore Hydrographic Survey Vessel (IHSV) has exceeded its life-of-type and is long overdue
for replacement. Hydrographic Systems Program Office (HSPO) has undertaken the task of
replacing this vessel as part of the Army Safety Watercraft (ASW) project. The new IHSV is an
aluminium mono-hull trailer boat, 7.5m long, 2.5m wide, with twin 150 Hp outboard motors. This
vessel will enable LRSS to independently deploy to locations across Australia and be capable of
operations in a wide range of environmental conditions.
LRSS’ unpiloted platform fleet has grown in 2021. The ‘Z Boat’, a semi-autonomous surface
watercraft fitted with both a multi beam echo sounder and a light detecting and ranging system,
has been joined by a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Drone via the FORCOMD Innovation Branch.
The RTK Drone carries an on-board receiver that gathers data from satellites and a stationary
base station to accurately correct image locations in real time as it flies, providing centimetre-level
accuracy.

Farewell WO1 William Van Etten
This year LRSS farewelled Warrant Officer Class One
William Van Etten, or as he affectionately known across
the Corps ‘Big Bill’.
Enlisting in January 1979, Bill has committed an
impressive 43 years of service to the ADF. He has been
posted to SME, 17 Construction Squadron, 20 DIV ESS,
21 Construction Regiment, 19 CE WKS, 5 ER and 10
FSB (LRSS). Additionally, Bill deployed to Namibia as part
of the UNTAG operation and Timor-Leste on Operations
WARDEN and ASTUTE.

WO1 William Van Etten
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Bill has been posted to LRSS for ten years and in that
time he has been a stalwart of the Squadron. His military
knowledge and project management skills have been
instrumental to the successful completion of Squadron
activities. He is well known across the Corps for his larger
than life personality - everyone has a funny story about
Bill. The high retention rate and ongoing commitment from

LRSS personnel has been positively affected by the care he has for his soldiers and their wellbeing;
he has never been afraid to ask the hard questions.
On behalf of LRSS, we would like to thank you for your years of commitment. We wish you the
best of luck in retirement; hopefully the fish bite and the Dragons can get up for a win or two.

Conclusion
Despite the complexities and restrictions imposed by COVD-19, LRSS had another busy year
with the focus on training transformation, capability development, FORCOMD integration and our
people. With the introduction into service of the replacement Inshore Hydrographic Survey Vessel
and new unpiloted data collection systems, 2022 is expected to be a busy and important year.
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School of Military Engineering
Regimental Headquarters
In 2021 SME continued to deliver on its remit to provide Ab-Initio and trained force instruction,
whilst looking to support the community and our people through a challenging year. The challenges
this year reinforced the need for continued training transformation. In particular, we were required
to integrate distributed learning, enhance the blended learning started in 2020 and modernise
to ensure we had the flexibility to continue training the force without compromising on quality of
output.
Construction Wing. Trade Training Troop, growing to 160 carpenters, plumbers and electricians
by the end of the year, and hampered by COVID-19 construction restrictions relied on its NCOs
to implement effective online training on short notice. They also implemented Ex TRADIE READY,
providing targeted deployability and employability packages including Army First Aid, 9mm Pistol,
ADF Fitness Leader, range qualifications and refresher field craft.
Specialist Engineering Wing. SEW have continued to excel at adopting blended learning,
delivering the demolition supervisor re-qualification through ADELE; supplementing its CBRND,
watermanship and bridging courses with online content; and utilising 3D printing to create new
training aids, enhancing in house training. The work undertaken by the demolitions cell to align
currency processes within the land range safety management tool was an excellent initiative and
builds a better capability for RAE.
Engineer Tactics Wing. 2021 saw SME raise the Engineer Tactics Wing to provide a centralised
engineer tactics organisation within the School. Accessible to all units, it is dedicated to delivering
and developing engineer tactics in line with Force Modernisation, DATE and current Land Projects
for the ROBC and RAE Subject courses.
ROBC lieutenants participated in combined arms activity EX GAUNTLET STRIKE, alongside SOI,
SOA and SoARMD trainees. This enriched combined arms experience exposed them to the
complexities of combined arms, adding context to their training, and allowed them to demonstrate
RAE capabilities including CBRND decontamination, explosive breaches, route and area
searches. This sets an excellent foundation knowledge for each to build upon as well as improved
relationships and understanding across the combined arms.
Combat Engineer Wing. CEW delivered modified Initial Employment Training (IET) courses. The
restructure of the Military Engineer and Combat Engineer IET courses enabled the Corps to provide
baseline military engineer skills for tradespeople, RAAF plant operators and Combat Rescue
soldiers while enhancing the ECN 096 Combat Engineers combat mindset necessary for effective
contribution to combined arms operations. SME graduated 180 SERCAT 7 and 73 SERCAT 5
Combat Engineers and 75 Army and RAAF tradespeople through the new courses.
Training Rehabilitation Wing. TRW has successfully contributed to the rehabilitation of 44
trainees throughout the year. Of these 44 trainees, 14 received a medical separation, nine were
reallocated to another corps, and 21 were returned to their parent training establishment in order to
continue their employment training.
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Support to the Community. SME provided plant operators, logisticians and equipment to
the Hawkesbury region in support of recovery efforts after NSW’s flood in March. We provided
approximately 150 officers and sappers to JTF 629.1 throughout NSW’s peak COVID-19 outbreak
between June and October, assisting with hotel quarantine, compliancy support and essential
goods delivery. Training Rehabilitation Wing (TRW) continued their long-standing partnership with
the Riding for Disabled (RDA) Wollondilly Group, supporting disabled members of the community.
Our Explosive Detection Dog (EDD) Team displayed their niche skills at Sydney’s Royal Easter
Show in April, attracting hundreds of spectators.
International Engagement and Operations. International students from Indonesia, Papua New
Guinea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Timor-Leste, and Fiji trained as EDD Handlers, Plant Operators,
ROBC, Subj 4 CPL Combat Engineers and Subj 4 SGT Supervisors.
SME continued to maximise opportunities for trade trainees by providing one carpenter and
one electrician to the long-standing International Engagement activity, Ex HARI’I HAMUTUK in
Timor-Leste in support of 1 CER (Darwin) and the Timor-Leste Defence Force. Captain Done
was released to provide planning level support to Exercise YAMA SUKURA 81, a Joint US-Japan
divisional exercise. This was the first time that Australia participated in a limited capacity at the
Divisional and Corps HQ level. Our very own RSM, WO1 Luchterhand, was selected at the end of
2021 to assume the role of RSM in the MEAO to assist in the ADF drawdown. This was a timely
appointment which followed 6 years of RSM across three RAE units and prior to assumption of
Career Advisor.
Ultimately, a professionally rewarding year for the staff at the School; particularly when considering
the improvements, innovation and contributions at a time when Sydney and more specifically
Holsworthy was under COVID hotspot constraints. It has been a privilege to see the resilience
demonstrated by our young Officers, NCOs and Sappers as they strive to build our Corps soldiers
with the knowledge, skills and attitude to perform both now and into the future.

Construction Wing (CW)
Headquarters
By WO1 Golborn Turner
Construction Wing commenced the year under the command of MAJ Matthew Jetson. CW
immediately hit the ground running at considerable pace, ensuring that construction training for
RAE continued to be delivered to a high standard despite the ever-evolving COVID-19 situation
impacting the entire country.
Exported Trade Training continues to be pursued with vigour by CW. The concept remains firmly
focused on capturing in-service corps transfer members wanting to undertake training in one of the
three vertical trades within a Sydney based group training organisation (GTO). It is likely this will no
longer be considered a trial but may in fact form part of the current Technical Trade Prime Contract
with a view to transitioning to the new vocational trades contract for Defence in the near future.
The mechanism will be through the use of a GTO to facilitate and deliver training through registered
training organisations (RTOs), with touch-points at SME for soldier management.
The SUBJ 4 WO suite of courses, whilst still delivered by The Moreland Group, have transitioned
under the Technical Trade Prime Contractor. This has meant CW personnel are no longer required
to undertake any procurement activities to ensure these courses are conducted each year.
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CW continues to support CATC in the development and amalgamation of the SUBJ 4 CPL and
SGT Construction Course. A Statement of Requirement (SOR) has been developed to enable RTO
engagement and is currently with DG TRADOC for endorsement. Implementation of this course is
unlikely to occur before FY 22/23.
An analysis was conducted by CW to determine if a more efficient and sustainable course delivery
model could be achieved for the C6 Mobile Slewing Crane Course. Engagement with the Army
School of transport concluded that the preferred delivery method remained via Army delivery of
the LMP. SME has made the decision to continue the delivery of the C6 Crane Course as per the
extant LMP, however, will be reducing the number of courses to two and increasing the panel size
to ensure DTR is met.
The inclusion of the Advanced Field Power Generation Course (AFPG) in the Technical Trade Prime
Contract is being explored with discussion occurring with the Technical Trade Prime Contractor
(Wodonga Institute of TAFE). If the course is able to be included it is envisaged that this will occur
prior to the first course commencing in 2022.
The Driver, Plant Machinery Standing Offer is undergoing review by FORCOMD with the possible
inclusion of a High Risk Work Licence and training such as elevated work platform, basic
scaffolding and confined spaces. Units will be able to access training from this panel negating any
requirement to undergo individual procurement.
Construction Trade Assessments continue to be undertaken within CW; 28 assessments occurred
during 2021 encompassing SERCAT 5 and 7 members across all three vertical trades. Five trade
recognition assessments (in service proficiency) were also undertaken.
COMDT CATC has endorsed the Scoping Proposal for Engineer Individual Training Continuum
(EITC) Officer Development, in line with the SADL framework. SME are currently in the analyse
phase and developing a survey for the construction engineer role for former and current personnel
that have undertaken these roles. CATC are providing support with survey implementation and
analysis to provide a workplace capability assessment to determine if a ‘gap’ exists between
training and the required capability. It is expected the workplace capability assessment will be
completed in Feb 22 due the volume qualitative analysis required.
As the year comes to a close, the beginning of a new adventure will soon commence for a number
of members of CW:
• FLTLT Mitch Heming has held various positions in CW and has been the font of immense
corporate knowledge across all areas of the Wing. He is posting to RAAF Base Darwin where he
will be assuming the role of Base Airfield Engineering Officer.
• CAPT Philip Smith is posting to 12 CE Works.
• LT Cathal McCaffrey moving to tropical Queensland and is posting to 3 CER.
• WO1 Colin Leggett, Wing Sergeant Major for the past four years, is bound for a newly
established Tier Bravo RAE position at AHQ in Canberra. The entire Construction Wing team
congratulates him on the well-deserved career advancement.
• WOFF Lincoln Mathews, who has flown the flag for the RAAF for the past three years, is
returning to his family in Brisbane. He is posting to RAAF Base Amberley, undertaking a Training
and Development role in 295 Squadron, a very familiar role to Lincoln.
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• After 19 years of dedicated service to the nation, WO2 Gavin Williams is departing CW to take
up employment with a NSW based government organisation. It is expected that his services will
still be required by Civil Training Troop, however in a part-time manner and at a time that suits his
family and his soon-to-be-realised hectic schedule.
• WO2 Benjamin Miller, who has fulfilled a number of roles within CW, the most recent being
Sergeant Major of Trade Training Troop, is posting to 6 ESR on promotion to the rank of WO1.
• WO2 Greg Buckley is posting to ASEME, also on promotion to WO1.
• SGT Benjamin Michalk is posting to 19 CE Works on promotion to WO2. Ben played a
significant role in Construction Management Troop and has been instrumental in support to
ROBC and the SUBJ 4 suite of promotion courses conducted within CW.
• SGT Stuart Folkard, our resident surveyor, is posting to 6 ESR and returning to his family after
spending the past 12 months unaccompanied.
• SGT Greg Littleboy is leaving CW and posting to 19 CE Works where he will undoubtedly be
able to put his passion for renewable energy to extremely good use.
• CPL Ryan Sweetnam is leaving CW, posting to 3 CER
• CPL Joshua Park is posting to 6 ESR.
• CPL Thomas Palmer left CW earlier in the year, transferring to Aviation and a career as a
loadmaster, ensuring the safe operation of Army’s helicopter fleet.
Despite the large turnover in staff, the mentorship provided by those departing will ensure CW
continues to excel in 2022. The command team and those members of CW remaining in 2022
thank them for the tireless efforts displayed during their posting tenures and wish them well in their
future endeavours. In closing, a very successful year for the entire Wing that would not have been
possible without the effort and calibre of staff posted to the School.

Construction Wing 2021
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Civil Training Troop (CTTp)
By WO2 Gavin Williams
As with the entire country, COVID had an enormous effect on the majority of courses run at CW.
Despite the COVID disruptions, CTTp continued to perform admirably during 2021 under the
guidance of LT Cathal McCaffrey. This year CTTp welcomed six new instructors, CPLs Steve
Bailey, William Finger, Ian Gunn, Rowan Stevens, Braden Pritchett, and Neil Thornley as well as
SGT Jeremy Drummond. All have had a seamless transition and contributed strongly towards
another very successful year for the Troop.
Travel restrictions placed on the country and an increase in panel size for the Civil Construction
Plant Course (CCPC) to 24 trainees resulted in the cancellation of the two remaining C6 crane
courses for 2021. This was due to the inability for cross border travel as a result of COVID. It did
not help that Western Sydney was declared a hot spot with SME being right in the middle. The
CCPC has continued strongly throughout though, with only two days lost.
During the year, two CCPCs have run with a total of 39 trainees deemed competent. This included
two international trainees from Fiji who completed the full course, seven RAAF trainees and 30
Army plant operators that have been sent to various units around the country to bolster numbers
as required. The trainees who were restricted to base for extended periods of COVID and unable
to return home to their families until the completion of the 4.5 month course displayed an amazing
attitude and resolve. The success of both CCPCs can be attributed largely to the trainees’
excellent attitude during the periods of lockdown. All members conducted themselves well and
should be proud of this significant achievement.

Excavator training on the CCPC being conducted under the direction of SGT Jeremy Drummond

Unfortunately CW no longer has access to the Combat Engineer IET Courses where the plant trade
was able to be advertised in all its glory to prospective future operators. This had previously proved
to be an extremely lucrative recruiting avenue for CW, bolstering the number of plant operators
serving in Army and enabling maximum attendance on CCPCs.
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CTTp has also supported SME in various tasks including the recovery of a Blackhawk helicopter
stranded in a harbour side Sydney park, assistance to the NSW Floods earlier in the year, and
assistance to ROBC and Exercise Kokoda. CTTp has also helped with various other requests
that have ensured not only the sapper community but Army in general have been exposed to the
excellent work that the plant trade contributes to Defence.
CTTp has also welcomed the arrival of four ‘potential’ new plant operators (in 20 years’ time) and
congratulates CPLs Ryan Sweetnam, Neil Thornley, Ian Gunn and Robert Griffiths who have, or will
very soon welcome, new additions to their families.

C6 Mobile Slewing Crane training underway in the ‘dust bowl'

Trade Training Troop (TTTp)
By WO2 Benjamin Miller
TTTp has been an agile and dynamic organisation during another year of COVID affected training.
We have maintained our commitment to developing the ADF’s construction trade capability over
2021. Our key task in developing this capability is the facilitation of On the Job Training (OJT) for
Carpenters, Electricians and Plumbers. With our continued trade growth this training pathway is
nearing its peak; as of October 21, TTTp has 155 trainees. This translates into 75 Electricians,
37 Carpenters, 36 Plumbers and six pre-qualified carpenters undertaking gap training. How this
throughput translates into wider growth in ADF construction engineer positions will be interesting.
TTTp was moderately affected by the lockdown of Greater Sydney towards the end of June. The
lockdown did close the construction industry for a period of time which had a follow-on effect to
trade progression. The staff within TTTp managed to be agile during this period and developed
ADELE based training packages to keep our trade trainees engaged over the lockdown. Once the
construction industry had a return to work pathway the Tp staff engaged with our Building Trade
Experts (BTE) to develop COVID Safe plans to enable the recommencement of OJT. Our trainees
are now back in force around the Greater Sydney region getting excellent trade exposure and
experience. Even with COVID we have been able to support 23 Support Squadron on Ex HARI’I
HAMUTUK with a Carpenter and Electrician. We have also deployed an Electrician in support of
JTF 637 in Vanuatu.
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TTTp on parade
The Carpenter Cell has been actively managing the Carpenter OJT placements, monitoring
trade progression and BTE management. The Cell also managed gap training for 6 successful
construction trade assessment board applicants; these pre-qualified carpenters have increased the
normal trainee output by 60% this year. COVID restrictions have created challenges that the team
have managed to negotiate to ensure trade training continues. Carpenter Cell also instructs on the
CW suite of SUBJ 4 CPL/SGT promotion courses as well as conducting the concrete training on
the ME sessions and ROBC courses. Carpentry is the most requested support from TTTp by other
units within Holsworthy Barracks or other Sydney based units. As this is a user-pays proposition,
not all these task come to fruition but when successful provide opportunities for exposure to the
intricacies of works in a barracks environment.
Plumbing Cell has put considerable effort into increasing the number of BTEs we have access
to. This is to ensure we provide our trainees with the required exposure and experience in the
current and future units of competencies within the plumbing apprenticeship. As with the other
cells COVID has created challenges that the team has had to negotiate to ensure we maintain
trade progression. The staff at Plumbing Cell have been engaged with external stakeholders within
CASG, LAND 8140, ASEME and CATC. Their participation in working groups, design reviews and
training reviews has helped shape future systems and training for ADF construction capabilities.
Electrical Cell has seen a significant growth of trade trainees. The Cell now manages seven ECN
125 OJT sessions for a total of 75 trainees with the eighth to arrive in early 2022.This takes up
a fair amount of the Cell’s time but we don’t let them off lightly. The Cell also delivers Basic and
Intermediate Field Power Generator courses in support of the RAAF AFENG training continuum
combined with the delivery of two Advanced Field Power Generation (AFPG) courses. The AFPG
course is a pay and trade requirement for ADF Electricians. The increased ECN 125 throughput
has increased the number of AFPG courses to be delivered in the future. Three AFPG courses
are required just to qualify trainees undertaking OJT for the next three years. The Cell has been
involved in the development of the AFPG course in response to the TWS and future energy
systems, this is just in the early stages and will also be shaped by the outcomes of LAND 8140. So
all of the above and involvement in the CW suite of promotion courses make for a very busy Cell.
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TTTp trainees working in their own back yard - CW SME

TTTp trainees working in their own back yard - CW SME
TTTp has sought to reinvigorate the continuous military training aspect of OJT. The trainees
are on OJT for up to three years, so the maintenance of skills such as Army First Aid, Combat
Marksmanship Continuum, military engineering and AIRN are also critical. We undertake a suite
of courses and activities during EXERCISE TRADIE READY to provide continuous military training
for the trade trainees. This training will be focused on outcomes that create employable and
deployable soldiers/aviators. Trade trainees will conduct various courses and training aimed at
ensuring the members are future ready. Ex TRADIE READY is made up of monthly WTTS/BFA
days, AFA courses, monthly Cell training days, Range Week and a mental health training day.
This has been a successful endeavour even though it was affected by COVID for the Jun to Oct
period. As this Exercise matures in the coming years we should see the benefits in the trainees
on posting to units.
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TTTp has been responsive and agile in the management and delivery of construction trade training
this year. RAE Construction Engineer units and RAAF AFENG units will see the fruits of the TTTp
staff’s labour with the increased trainee throughput as growth at unit level. The future of the ADF
construction capability is bright, our training is being shaped to meet the need, the workforce is
growing and they are becoming future ready.

Construction Management Troop (CMTp)
By WO2 Greg Buckley
CMTp has delivered the full portfolio of courses this year. Localised COVID restrictions affected
both SME and study units, resulting in short notice changes to the course delivery method. Both
CMTp and unit staff adapted and made changes as necessary.
Whilst the online delivery of courses has been workable, the advantages and benefits of the
face-to-face delivery method results in a better product and learning experience for the students.
Due to the full annual schedule and frequently undersubscribed courses, the SUBJ4 SGT RAE
CON and CPL RAE CON will have their annual session numbers reduced, but maintaining the
same DTR. The SGTs course will reduce from two courses annually to one (Jul - Aug), the CPLs
course will reduce from three to two (Feb - Mar and Sep - Oct).

CCPC training underway at SME

C6 Mobile Slewing Crane training underway at SME
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Combat Engineering Wing (CEW)
By MAJ Nigel Hinde
CEW commenced 2021 with implementation of the newly branded Military Engineer course, a
25 day course designed as a gateway for RAE trade and combat rescue personnel. In addition
to the redesign of training, an 85 day joint Military Engineer/Combat Engineer course for Combat
Engineers was implemented. This year CEW delivered eleven IET courses training many sappers
with outstanding efforts from the staff.
The Military Engineer Course consists of BCCC, basic hand tools, Army Combative Program
Level 2 (ACP2), working at heights, white card training and the culminating Ex STRAZEELE,
named after a French commune where Australians fought during WWI. At Strazeele sappers
demonstrated ingenuity and initiative with the construction of a “Johnston” shower which was
able to provide hot and cold water. CSM James Johnston had the idea to create the shower
from materials salvaged from retreating German forces. This is the type of ‘sappernuity’ which
is encouraged through the Exercise.

“Johnston” hot water shower - photo credit: Australian War Memorial
The Combat Engineer Course consists of watermanship and bridging (W1 licence, construction of
a Medium Girder Bridge [MGB], and the Improved Ribbon Bridge [IRB]), CBRN Operator course
and a developing Infantry Minor Tactics weapons package. During the weapons package trainees
are qualified in 9mm, MAG58, SL40 (GLA). Additionally, the trainees are revised in the Combat
Marksmanship Course including shooting by night and the conduct of battle lanes. This increases
their familiarity with both 9mm and EF88 weapons at close and far distances.
The Course includes revised demolitions, search and Explosive Hazard Reduction (EHR) modules
each with Full Mission Profile (FMP) scenarios. The Combat Engineer course culminates with
EX BARDIA, an FMP utilising realistic EHR tasks and testing dynamic and ethically challenging
scenarios. EX BARDIA includes a ‘like for like’ PESA, once again based on a scenario which puts a
section to the test while maintaining individual assessments. Scenario-based training has proven to
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be an effective method of enhancing learning outcomes and inculcating combat behaviours
which will continue the positive trajectory of producing a more lethal and skilled Sapper.
Future postings. For JNCOs across RAE wanting to positively influence and shape the future of
the Corps then consider posting to SME, specifically to CEW. It is a demanding job but sincerely
fulfilling and rewarding - you will be directly responsible for the quality of Sappers arriving in each
Engineer Regiment. For all those reading this, if you know of a suitable CPL, SGT or LT please
recommend that they express their interest through their CoC for this unique, challenging yet
rewarding opportunity.
Support to the community. CEW had the honour to be invited to the Ingleburn RSL Sub Branch
services on ANZAC Day and Coral Balmoral Day to commemorate those who served before
us. CEW provided a catafalque party and representatives for both occasions; it was a humbling
experience to remember those who are currently serving, those who have served and ultimately
those who have fallen. We remembered the challenges faced by our men and women who served
for years abroad in foreign lands. Congregating at the Ingleburn RSL Sub Branch was a humbling
reminder of those who faced hell and were fortunate enough to return home, and those who made
the ultimate sacrifice.
The year has not been without its challenges and while COVID 19 has continued to play havoc,
CEW has remained focused on the aim of delivering nine Military Engineer courses and five
Combat Engineer courses. Additionally, instructors with Combat First Aid qualifications supported
the initial vaccination rollout.
While border restrictions inhibited the posting of the newly qualified Sappers, they were provided
the opportunity to commence their service on OP COVID ASSIST by supporting COVID JTG 629.1
(NSW). We appreciate units have had to be patient receiving trained IETs this year, and we can
assure you that Sappers are eager to post and commence using the engineering skills they
have learned.
OC Comments. I close this year off having had the honour to be the Officer Commanding of
Combat Engineering Wing for the last two unique years. Serving the outstanding staff within the
Wing has been challenging yet deeply rewarding. The unexpected bushfires of 2020 through to the
disruptions COVID-19 have kept the Wing in a flexible and resourceful mindset. What has ultimately
impressed me is the continued dedication, devotion and work ethic of each and every one of
the staff within CEW who are dedicated to producing quality Sappers. I have been comforted by
the drive of the staff and their genuine responsibility to produce quality Sappers and know these
qualities have now been inculcated into the future Sappers who will one day return as instructors.

Specialist Engineering Wing
Demolitions Cell
In 2021 the Demolitions Cell focused on updating Learning Management Packages, improving
lesson delivery, refining doctrine and commencement of the Light Urban Explosive Breaching
Range.
Soldiers, NCOs and officers attending courses and modules through Specialist Engineering Wing
can expect a blended learning environment and enhanced training delivery through improved
sequencing, diagnostic assessments and own pace learning that focuses on improving individual
skills and knowledge. The training programs provide more time on the range to provide our trainees
with greater practical demolition safety experiences and exposure to different techniques.
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The online Demolitions Portal on ADELE is a simple one-stop shop for all things demolitions
training. It includes all demolitions safety and range planning lessons available to view and use
for in-house training, with hyperlinks to H5P calculations lessons allowing all to stay sharp.
Doctrine improvements to 3-6-6 Demolitions are centred on simplifying calculations and separating
operational safety considerations from Land Range Safety requirements. This will also feature how
Explosive and Demolition qualifications will be maintained under Land Range Safety Management
framework.
Trainees and staff were able to utilise the brand new Light Urban Explosive Breaching facility at
Holsworthy. This fit-for-purpose facility provides range users with the opportunity to test a variety
of prescribed mechanical and explosive breaching techniques to understand cause and effect. In
2022, SME will facilitate blast and acoustic testing at the Light Urban Explosive Breaching range to
improve our understanding of blast effects in close urban terrain.

CBRND Cell
The CBRND Cell has made some significant changes to modernise the delivery of the interim
and legacy CBRND courses drawing on lessons learnt from contemporary operations. Our
simulated scenario design has placed emphasis on improvised and asymmetric employment of
chemical agents and toxic materials as well as conventional chemical warfare threats. This has
been enhanced through updating blended learning material and use of the CBRND Cell Portal via
ADELE.
While improving current training delivery, the CBRND Cell has built on existing stakeholder
relationships within the organisation to remain current and postured to support implementation and
training design of the future CBRND Training Continuum as part of Project Land 2110. This has
included the introduction of Phase 1B individual protection, Tier 1 detection systems and basic
decontamination. Looking forward, the RAE community can expect to see updates to CBRND
Land Publications and the opportunity to upskill our trained workforce through conversion courses
for incoming systems. CBRND Cell will continue to be forward leaning as the new CBRND systems
roll out across the ADF.

Explosive Detection Dog Cell
The SME EDD Cell began the year with the EDD Section Commanders Course kicking off on 25
Jan 21. The course panel was made up of 2 x Army, 2 x RAAF, 1 x New Zealand and 1 x Malaysian
trainee. The students had a variety of dog breeds to train which had been selected and recruited
the previous year by the EDD Training and Development cell.
The 23 week long course saw the members complete the required training for the four search
disciplines (route, open area, vehicle and building search) along with obedience and agility,
explosive odour recognition and discrimination odour testing. The Course produced eight certified
EDDs for the ADFs capability and one for the New Zealand Defence Force’s capability.
The EDD Basic Dog Handlers Course commenced on 17 May 21 and was successful in
graduating 11 handlers across Army and RAAF. Significant improvements had been implemented
by the Course Leader, CPL Joel Toms, to incorporate an operational and combat mindset from
the very beginning.
The Domestic Policing phase incorporated the NSW Police Dog handlers from Menai sharing their
real life experiences on the job and the challenges and types of threats they face on a daily basis.
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This has solidified a long standing professional relationship between the ADF and NSW Police Dog
Unit with joint training exercises and collaboration.
The Green Role Phase required students to hone their combat engineer searcher skills as they
were plunged into daily patrols and contact drills with their EDD in realistic scenario-based training.
The purpose of the two weeks was to instil and promote combat behaviours, drawing on lessons
learnt from contemporary operations.
The Operational Search Phase was delivered via what has been commonly known as Ex Mad
Bomber. This was the culminating scenario conducted over a two week period where the students
were exposed to a simulated 24 hour planning cycle centred on high risk search tasks and
continuous threat updates.
The EDD Cell, combined with support from SME medics and SOCOMD veterinarian personnel,
implemented a Canine Tactical Combat Casualty Care package. This is highly valuable training,
seeking to improve our understanding of emergency triage and care for canines on the battlefield.
Part of this training was undertaking a Combat First Aider package, which the team was able to
deliver while confined to barracks during periods of lockdown. This will continue to be a focus area
for development of EDD training in the future.

Watermanship and Bridging Cell (WAB)
2021 was another busy period with additional bridging equipment being introduced into service.
The WAB team were central in implementing the Bridge Boat Interface module for L121 vehicles,
which replaces the legacy Launch Recovery Vehicle. This saw a series of sessions raised to train
RAE and Combat Service Support personnel across Forces Command, as well as being integrated
into SUBJ 4 for CPL Watermanship and Bridging Phase.
The final amendments have been made to the draft LWP 2-1-2 River Crossing, soon to
become Gap Crossing publication, on schedule for release in 2022. This will articulate roles
and responsibilities for Engineer elements facilitating Gap Crossing operations and defining key
command and control elements.
Similar to the other cells within Specialist Engineering Wing, the WAB team have continued to
enhance the WAB Portal via ADELE, providing access to training packages, on-the-job checklists
and multimedia platforms to enable continuous improvement of training in units.

Force Protection Cell
Following on from a significant period of training redesign in 2020, Force Protection Cell
implemented a series of trial programs for Search, Explosive Hazard Reduction and Mine Warfare
across IET, ROBC, RAE Tactics Courses and standalone packages. These packages focus
on individual and team training in challenging simulated environments as part of Ex GREEN
SEARCHER and Ex SAPPER SWEEP. RAE soldiers and junior officers undertaking Explosive
Hazard Reduction training are now exposed to an in-depth electronics package to improve training
and awareness of improvised threats.
Further developments in doctrine in Force Protection have been underway. LWP 2-6-1 Engineer
Search and LWP 3-6-5 Mines, Booby Traps and Improvised Explosive Devices have been worked
on throughout the year and are expected to be released in early 2022. This will see a more refined
definition of capabilities and improved safety calculations for improvised threats.
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The Force Protection team will seek to improve training in 2022 by exploring different methods to
design, procure and create surrogates to enhance training, including trial of a 3D printer at SME.

Engineering Tactics Wing (ETW)
Introduction. ETW’s mission for 2021 was to integrate the delivery of communication training to
ab-initio trainees and deliver the suite of promotion and training courses to RAE and international
commissioned and non-commissioned officers.
It was a dynamic and challenging year for the staff and trainees with the re-raising of the Wing
whilst managing pandemic restrictions. Although state and regional COVID-19 restrictions impeded
residential courses and required others to be conducted virtually, the staff and trainees displayed
excellent resilience and accomplished all required training to standard. The Wing trained over 65
officers and 120 non-commissioned officers and sappers throughout our six promotion and training
courses, across SERCAT 5 and SERCAT 7, and five partner nations, to include New Zealand, Fiji,
Papua New Guinea, Timor Leste and Indonesia.
At the end of 2020, CO/CI SME, endorsed by COMDT CATC, conducted an internal reorganisation of the School. The aim was to further integrate combat engineering functions within
the combined arms continuum, and provide oversight and continuous improvement in the quality
and delivery of promotion instruction to our combat engineer leaders. With this, ETW was reraised and staffed to implement the CO’s mission and intent. ETW, previously Engineer Operations
Wing (EOW) and dating back to pre-2000, is now responsible for the management and delivery
of RAE Officer Training (to include CE support to RAAF Engineers), Warrant Officer, Sergeant and
Corporal Promotion courses, as well as signal support and training from the CIS Cell.

Engineer Tactics Wing Organisation
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NCO Promotion Courses. The non-commissioned officer and sapper cohorts continued to form
the majority of the trainees within ETW. The SUBJ 4 CPL and SUBJ 4 SGT courses, led by SGT
Kevin Davies and WO2 Adam Smith, provided excellent training and oversight to over 80 trainees,
including international soldiers from Fiji and Papua New Guinea. Working closely with Specialist
Engineer Wing (SEW), the ETW staff ensured that the next group of RAE CE leaders were qualified
and proficient in their section and troop tasks, and were able to apply critical thinking to the everchanging landscape of the battlefield continuum, including engineer support across the spectrum
in support of combat operations. Of note, SUBJ 4 SGT Phase 1 was delivered completely by
distance, allowing for members to train from home and allow the staff to ensure a safe and
COVID-19 compliant training delivery plan for Phase 2 and 3, with no impact to DTR.
In the Warrant Officer training cohort, excellent gains were made as training delivery and content
was refreshed and optimised. Led by WO2 Cam Elliott, this Cell was the first to integrate the
Decisive Action Training Environment - Pacific (DATE-P) operating environment within their TEWT
assessments. This updated enemy/adversary now aligns more to strategic planning within the
Indo-Pacific region. Additionally, this Cell utilised various adult learning theory techniques combined
with blended learning to maximise training outcomes and retention.
Officer Training Courses. ETW delivered the updated trial ROBC Learning Management Package
(LMP) that was previously developed under the advice and guidance of Combat Engineer Wing
(CEW) in 2020. This LMP focused on management and execution of combat and construction
engineer tasks within a combined arms environment, with additional field training at troop level. Led
by CAPT Chris Chessman, the 42 soldier ROBC, including 9 international officers, also participated
in the inaugural Ex GAUNTLET STRIKE in Puckapunyal Military Area in June 2021. It included
the RAAC Tank and Cavalry ROBC, Mechanised Regimental Officer Course (MROC), as well as
soldiers from the School of Infantry (SOI) to operate as a training Combat Team (CT) in a combined
arms environment. This field exercise, combined with Ex KOKODA, provided over 25 days of field
training for the ROBC prior to their graduation and posting to the operational force.

RAE ROBC 2021 at the conclusion of Ex GAUNTLET STRIKE
IEOOC was delivered by distance for the second consecutive year, due to increased COVID-19
restrictions within NSW. Led by CAPT Jack Squires, the course was delivered to SERCAT 5
and SERCAT 7 personnel, focusing on refinement of engineer doctrine and wider application
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at squadron-level operations. The 23 member panel completed their training, with many above
standard, and will provide greater RAE support and advice to future manoeuvre commanders.
2022 Outlook and Closing. Although 2021 presented unique challenges to training delivery for
ETW and SME at large, the resilience and positive attitude of our soldiers and staff were paramount
to our collective success. The trainees worked through ambiguous times and during periods
of uncertainty they still achieved excellent results. In times of uncertainty course staff acted
with minimal guidance and performed above and beyond expectations. They were an excellent
testament to their previous training and experience and represent the very best of RAE and SME.
As we look ahead to 2022, ETW will continue to press forward with continued combined arms
training events, increased inclusion of DATE-P and further expansion of adult and blended learning
methods.
Any questions or RFIs can be directed to the SME ETW Ops email: sme.etw@defence.gov.au.
Ubique! Essayons! Forge the Sapper!
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Special Operations Engineer Regiment
2021 - Described in one word as challenging. The challenges faced by a pandemic, weeks of
hotel quarantine, months of lockdown and understanding emerging novel threats did not stop
the men and women of the Special Operations Engineer Regiment (SOER) from achieving key
milestones. The unit continues to develop and employ highly technical effects to counter complex
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive (CBRNE) threats on behalf of the ADF.
Despite the continued impact of the COVID pandemic in 2021, the unit’s major training activities
were approved for execution due to limited ability for training to be conducted in Australia. As a
result, the majority of the unit spent considerable time overseas conducting specialist training with
allies and partners. These overseas training serials saw the unit exercise some of its niche C-WMD
capabilities, medical treatment of CBRN casualties and advanced communications techniques.
The execution of these training serials enabled SOER to achieve Full Operational Capability of
Project Land 3025 Phase 1.
SOCOMD’s contribution to Ex TALISMAN SABRE 21 saw a troop-size element tactically integrate
with both 2 CDO and SASR. The SOCOMD mission profile exercised during the activity revolved
around a SOER developed target designed to exercise the unit’s technical exploitation capability.
Special Operations Engineer (SOE) operators along with technical enablers excelled during the
Exercise and were praised by Coalition Special Operation Forces for the unique and highly valued
capability they brought to the fight.
Throughout the year the unit made a significant contribution to JTF629 as part of OP COVID
ASSIST. Members of the unit provided support through contact tracing teams and assisting police
in assurance checks. The unit also continued to provide dedicated force elements to SOCOMD’s
standing high readiness Domestic and Global Contingency JTFs as well as support to enduring
operations in the Middle East.
The unit also continued its strong links to the Defence Science and Technology Group (DSTG)
throughout 2021. The SOER Science Cell and members of DSTG played a significant role in the
design of major training activities and the Operational Test and Evaluation of Project Land 3025
Phase 1 mission systems.

What’s next for SOER?
With Project Land 3025 Phase 1 Full Operational Capability now being achieved, the unit will
conduct a deliberate restructure ready for 2022. Development Troop personnel and missions
systems will be distributed across the unit to disseminate the skills and knowledge gained after
two years of deliberate capability modernisation. These new mission systems, sensors and tactics,
techniques and procedures will be integrated across all SOER Lines of Operation. Phase 2 of
the project will begin from 2022 and will focus on delivering C-CBRNE infrastructure as well as
additional mission systems to support wider elements of the unit.

Interested in a career at SOER?
SOER looks for people who want a challenge. We solve complex problems through multidisciplinary teaming. The ADF School of Special Operations (ADFSSO) screens candidates for
service within SOCOMD via a diagnostic assessment. ADFSSO Selection Wing in conjunction with
members from SOER conduct a screening tour in the first quarter of each year. Dates for the 2022
screening tour are:
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• Townsville 16 FEB 22

• Sydney 08 MAR 22

• Brisbane 23 FEB 22

• Darwin 10 MAR 22

• Adelaide 03 MAR 22
The diagnostic assessment is designed to assess candidates’ suitability for service in SOER
and SOCOMD. Candidates are screened psychologically and physically and will go through a
number of assessments to test their technical aptitude.
SOCOMD’s selection and screening process continues to evolve; the Joint Selection Course will
not occur in 2022 so SOER will continue to conduct its extant screening process.
If successful, candidates will conduct the 11 month Special Operations Engineer Reinforcement
Training Course (SOE RTC) run by ADFSSO. SOEs receive a grounding in the sciences and are
trained in the employment of hi-tech sensitive equipment to deliver highly technical effects in a
tactical environment. SOEs also conduct the full suite of Special Forces insertion and
extraction courses.
Further information on the application process, screening and key contacts can be found on the
ADFSSO Sharepoint page accessible through the Defence Protected Network via the link
http://drnet/Army/ADFSSO/Pages/Join-SOCOMD.aspx

SOER Association
The unit was again supported by the SOER Association in 2021. The SOER Association is a
veterans support organisation that supports past and current serving members of SOER, the
Incident Response Regiment and their families. The Association aims to promote the general
welfare and prosperity of veterans and their families and to assist in increasing quality of life through
providing advocacy, well-being initiatives and welfare support services. Further information about
the Association can be found on their website at https://www.soerassociation.com.au/

Members of the SOE RTC inspect a suspected device during an urban building clearance
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Members of the SOE RTC learning urban movement

SOE conducting manual access into a suspect device
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Royal Australian Engineers
Order of the Day
On the Occasion of the Passing of
Major General Peter Day AO (RETD)
17th May 2021
To all Sappers past and present, it is my sad duty to inform the Corps of the passing of Major
General Peter Julian Day, AO (RETD). Major General Day commenced his long and distinguished
career on the 14th February 1953, serving in various command appointments in RAE units
including 17 Construction Squadron, 7 Field Squadron and 20 Engineer Support Squadron. In
addition, he also held the appointments of Services Attache to Manilla (1976-77), Deputy Chief
of the General Staff (1985-86) and Commandant, Australian Defence Force Academy (1987-90).
Major General Day saw operational service in Vietnam and Malaysia and was appointed an Officer
of the Order of Australia (AO) in recognition of his service as Deputy Chief of General Staff. Major
General Day retired from the Army on 27 March 1990 after 37 years of distinguished service.
Major General Day will be farewelled today with full military honours at the ANZAC Memorial
Chapel, Royal Military College Duntroon. On behalf of the Royal Australian Engineer Corps, I extend
our deepest condolences to the Day family and request all Sappers pause on this day to pay due
respect to mark his passing.
Ubique

Matt Galton, DSC
Brigadier
Head of Corps
Royal Australian Engineers
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Royal Australian Engineers
Order of the Day
On the Occasion of the National Commemoration
Service for 50th Anniversary of Operation Ivanhoe
and the Battle of Nui Le
20th September 2021
To all Sappers past and present, today we commemorate the 50th anniversary of Operation
IVANHOE, the last major offensive operation of Australian Forces in the Vietnam War. Tragically,
at the Battle ofNui Le, during intense close quarter fighting, against a battle-hardened 33rd North
Vietnamese Amiy, it was also to cost the last Australian KIA of the conflict with the loss of six
members of the 4th Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment/New Zealand (ANZAC).
With Australian forces entering the final stages of their involvement in the Vietnam War, Operation
Ivanhoe was a search-and-destroy sweep of an area south of the Courtenay mbber plantation in
the Phuoc Tuy Province conducted to prevent enemy forces from establishing a foothold. It was
led by 4RAR/NZ supported by 3RAR, 1 Field Squadron, RAE, A Squadron, 3rd Cavalry Regiment,
12th Field Regiment, RAA and air support from No. 9 Squadron, RAAF, 161 Reconnaissance Flight
and United States aircraft.
Sappers from 1 Field Squadron were principally deployed with 2 Troop in support of 3 RAR and 1
Troop in support of4RAR/NZ with Plant Operators and Mini Teams allocated within the Force. Their
tasks involved mobility support including responding to mine incidents, search and bunker system
destruction and for large portions of the operation, being tasked in their secondary role of fighting
as infantry.
It is with deep regret that current COVID-19 restrictions will prevent a traditional gathering at the
Australian Vietnam Forces National Memorial on Anzac Parade in Canberra today to publically
recognise these Veterans with the full military honours their service deserves. It does not however,
diminish the value of this service, the sacrifices made, nor the respect these members and all our
Veterans are held in by the Corps. I request all Sappers pause on this day to pay due respect to
mark this occasion.
Ubique

Matt Galton, DSC
Brigadier
Head of Corps
Royal Australian Engineers
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Furphy or Fact?
The Lost Band of the Royal Australian Engineers
Within the archives of the Australian Army Museum of Military Engineering (AAMME) lay the pieces
of a Corps band that few still remember - if at all.
The RAE Band was formed in June 1952 at the School of Military Engineering, Casula, NSW.
They performed at the Olympic Games Opening Ceremony in 1956, at the opening of the Opera
House in 1973, during royal tours, at national sporting events, at Army Tattoos and at the Trooping
of the Colour at Royal Military College, Duntroon.
They performed at the request of the ABC in 1954 and even released an album in 1974 at EMI
Studios, Sydney.
Despite their popularity and success, the RAE band was disbanded due to manpower issues in
March 1974. As stated within Volume Four of the RAE Corps History:
“The RAE Museum has custody of the uniforms and equipment purchased from Corps
Funds or gifted to it. It is in extended storage in the hope that one day, the Army will restore
the RAE band.”
Amongst the trumpets, drums and uniforms in the Museum’s archives lays an impressive leopard
skin once worn by the bass drummer of the RAE band… or was it?
In the Museum’s endeavour to piece together the colourful history of the RAE Corps band, the
origin of the leopard skin (complete with a tail and taxidermy leopard head) is blurry at best.
It seems that depending on who was asked, a different (and even more elaborate) story was
recorded.
Story 1: Mr W.G. Walkley of the petroleum company Ampol, promised a tiger skin to the RAE band
at the SME annual Industrial Mobilisation Course in 1956. One week later, he contacted the Chief
Instructor SME, LTCOL I. D. Cameron, to explain that the only tiger skin available was too big.
Instead he presented a locally obtained leopard skin to the RAE band.
Brig P. J. Greville in The Royal Australian Engineers 1945 to 1972, 2002.
Story 2: A tiger skin was presented to the RAE Corps Band by Mr W. G. Walkley in 1957.
According to this story, Mr Walkley was so impressed by the band that he organised for a tiger
shoot in Borneo and had the skin prepared especially for the RAE band.
RAE Bandmaster WO1 L. E. Martin in Sapper magazine, vol 1, no 2, 1972.
Story 3: There were two Woodland Leopard skins worn by the side drummers of the band and one
tiger skin worn by the bass drummer. The leopard skins were donated by the petroleum company
Caltex in 1958. According to this same source, these skins came from a leopard that was killed
as it crept towards patients in the Etabi Hospital, Tanganyika. A 1958 article found within an RAE
band history scrapbook also describes a similar story,
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“The Woodland Leopard, attracted by the smell of blood, was shot… with a bow and poisontipped arrow as it crept towards the injured on the hospital verandah (sic).”
Unknown author in History of the RAE Band
Woodland leopard or Bornean tiger? We invite you to have your say when this mysterious big cat
skin, along with other memorabilia from the RAE Corps band, is on display at the Museum in the
New Year.

RAE Band group
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In Dogs we Trust
Written by George Hulse, 2019

Book review by Zeus
Canine Correspondent
Warrant Officer Class One Michele Russell (Michele
with one “l”), from the Sapper Corps Museum,
despatched to me George Hulse’s latest enthralling
read - “In Dogs We Trust”.
Containing many great yarns, it chronicles the dizzying
pace of the story of Australian Military Working Dogs
since the 1950s. Lazing back in my kennel, I bounced
quickly through the fascinating and informative journey
of these War Dogs. My emotions shifted from elation,
through awe, to sometimes sadness.
The well written book highlights the extraordinary capabilities that canines and their handlers
bring to the sharp end of national defence both at home and abroad. Good War Dogs are a
‘force multiplier’.
My two favourite stories involve Mark “Donno” Donaldson VC and DEVIL, a Belgian Malinois,
and Graham “Pommie” Ellis with BAILEY, a Labrador x Greyhound.
The operators from the West naturally wanted to combine the traditional canine War Dog
capabilities of man-work, explosive detection and being able to be controlled by any team
member. DEVIL relished in being part of an SASR patrol, or pack. DEVIL’S innate natural instincts
of protecting ‘his pack’ and making independent decisions to achieve that, even in the nastiest
of encounters, proved invaluable and saved lives.
BAILEY’s exploits as an explosive detection dog (EDD) in 2002 nearly earnt him a personal
commendation from Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II. His heroic actions in protecting the Realm
that day, along with a few mishaps, makes exhilarating reading. All Sappers can have days
like that!
Humans probably would have enjoyed coloured photographs to help highlight the story. But
we canines are happy with the black and white images.
The book is dedicated in perpetual memory of Sappers Darren Smith and Jacob Moerland
along with EDD HERBIE - KIA Afghanistan 7 June 2010.
In Dogs We Trust is available from the Australian Army Museum of Military Engineering:
aamme.mailbox@defence.gov.au
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Sapper Obituaries - Lest We Forget
MAJOR Gregory William Batiste. 9 Apr 1944 to 23 Dec 2020. Vietnam service: 32 Small Ship
SQN, Army Ship 3051 John Monash in 1966 and Army Vessel 1356 Clive Steele 1969 - 1970.
WARRANT OFFICER CLASS 1 Bryan Martin James. 15 Sep 1926 to 4 Jan 2021. Bryan was
an early recruit to 104 Squadron, 22 Construction Regiment under the Supplementary Reserve
Scheme. He rose through the ranks from Recruit to RSM of the Regiment in 9 years and occupied
the RSM appointment for a further 6 years from 1968 to 1974.
SAPPER David Christopher Wood. 16 May 1947 to 5 Feb 2021. Vietnam service with 17
Construction Squadron 1969 - 1970.
STAFF SERGEANT Gilbert Walter Harris. 13 Aug 1933 to 4 Mar 2021. Vietnam service with
AFV Detachment, 55 Engineer Workshop and Park Squadron. Also served with 1 Field Squadron,
26 ESS, 7 Field Squadron, 1 AESD, HQ Coy Singapore and 3 Field Engineer Regiment.
SERGEANT Bryan Albert Fredrick Heal. 25 Sep 1939 to 16 Jan 2021. Vietnam service with
Detachment 55 Advanced Engineer Stores Squadron
WARRANT OFFICER CLASS 1 Lancelot Terrance (Terry) Radford. 23 Jun 1927 to 13 Mar
2021. Vietnam service: 32 Small Ships - Army Ship AS3051 John Monash 1968 - 1969 (3
voyages) and Army Vessel AV1354 Brudnell White 1970.
OFFICER CADET Hamish Ian Goddard. Died suddenly 18 Mar 2021, aged 40. Joined 4 Combat
Engineer Regiment on 4 Sep 2002 and promoted to the rank of Corporal. Was accepted for a
commission and transferred to MUR to complete the relevant training blocks where he planned
to return to 22 Engineer Regiment as a LT. He was awarded the Soldiers Medallion, Australian
Defence Medal and was president of the All Ranks Club at Ringwood.
CORPORAL Graham Keith Cusack. 15 Aug 1945 to 29 Mar 2021. Vietnam service with
17 Construction Squadron 1971 - 1972.
CORPORAL Warren Hugh Johnson. 9 Jul 1944 to 30 Mar 2021. Vietnam service with
17 Construction Squadron 1966 - 1967 and 1968 - 1969.
SERGEANT Trevor John Boaden. 16 Sep 1944 to 23 Mar 2021. Vietnam service:
17 Construction Squadron 1970 and 1 Field Squadron 1970 - 1971.
CORPORAL Robert Henderson Watt. 1 Aug 1924 to 12 Apr 2021. Formerly of the RAA during
the Second World War, enlisted into the RAE in 1959. He served in various RAE units including
24 Construction Squadron and eventually retired whilst posted to the School of Military
Engineering in 1969.
SAPPER John William Scanlon. 3 Feb 1949 to 26 Apr 2021. Vietnam service 18 Feb 1971
to 30 Jun 1971 and 1 Field Squadron 21 Jun 1971 to 30 Oct 1971.
SERGEANT Leslie McIntosh Stephenson. 13 Dec 1931 to 17 Apr 2019. Vietnam service:
21 Engineer Support Troop - 25 May 1966 to 15 Jun 1967, 55 Engineer Workshop and Park
Squadron 16 Sep 1971 to 9 Mar 1972.
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MAJOR Jim Truscott OAM. 26 May 1956 to 28 Apr 2021. Passed away suddenly whilst riding a
bike re-tracing the track of explorers Bourke and Wills for its first 500 km. Jim’s first appointment
post Duntroon was to the RAE at 1 Field Squadron and 1 Field Engineer Regiment. He served with
SASR, 1 Commando Regiment, the Pilberra Regiment and an assignment to Rhodesia.
SAPPER Anthony John (Williams) Harris. 14 Jun 1945 to 18 May 2021. Vietnam service:
32 small Ships Squadron - AV1356 Clive Steele.
SAPPER David Bertram Kenneth Laughton. 22 Mar 1921 to 5 Apr 2021. World War Two
Service: 2/10 Field Company RAE, 8th Division 2nd AIF.
MAJOR GENERAL Peter Julian Day AO. 25 Dec 1935 to 8 May 2021. Vietnam service: OC
17 Construction Squadron 9 Jul 1966 to 10 Dec 1966, HQ AFV (Army Component) 11 Dec 1966
to 29 Apr 1967 - see HOC Order of the Day.
SERGEANT Robert (Bob) William Embrey. 4 Dec 1939 to 10 May 2021. Vietnam service: 1 Field
Squadron 27 Nov 1967 to 21 May 1968.
CORPORAL John Townley McGregor. 15 Aug 1945 to 26 May 2021. Vietnam service:
32 Small Ships Squadron AV1355 Vernon Sturdee 1967 and AS3051 John Monash (3 voyages)
1968 to 1969.
SAPPER David Andrew Girvan. 3 Jul 1952 to 31 May 2021. 23rd Intake at the Army Apprentice
School earning his trade as a bricklayer in 1970.
BRIGADIER Michael George Holton CSC. 5 Jul 1938 to 3 Jun 2021. Graduated Officer Cadet
School in Jun 1959 to RAE and later transferred to RACT. Born England on 05 Jul 1938. Vietnam
service: CAPT at HQ AFV (Army) Jun 1966 to Jun 1967.
CORPORAL Laurence (Laurie) Robinson. Passed away 11 Jun 2021. Served with 22
Construction Regiment from 1 Sep 1982 to 1 Oct 2001. Promoted to Corporal and awarded the
ADM and RFM.
MAJOR John (Jack) Neville Salter. 21 Feb 1932 to 15 Jul 2021. Vietnam service: HQ AFV (Army)
12 Nov 1969 to 11 Nov 1970.
CORPORAL William (Bill) Joseph Holzworth. Passed away 23 Jul 2021. Vietnam service:
1 Field Squadron, 6 May 1967 to 21 May 1968 and LSM Vernon Sturdee 1976.
CORPORAL John Francis Wallis. 17 Jul 1938 to 24 Jul 2021. Vietnam service: 17 Construction
Squadron 17 Jul 1967 to 10 Apr 1968.
CORPORAL Geoffrey Robert Burn. Passed away 15 Jul 2021. He served in many RAE
squadrons through the 1960s.
SAPPER Michael Patrick Bergin. 12 Jan 1949 to 4 Aug 2021. Vietnam service: 1 Field Squadron
from 4 Jun 1970 to 2 Jun 1971.
SERGEANT Barry Robert Buckley OAM. 18 Jun 1944 to 21 Aug 2021. ANZUK (Public
Relations). ANZUK was a tripartite force formed from Australian, New Zealand and United Kingdom
defence forces to defend the Asian Pacific region after the UK withdrew forces east of the Suez
Canal early in the 1970s. The ANZUK Force was formed on 1 Nov 1971 and disbanded in 1974.
SGT Buckley served ANZUK on board AS3051 John Monash in 1972 and on the Official Duty HQ
for the ANZUK Support Group in Singapore in 1972.
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CORPORAL Keith John Raymant. 4 Aug 1948 to 31 Aug 2021. Enlisted in the Commonwealth
Military Forces (CMF) in the 1960s and allocated to 31 Terminal Squadron RAE. In 1971, he was
conscripted and was part of the 24th National Service Intake. Following Recruit and IET, he was
posted to 21 Construction Squadron. During his career, he spent time with RACT, 5/6 RVR and
RAE before transferring to Catering Corps where he remained until discharge in mid 2000s. He
completed two tours of East Timor.
SAPPER Daniel Vincent Connolly. 22 Aug 1945 to 2 Sep 2021. Vietnam service: 17 Construction
Squadron 17 Mar 1967 to 12 Feb 1968.
LIEUTENANT COLONEL S. Neil Hurst. 24 Dec 1936 to 7 Sep 2021. Vietnam service:
Detachment 11 Movement Control Group RAE July 1966 - July 1967, 32 Small Ship Squadron,
Army Ship AS3051 July - August 1971.
WARRANT OFFICER CLASS ONE Phillip Roy Cannane. 3 Jun 1937 to 27 Sep 2021. Vietnam
service: 32 Small Ships, AV1356 Clive Steele, 26 Jun - 26 Oct 1966, 1 Jan - 27 Apr 1969,
21 Jul - 1 Oct 1969 and AV1353 Harry Chauvel 21 May 1969 to 6 Jun 1970.
LANCE CORPORAL Edward (Ted) Robert Waugh. 23 Feb 1947 to 29 Sep 2021. Vietnam
service 21 Engineer Support Troop 10 Sep 1968 to 10 Sep 1969.
SAPPER Dennis William Leworthy. 17 Apr 1948 to 6 Sep 2021. Vietnam service: 55 Engineer
Workshop and Park Squadron 6 Jun - 4 Nov 1971.
MAJOR John (Eddie) Dyer. 27 Dec 1946 to 25 Dec 2021. Eddie served most of his military
service with the Latrobe Valley based RAE Squadrons - 38 Field Squadron from 1965 - 1977 and
39 E&M Squadron 1977 - 2001 where he also spent time as the OC.
LIEUTENANT COLONEL George Giummarra. 2 May 1945 - 3 Nov 2021. George was part of
the 1970 National Service Intake and served in RAE units including 7 FER (1971-1983), 3 TRG GP
(1984-1988) and 22 Construction Regiment/6 ENGR GP (1989-1995). George transferred to the
Reserves in 1995 and was awarded the Reserve Force Decoration for 15 years’ service.
LIEUTENANT COLONEL Bruce Raymond Harrison. Passed away 15 Mar 2021. Bruce held
degrees in civil engineering and surveying from The Royal Military College at Duntroon, the
University of Adelaide, and Staff College at Queenscliff. He retired from the Australian Army as a
LTCOL and treasured his time in the service.
STAFF SERGEANT Colin Haggett. 21 Mar 1954 - 30 Mar 2021. Colin served in the Reserves for
26 years with postings to 22 Construction Regiment, OCTU, 4 Combat Engineer Regiment, MUR
and 6 ENG GP.
SAPPER Geertjan Thomas Steen. Passed away 29 Aug 2021. Served with 1 Field Squadron
Group 1970-1971.
LANCE CORPORAL Edward Comben. Passed away 4 Sep 2021. Served with 1 Field Squadron
Group 1967-1968.
CAPTAIN Graham James Moon. Passed away 18 Nov 2021. Served with 1 Field Squadron
1966-1967.
CORPORAL Herbert Dittman (Pawczynski). Passed away 15 Dec 2021. Served with 21 EST
1966-1967 and 17 Construction Squadron 1971-1972.
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SAPPER Thomas John (Paddy) Madigan. Passed away 25 Jan 2021. Served with 1 Field
Squadron Group 1967-1968 as well as with SME and the Land Warfare Centre, Canungra.
SAPPER Raymond Alexander Faulkner. Passed away 10 Jan 2021. Vietnam service: 55
Engineer Workshop and Park Squadron Nov 1967-Nov 1968.
SAPPER Kerry William Jones. Passed away 23 Jan 2021. Kerry was a 20th Intake Army
Apprentice Electrician.
SAPPER Graham (Cowboy) Curtis. Passed away 30 Jan 2021. Graham served with 18 Field
Squadron.
CORPORAL David (Blue) Scarce. Passed away 27 Jan 2021. David was a 28th Intake Army
Apprentice Electrician/Mech and served in 24 Support Troop, 2 Field Engineer Regiment,
Resources Troop, 20 Div Engineer Support Squadron and 11 Field Ambulance as an electrician.
SAPPER Allan Graham Robinson. 21 Sep 1945 to 12 Feb 2021. Allan served with 18 Field
Squadron and saw service in Borneo, Malaya and Singapore.
LIEUTENANT COLONEL Jim Young. Passed away 7 Mar 2021. Served in 22 Construction
Squadron, 7 Field Squadron, Directorate of Engineers and as OC 21 Construction Squadron
1993-1994.
SAPPER Peter Roy Wieden. Passed away 14 May 2021. Peter served with 32 Small Ship
Squadron, 30 Port Squadron, 30 Terminal Squadron, 1 Field Squadron and 7 Field Squadron.
CORPORAL Christine Kaye (née Gill). Passed away 30 August 2021. Christine served with 11
Field Squadron, 5 Field Engineer Regiment.
CAPTAIN Brian Edward John Jones. Passed away 24 May 2021. Brian was a 6th Intake Army
Apprentice Plumber and served with 17 Construction Squadron, 21 Construction Squadron, 7
Field Squadron and SME. He served in the PNGVR as a SNCO from 1964-1973. In 1986 he was
commissioned as a CAPT in RAInf, Active CMF and served until 1991.
LIEUTENANT Alan Wolski. Passed away unexpectedly in early 2021. Alan earned his commission
through OCTU and served with 11 Field Squadron, 5 Field Engineer Regiment and 28 Field Troop.
SAPPER Michael Anthony Weeks (Kronk). Passed away 25 July 2021. Michael served in 17
Construction Squadron and 7 Field Squadron.
SAPPER James Norman Elliott. Passed away 28 Aug 2021. Vietnam service: 17 Construction
Squadron, Nov 1970-Jan 1972.
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End of Service to the Corps
Head of Corps, Royal Australian Engineers, would like to thank the following members for
their long service to Army and the Corps:
MAJGEN:

Clark, Geoffrey

SGT:

Ryan, Michael

Corkery, Stephen

Bridges, William

Deacon, David

Capare, Victor

Edmonds, Patrick

Davies, Martin

Findlay, Gary

Dickson, Brenden

Franolic, Frank

Diercke, Marcus

Fry, William

Eagle, Adam

Ingle, Norman

Fawns, Steven

James, Terry

Gorey, Leslie

Kidd, Geoffrey

Keegan, Gary

Papay, Michael

McLaren, Joshua

Parish, Russell

Mulhall, Brian

Remin, Paul

Newcombe, James

Rutledge, Stuart

Priest, Phillip

Stoakes, Geoffrey

Walsh, Shaun

MAJ:

Van Etten, William

Ward, Craig

Brown, Lindsay

Wicks, Tony

Watson, Kevin

Carroll, Michael

WO2:

CPL:

Bertram, Todd

Buttriss, Adrian

Cox, Frederick

Cantle, Bruce

Davey, James

Eilerson, Ray

Hanger, Christopher

Malligan, Phillip

Holzknecht, Michael

McEwan, David

Hughson, Malcolm

Zivkovic, Joseph

COL:
Halstead, Grant
Hedges, Jason
Robards, Paul
LTCOL:
Braithwaite, Glen
Davis, Rodney
Fox, Douglas
Graham, Stuart
Hughes, Alan
Mildon, Jason
Sims, Peter

Cleverly, Kirsty
Cox, Robert
Ellison, Robert
Hales, Graham
Hopkins, Adrien
Jamieson, Anneke
Lobb, Ian
McKay, Phillip
Pitts, David
Rai, Bhala Bahadur
Roesler, Stuart
Sterling, Briana
White, Andrew

Jones, Christopher
Le Poidevin, Ian
Macklin, Joseph
Merrill, Robert
Miller, Gregory
Payne, Andrew
Plunkett, Sean

CAPT:

Ratcliffe, Ian

Sullivan, Brendan

Sisley, Troy

WO1:

Watkins, Jason

Brown, Peter

SSGT:

Christie, Geoffrey

Kelly, Alan
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LCPL:
Ewin, Damien
McDevitt, Thomas
Vassallo, Mary
Whifield, David
SPR:
Aitken, Donald
Francis, Maxwell
Sparre, Graeme
Thompson, Gregory

Australia Day Awards 2021
Conspicuous Service Medal (CSM)
Major Michael Anthony SIPPLE - For meritorious achievement as Officer Commanding and
Senior Project Engineer at 19th Chief Engineer Works.

Queen’s Birthday Awards 2021
Medal (OAM) in the Military Division
Warrant Officer Class One Michael James BATES For meritorious service in the appointments
of Regimental Sergeant Major 21st Construction Regiment, Regimental Sergeant Major 3rd
Combat Engineer Regiment; Career Adviser Royal Australian Engineers and Regimental Sergeant
Major Army Ceremonial.
Warrant Officer Class One Sean William CHAINEY DSM For meritorious service as the
Regimental Sergeant Major of the Royal Australian Engineers and the 2nd Combat Engineer
Regiment.

Conspicuous Service Cross (CSC)
Lieutenant Colonel Sharon Maree COATES For outstanding achievement as the Joint Task
Group 646.2 Commanding Officer on Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST 2019-2020.
Lieutenant Colonel Paul Frederick WRIGHT For outstanding devotion to duty as the Staff Officer
Grade One Infrastructure in the Directorate of Enabling Support, Army Headquarters.
Conspicuous Service Medal (CSM)
Captain Jonathan Robert GLOVER For meritorious achievement in the performance of duty as a
Project Engineer at the 19th Chief Engineer Works.
Lieutenant Colonel Renée Louise KIDSON For meritorious devotion to duty deployed as the
Commanding Officer of the 5th Engineer Regiment Task Group on Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST
2019-2020.
Warrant Officer Class Two Christopher William ROHWEDER For meritorious achievement in
training and development support of the Australian Defence Force Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Remediation Program at the Defence Explosive Ordnance Training School.
Lieutenant Colonel Henry William STIMSON CSC For meritorious devotion to duty as the
Commanding Officer of the 2nd Combat Engineer Regiment Task Group whilst deployed on
Operation BUSHFIRE ASSIST 2019-2020.
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